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An analysis of children’s books on Central America 
reveals omissions and stereotypic views that prevent 

students from understanding current events in that region 

t 2 

School Books Get Poor Marks: An Analysis of 
. 5 = . 

Children’s Materials about Central America 

The following article is based on a study Where does this chain of ignorance be- avail to subject them to analysis; there- 
coordinated and prepared by Nancy Ander- gin? What are children taught about fore, a representative sample of 11 of 
son and Rochelle Beck. Central America? To find out, a content these texts was selected for an in-depth 

= ‘ analysis was undertaken of children’s examination. A total of 30 works was 
Central America has been in the head- materials in current use. Materials were examined in detail; brief reviews of these 

Bes eee ya tin reports Ci revoMiOn | aontinediehroush GUecEGUdetoCH Dine heen anennne aun eibeednient 
elections and U.S. military and economic dren’s Books in Da ELH, i Textbooksin search woredied 10 aaitional chilivea's 

aid packages; El Salvador, Nicaragua, Print, lists of elementa and second: books, a few of which are out of print but 
ond ras anchors cota eran texts available from etucatenel a still ve much in use. An Graluatiad of 
nabone Bevo berms jamais mar casul lishers and materials from the United these hooks (listed on nage 12) confirmed 

ome DOC MO gue tea Nations. A preliminary list included 15 _ the original findin; a addition, some 
fetal # nana ppecon tO 1s) eoneralyEthe children’s hooks ie numerous text- 31U 3. histo texts Cisted on my e 12) 
only knowledge that most people in the bool P A Soro. : pag 

a ooks. World geography, world history, were similarly examined. A total of 71 
WS have about Central America. News: USS. history and social studies texts were books was examined 
week recently questioned 755 adults ovnsideed because they are often stu- Based on the pr earn and 
about President Reagan's handling of dents’ only source of norton about with the advice of Latin ‘Aredeane hol 
theveituation miki Salvador almost hele Central Ainetiea It was soon found, rs, criteri repared fc Be ok 
of them did not respond because they did however, that the majorit of these texts fli accureey ofthe book and their qual! 
mot eucigy neces ely Salvador maser had such a paucit; of inbeaaatiey about it; te hi tools. A 1 of 15 
which side the U.S. supported.’ CBS- Gor] America that it would beoflittle viewers knowledgeable about. Central 
New York Times surveyed a random ere eas ney ze me ie 1 on fe 
sample of 1,545 adults about U.S.-El Sal- (oc ta a ee 
vador relations, and more than half of a) sf ke ya ua one Wore aualy ms 
them had so little knowledge of the area Media Coverage aM tabu ated and a summary of their 

9 ‘ findings was released to the media in 
they felt they could not respond at all.” The initial findings of the Council} 4.14 : eae ari pril (see box). Below is a report on the 

Ignorance about Central America is | study on how Central America is por- fésults of this stad 
caused by many factors. Media coverage, | trayed in children’s materials were re- eee 
except in times of emergency, has always leased April 5 and received extensive 1. Books suggest that Central 
been scanty. Even when coverage is media attention. The New York Times | America is not important. They do this 
more extensive, it is often based primari- ran an article on the study that day and in a variety of ways. 
ly if not exclusively on materials and again in the “Week in Review” section Central America is entirely omitted 
sources which reflect the official U.S. po- on the following Sunday. An April 6 As- from many of the most commonly used 

sition at that time. As a result, U.S. citi- sociated Press feature on the findings world geography, history and “cultures” 

zens rarely get enough detail or context was picked up by newspapers around books. Some books about Latin America 
to make informed judgments about lead- the country and prompted numerous even omit Central America or do not 

ers or events there. editorials questioning the content of name the individual countries there.4 

este etree textbooks used in local schools. The So little is said about Central America 
1Melinda Beck et al., “The Fire Next Door,” Council study was also the subject of } and Central American nations that they 

Newsweek, March 1, 1982. the “Donahue on Today” TV program seem not to exist. Again and again, re- 

2The results of this survey were reportedin | 0M April 29 and CBS Radio and TV news Syjeeh ah ae : 
“Central America: Region in Revolt,” a CBS broadcasts reported the study as well. Latin America includes Mexico, Central 
Special news program aired March 20, 1982. In addition, Interlink/Inter Press Service America, Spanish-speaking islands in the 

did a feature for distribution to newspap- | Caribbean and South America. Central 3 “ Jonathan Maslow and Ana Arana, “Opera- ers in foreign countries America is here taken to consist of Belize, 
tion El Salvador,” Columbia Journalism Re- e Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Hon- 
view, May/June, 1981. duras, Nicaragua and Panama (see also p. 18). 
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viewers noted that “Central America is 3. Books lead students to conclude 
barely mentioned.” Discussions of Latin The Politics of Textbooks that the major causes of ee 
America are often accompanied by maps No book can be completely objective. opment and ene lee ue 5 
that omit Central America and show on- Numerous studies have noted the ways physical terrain and e soe ' ‘om- 
ly South America. : 2 : in which children’s books — and school ings of Central Americans. xploita- 

Central America is consistently given textbooks in particular — reflect the per- tion is rarely mentioned. 5 
significantly fewer pages than other land spectives and interests of those who Many books fail to mention or ee 
masses in books purporting to cover all control a society’s institutions. This sur- the internal class structures in Centra: 
regions of the world. Although quantity vey of books about Central America American nations, the economic patterns 

may appear to be a trivial point, it is not. provides an outstanding example of this and land systems which created and ba 
What can a child conclude when a world observation. maintain underdevelopment. While a 
history devotes 11 of its 740 pages to Most, if not all, of the flaws cited in the books refer to the region’s poverty, 
Central America? Another world history this report are due to the biases, ac- they do not help students understand the 
text allocates 22 out of 838 pages to Cen- knowledged or not, of the books’ au- ways in which unequal land and income 
tral America. This pattern of neglect thors, editors and publishers. For the distribution, economic exploitation and 
teaches children that Central America is most part, these mirror the political per- the ruling elite 's need to maintain domi- 
not as important as many other parts of spectives of official U.S. policymakers nance are in fact the major causes of the 
the world, about which they repeatedly which function to support multinational ills that are grouped under the term un- 
receive more — and more detailed — in- corporate interests at home and derdevelopment: poverty, widespread 
formation. Fa abroad. The biases are often clearest disease, high infant mortality rates, illi- 
Often Central America is referred to — and most misleading — in discus- teracy, inadequate housing, poor trans- 

merely as the’ bridge fe between North and sions of the very issues that are crucial portation systems, malnutrition, etc. In- 
South America, with no differentiation to an understanding of current events in stead, many books imply that the poor 
of, or attention to, its nations or peoples. Central America: class structure, eco- are the cause of their own sufferings. 
One elementary Seography text por- nomic inequities, the role of U.S. corpo- Without information about the critical 
trayed this graphically: its map of the rate interests, U.S. interventions, etc. social and economic forces in Central 
Western hemisphere named all the coun- Sometimes the books simply omit American history, it is impossible to un- 
tries — except those in Central America. | oricial topics. That is in itself a political | derstand current dissatisfactions or re- Many books combine discussions of statement. At other times, a simplistic form movements — or to evaluate whom 
Central American countries with those cold-war mentality (most blatant in the USS. policy should be supporting. 
of one or more other countries, some- older books but occurring in newer ma- Almost three-fourths of the books re- 
times Mexico, the West Indies and/or terials as well) encourages an emotion- viewed fail to discuss the impact of exter- 
other Caribbean nations. Others men- al response instead of knowledge and nal economic interests ( e8., the United 

tion Central America only in passing, understanding. Fruit Company) in creating and main- 
noting that itis part of Latin America. In If it is not possible for books to be to- taining these nations poverty. Books 
all cases, this creaies confusion, com- tally bias-free, it is possible, and abso- present a one-sided and over-simplified 
pounds, students vague sense of the area lutely essential, that textbooks include a | Picture of the role of the U.S.-based 
and reinforces their impression of Cen- variety of points of view, especially United Fruit Company (now called 
tral America’s unimportance. : ; when those viewpoints are supported United Brands) in the economic develop- 

2. Most of the books contain racial by abundant historical evidence and re- ment of Central America, and one goes 
and ethnic stereotypes. Indigenous gardless of whether they run counter to 80 far as to suggest that the reader 
peoples and Blacks are portrayed as som- “official” policy. think of big companies like the United 
nolent, lazy, less sea oa pies aeons ae foreign aid” 
farm and manual workers and music lov- : et’s Visit Central America, p. 74). 
ers, unsuited for technological, modern Most books do not discuss the exploita- 

societies. . * tive role of the United Fruit Company, or 
Examples such as the following wae i Rane its links with the U.S. government.® For 
ee Ce ea catching up with them. (Enchantment of instance, in 1951 the U.S. opposed and 

any 1s difficu. 0 develop si e ant le- joa: 

mocratic government [in Guatemala] be- Coane) Terie Banas 0) 22) ae 

eonee eo any, of the nation’s Indians are il- Latin America loves its fiestas. Especial- *It is, for example, instructive to look at literate and superstitious. (Let’s Visit Cen- ly with music. The people of all these coun- _U.S. government links with United Fruit in 
tral America, p. 77) tries are born music lovers. (Getting to 1954, when the U.S. was involved in the over- 

4 Know Costa Rica, El Salvador and Nicara- throw of the Arbenz government in 
ae Negroes wore oo ae aes enn gua, p. 49) Guatemala because its ioe reform policy port warehouses. During busy periods they iidenriye Unitednonre ¢ 

sing and work steadily without rushing. At 5 E : 2 ae ae a eo ay Cm Petty On Bome slack times many wander to other ports in é When you ave at the simmering air- a its ie its. Sullivan and Cromwell, the law 
search of jobs. (Central America: Lands 8 ao Nicaragu a’s capital and hear the ay peaded by Jour Boster Dalles, Us. Sec- Seeking Unity, 0.70) airplane Ss loudspeaker announce “Mana- retary of State at the time, was the chief legal 

: gua, Nicaragua,” this is not meant tobe an _ counsel to United Fruit. Dulles’ brother Allen, 
Excitable and changeable, Nicaraguans imitation of Donald Duck. (The Land and _ Director of the CIA, was in charge of “Opera- 

often pour their energies into fighting. If People of Central America, p. 18) tion Success,” the plan to topple Arbenz; Allen 
they struggled as willingly against rugged Dulles was also a member of Sullivan and 
mountains, rain forests, and swamps, they Chico liked to work with his hands much Cromwell and a shareholder of United Fruit 
might advance more rapidly. (Central better than he liked to work with his brain. as well. General Robert Cutler, head of the 
America: Lands Seeking Unity, p. 127) (Chico of Guatemala, p. 22) Continued on following page 
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and the CANAL ZONE 
refused aid to Guatemala for construc- _ year rule of the military in El Salvador. a 
tion of a highway tothe Atlantic because Without knowing this, students are se- : a 
the highway would interfere with the riously hampered in understanding the _ Wm - 
monopoly on industrial transportation causes of the present situation in El Sal- - a yo om 
held by International Railways of Cen- vador. They are also unable to evaluate a “a - 
tral America — a United Fruit affiliate. U.S. foreign policy toward the country. Lao ee 

4. Books communicate that Cen- In most U.S. history texts, discussion of 4 af . 
tral American countries are impor- U.S. relations with any Central Amer- . - . , is Q 
tant only insofar as they directly af- ican nation is limited to the Monroe Doc- ee a 
fect U.S. economic or strategic inter- trine and the Panama Canal. The de- gy eng urea 

ests. scription of the Canal frequently islimit- (7 2 - oe = 

In almost half the books reviewed, no ed to how the U.S.’s superior abilities g _ it oe . —<», 
mention is made of treaties, wars, cul- succeeded in getting it built. Typical of he: _ 
tures or trade when the U.S. was not di- many texts is the following brief account: 74 leon’ = 2 mS 

re a ee Alliance fo one Many ee Be — used — nee ite — | : 
within Central America, either between narrow bridge of land between North an ae aoe . . 
countries or within national borders, is South America, but as yet there is only one ee : ke : x 

barely touched upon. Thus, children get canal, the Panama Canal. Begun by the | — eee 
litle conse of ae and igtvade Hench in oe the pera een es- cocaniealal aia . 

A . oth pecially in what was then such an un- —  - 

ie. off animportantievent lives. Later the construction was taken over were ee 
One exampre (0) P es by the United States, and the canal still be- eee 

omitted from textbooks because a did not longs to the U.S.A., together with a strip of a oe vane : a 

directly ay ue ae is land on each side. (Mexico, Central America psa | Pp A) “s os 
tanza” (“The Slaughter”) in El Salvador. —_—_and the West Indies, p. 44) oo A , 
In 1932, Salvadoran peasants, artisans It israre to find books thateven hint at agp - * oo . — 
and workers, armed only with machetes the degree of blatant U.S. interferencein Wee mupw  e 

i cm aaa) . Me, FR cS eS eS - = Roe and stones, rebelled against the oppres- the destinies of Panama and Colombia. Vv = LOSTAHICA 

sion in which the majority of the popula- World History is better than most inthis / yo . sh 
tion lived. This uprising gained the sup- regard. ay . j=" . 2a Li 

port of many Salvadorans. The paramili- American engineers suggested two possible | Lo] _ : ye 
tary forces, organized by the large land- locations for the canal. ... The Senate “ y; y Do Wig 

owners and supported by the Salvadoran picked Panama asthe siteforthecanal.Pa- fj (ge 3 6 - 
army, killed 30,000 Salvadorans within nama, however, was part of Colombia. The [7 ™ va | oo / oe 
a month. Peasant leaders were hanged in United States offered to pay Colombia $10 | - 
the town squares, their bodies left there million plus a yearly rental of $250,000 for _ he 
for days as a warning to anyone else con- a strip of land through the Isthmus. Colom- 90 jg gl TMU oq i 7s 
templating opposition to the milita bia wanted more money, however, andre = = = | ||| 7 | PR ‘Pp. 'g Opp ry CO 

le which was established. Firing  Jectedtheproposal. Then revolution broke AE Smet a 
A is s out in Panama on November 3, 1903. By a oe 
squads rounded up all those with Indian strange coincidence, that very same day, an : See = 
oe and on eae In ale oy oe American gunboat arrivedinthe harbor of = fw Land und Fhople of 
of the entire Salvadoran population ha Colén in Panama. The American ship pre- pone * s - 
been killed. This massacre began the 50- vented Colombia from landing troops fone CEN TRAL AMERICA . 

down the revolt. Three days later, the . by Moth karen 
Sa RENEE TRIG United States recognized the new republic gag ce eargencns ro 
Continued from Previous page of Panama. On November 18, Panama . = >... 
National Security Council, was on the board _ signed a treaty with the United States for — lh ihl( (Cee 
of directors of United Fruit. The brother of construction of acanal. . . . Colombia was oo - (os = 
John Moores Cabot, Undersecretary of State furious. But it lacked the power to do any- <i rere 
for Latin America, was president of United thing about the situation. . . . (pp. 510- - io. ES. 7: 

Fruit. Spruille Braden, Secretary for Latin 511) FY. ~~... 
American Affairs, became director of United 5 . — 

Fruit and Walter Bedell Smith, Director of . °: Books distort the role of the U.S. 2h errr 
the CIA before Dulles, became a director of im Central America, portraying it on- on ooh oS 
United Fruit a year after the Arbenz over- ly as the perennial “helper.” oe 
throw. President Dwight Eisenhower’s private The U.S. has repeatedly intervened in — -_ ses 
secretary was Ann Whitman, whose husband __ the internal affairs of Central American hrF NICARAGUA | - 
Ed es ne Hie mubhe pee nations. Rarely are these interventions , — oe - . 
tor. Last but not least, Henry Cabot Lodge, mentioned. The 34 U.S. military inter- oe 
the U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations, yentions in the area from 1898-1932 — Above, some children’s books on Central 
was a major United Fruit stockholder. When 214 the numerous interventions, both America. Almost all of the children’s 

the Guatemalan government urgently re- ont and overt, since then — are ig- books that are available mirror official 
quested that the U.N. Security Council be : US poli Techie he Gena e 
called into session to deal with the efforts to nored. a : i ee DOLL), NEB LEC LUie Ute CONIA AMIEL: 
overthrow Arbenz, the request was turned A striking example is the inaccurate ican grass-roots perspectives that would 
down by the president of the Security Coun- and misleading treatment of the over- give students @ more accurate under- 

cil—who happened to be Henry Cabot Lodge. throw of the Arbenz government in Gua- standing of current events in that region. 
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temala in 1954 that occurs in many goal. (Getting to Know Costa Rica, El Salva- John F. Kennedy’s program for containing 

texts. The following is typical: dor and Nicaragua, p. 61) Castro’s appeal. The program called for 

Jacobo Arbenz was the president of Gua- Yet, another viewpoint — one that large-scale U.S. aid. The money was to be 
temala from 1950 to 1954. While he may does not appear in any other book re- matched by equally large amounts from 

not have been a Marxist, he was in favor of viewed — is presented in The Human Pee conn It was ey 

them [sic]. Arbenz was defeated, though, Expression: ine oe a Pea ae A 

before he had a chance to make long-lasting The Alliance for Progress was President a ong Wii Sens ae ae a seat 

ese eee iets eee merica, pp. os core ee = . : ¥ 

These brief accounts misrepresent his- oe a ae ae oe coe 

tory: Jetabe A Bons wes oloctetl us 292) Sexism by Omission Tella (6 Goto} te, beetle fe Ge 
Lye wares wi bie anaes elec and Commission landowning class in Latin America resisted 
rate. As eee Kinzer wrote in “Isth- History books have always been — change. In addition the U.S. compromised 
mus of Violence”: A its aims even as they were announced. 

Jacobo Arbenz won congressional approval and unioru pately So lone ie From the beginning it cooperated with con- 
for an agrarian program aimed at giving sexist, particularly by omission. That is, servative and military elements. The Al- 
poor Guatemalan peasants access to land histories, for both children and adults, liance spent $10 billion. Two-thirds of it 
for the first time. Soon after the law was never show the ways in which women went to military rulers or military-con- 

passed, Guatemala’s National Agrarian have been movers and doers in indi- trolled governments. Much of the money 
Department began to expropriate the vast vidual countries, regions, continents or went for weapons and not for social reform. 

unused properties [some 400,000 acres] the whole world. (Needless to say, the (p. 778) 
ounet by ae pe ‘eres same statement can be made regarding 6. Books emphasize “exotic” differ- 

tary hee: coe eee ont the history books’ omission of Blacks, ences, creating an obstacle to the 
Instinctively hostile to Arbenz anyway be- Indian peoples, Asians, Latinos, the | fullest understanding of Central 
cause of Guatemala’s leftist drift, Dulles poor in general, and workers — men | America. 
agreed that the regime would have to be and women, Black, brown, white, etc.) In one children’s book — Chico of Gua- 

overthrown. The books about Central America in- | temmala — the main character with whom 
Dulles’ brother Allen, director of the Cen- cluded in the accompanying study must young readers might identify is not even 

era Wate li gence (gone and successtully all, to a greater or lesser degree, be | given a name, nor are other members of 
deposed the governmentiof Iran justayear  \/ termed sexist. Thisiisnot'somuch be- || his family. He is merely called “Chico,” 
Cee e ee oes cause they contain overt material which | which is the Spanish word for “little 
feat in Guatemala, and he went about the . 5 ‘ : 
job with gusto. Agents established clandes- is offensive to women (although quite a boy.” The text is punctuated by lengthy 
tine radio stations to spread misinforma- few of them do) nor because they con- | phonetic spellings of Spanish words 
tion in Guatemala, American pilots flew sistently use only masculine pronouns (often incorrect), which, in conjunction 
unmarked planes that bombed military and and make no attempt to include women with the exotic story line and the stereo- 
civilian targets, and the CIA put together a even linguistically. More significantly, | typed characters, emphasize superficial 

motley “Liberation Army” of exiles and | they neglect to let the reader know that | differences between the lives of children 
mercenaries under the control of a dis- there have always been women who in Guatemala aad the US: 
gruntled Guatemalan colonel. President have struggled and worked in all the [lustahone are lofens aereoyee 

ee Ee fen areas in which their male counterparts | They reinforce the racism noted above 
pnelaela 7 19nd) hel [resi ened] meme ine have been active. A few of the books | and distort the realities of life in Central 
Boston Globe Magazine, August 16, 1981) ee oe See America by focusing almost exclusively 

The wieete US ieaionatwn | er tet homer apne: | 7" ag ernie! th 
pepeenion on benign Mee ae Bru these efforts are to be applauded but ruins of ancient Ealaliine Man: 
dents to be “shocked” if they hear about | ‘they are insufficient. Other books, if they books fail to show urban dwellers. ha. 
anti-American sentiment. Many books J] deal with social customs, have been sionals middle’clacelt workers a th 

Som ualy distant evens by, charae et quick to mention the “machismo” of the wealthy nor do they include enough m ni 
ing the U.S. as a “helper.” One book does region, but generally they present it as | ory setiioe the Sire ieee i a e fe 
mention that the U.S. intervened in | virtually another quaint custom prac- ine GantialeAmerioA i thu a a a 

Chile eG ube thes Domenican Repuplic. | ticed by the rather backward Central | ‘There are few scenes of anyone ane 
and Guatemala, but concludes only that | americans: chauvinism isnot discussed | modern life RVhichUS. studenten Ba 
this caused some problems. : as a serious social, economic, historical | see as similar to their own. Women e a 
Books frequently mention the Alliance} and cultural problem which affects the ennra ll on ehown eink teadiGonnli: cer 

for Progress and the Peace Corps as pro- |} |ives of all the women and of the men. ae fe a rel alee uGRenveh nce, 
grams whose only purpose is to “help” the | Neither is any connection made be- “Spanish De Aalldne maatillae sign 
receiving countries. They fail to place tween “machismo” and the sexism in earings and fonnealaieees ar oe 

ne Eanes ay ee ee aad other countries. tions that refer to them as “girls” in ne US. economic and political interests = Books about Central America need to tee dren aden nee See aL ; 
particularly the shift in focus of US. aid include information about women’s Meenas eee > ar TS 

after the Cuban Revolution. The majori- | roles in the history of these countries. ‘ Bre aie ee 
ty of books carry sentiments like the fol- i ; way reflecting the importance of family 

; They should also discuss the ways in | ife at all levels of Central American so- 
ae ou watch your new friends strive to peice nei oles ate lane an ciety. 

esis better life, you can be proud that article on this topic begins on page 19. Significant achievements by Central 
our country is helping them toward their Americans — in science, math, art, mus- 
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ic, literature or leadership — are men- region or between the region and the “9 
tioned only in passing. Students are not U.S.” Most books present dictators’ lip- : F 
told enough about the achievements of service to democracy as if it reflected The United Fruit Company 
the ancient Meso-American civiliza- reality; there are few facts about how by Pablo Neruda 
tions, including the Aztecs and Mayas, countries in Central America actually When the trumpet sounded 

and contemporary achievements by Cen- are governed. all was prepared on the earth 

tral American poets, scientists, inven- Similarly, reasons for political insta- aq Jehovah divided the world 
tors and diplomats are neglected as well. _ bility, revolutions, dictatorships, oligar- among Coca Cola Incorporated 

Central Americans are presented from chies or emigration are oversimplified. Anaconda, Ford Motors and then 

a Eurocentric perspective. Some books fe Se one book dens we entities. 
““, ot. » Le entra: merican countries have for years . : 

ae ee ra aaieaet Pane bean politivallyunstable 1eds not neon The ere gE ee Incorporated 
speci pe ‘es such as human sacrifices” an Pont for oneiruler:tolbe aneaceinatediond = cscs 10h itself the most succulent 

the “pagan practices that still exist quickly replaced by another. This is anoth- portion: 
among the Indians.” er reason why this whole area could be a _ the central coast of my land, 

In the first place, excessive focusing on world trouble spot. (Mexico, Central Ameri- the sweet waistline of America. 

these areas while deemphasizing current ca and the West Indies, p. 44) It rechristened its lands 
political and social problems does not Ignoring the poverty, ill-health andre- “the Banana Republics,” 
give the young reader an accurate pic- pression of the indigenous populations, and on the sleeping corpses, 
ture of the region. another book states merely: on the uneasy heroes 

In the second place, many books do not The Indians pose one of the major problems _ who conquered that greatness, 
mention that (a) there is serious question of Central America. They are an ideal that freedom, and those flags, 
as to whether any of the indigenous civil- group for Communist agents to work on. it established an opera bouffe: 
izations did in fact practice human sacri- ee America: Lands Seeking Unity, P. it enraptured all fancies, 

a , ‘ > 
fice and, if so, in what context; (b) one Several texts attr bute cariples events granted Caesar’s laurels, 
person’s belief is often another person’s eek uti tne Centenl unsheathed envy, and attracted 
superstition; and (c) in most Central | _ POC UEIOB) TOYO UMODS ets Venera: the dictatorship of the flies. 
American countries, religion plays a PRUE UNC ENO LOANS as) ateauanGCho. os Trujillo flies, Tacho flies ; 

oS ‘ 8 Bey munism in Cuba. Instead of explaining u} oraaa EB a 
more significant role than it does in the AGS RST OBA lee Sa enc ene Carias flies, Martinez flies, 

USS. today. : Sere sea a on  Ubico flies, flies sticky 
One reviewer found that “no modern might cause dissatisfaction or revolt, with humble blood and marmalade. 

Central Americans are mentioned b: ee ee ace ue drunken flies buzzing over the peo sle’s 
name in the text. Instead, the onl; oe ba is bad because it is communist; 2) tombs. = eo 

le mentioned are North iaeeieaita eee) circus ies sage flies 
ie Anan ana one edee” Half bad because they include ideologies sim- famikae ‘i ‘th e aan 

2 : =n ilar to Cuba’s; 3) therefore, the U.S. Uriah tte 
the books reviewed do not mention peo- Bhould riot: suppore thiese revolutions Among the sanguinary flies 

ple at all; they confine their discussions Th. ears 3 * United Fruit embarks, 
. e possibility that arevolutioncanbea_ ; « « : 

a oe 5 ee positive force for social change is never ai ee ce oe 

dqionified Pees ater ae ncoativelti sta suggested. One reviewer noted: “Revolu- of our drowning lands 
ie dldhe result is that ea aeae aS tion is not a disease. It is a choice people Taal Z 

ee f t deestand. th make about how to change their lives. It Meanwhile, in the sugary 
oe ie 2 Os /an axa 1 © mc ave is important to point out causes of unrest chasms of our ports, 

i aeons . Ee » ae Atte and violence; otherwise children think Indians fell, buried 

American peopie or '0 understand nstor- they are something a country catches, in the morning steam: ical or current events. y 8 My : a 
4 like a cold.” a body rolls, something 

_7. Books often convey one of two nameless, a fallen number, 
distorted images: Central America is me bunemordead trate 

either a lush, tranquil backwater Recommendations scattered on the hill of rotting refuse. 
with rural peasants and no problems, aS . 
or it is a violent, politically unstable, It is recommended: Translated by Victoria Ortiz 
trouble-torn area where govern- 1. That publishers review their titles gece eoccmemmmmrmmernumrermmrne a : -—rti‘COé™CONOOCSCC—CCC~SCSCSCSCSC—SCCL._—tsse|. 
ments topple swiftly at the hands of in light of these findings and consider = aie ee 
machine-gun toting guerrillas. them when revising textbooks and pre- 

The books give little sense of contempo- paring new ones; 

rary politics, of what political movements 2. That members of textbook adoption with teachers, department heads, princi- 
exist, their history and context, who sup- committees, teachers and librarians pals, school board members and local or 
ports them. evaluate materials in light of these find- state textbook adoption committees, urg- 

Some books’ neglect of politics leads ings and share their concerns by provid- _ ing educators to replace inadequate texts 
them to portray the region as a placid, ing feedback to publishers’ regional sales and/or use supplementary resources; and 
uneventful place. A typical reviewer’sre- representatives and by writing to pub- 4. That teachers hold classroom dis- 

port reads: “One could never predict the lishers directly, indicating desired cussions about the portrayal of Central 
present turmoil in the region on the ba- changes; America in texts, newspapers and TV, 
sis of reading this text. There is nothing 3. That parents and community mem- using resources and information such as 
in the content or tone which implies bers examine the texts used in their those provided in this Bulletin to initiate 
deep-seated problems or strife withinthe schools and discuss any inadequacies student analysis and criticism. L] 
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Books in Study: Brief Reviews Central America: Lands Seeking Unity by Chico of Guatemala by Betty Cavanna 

Below are brief reviews of the materials an- | Charles Paul May (Thomas Nelson, 1966). (Franklin Watts, 1963). : 

alyzed for this report. They focus on the mate- This book for elementary school children is This story is about Chico, a Guatemalan 

rials’ suitability for teaching about Central _ still widely available. It has chapters on each boy who must leave home with his family in 

America, and may not reflect the overall qual- nation in the region, and its treatments ofthe search of work when a volcano covers their 

ity of a particular book. The material in quo- early Mayan civilization andthe Spanish con- land with ash. They wander for a year, getting 

tations (unless it is a quote from the book un- quest are adequate for young readers. Unfor- _ poor jobs, suffering cold and hunger. While 

der review) is taken from the reviewers’ re- tunately, the book’s assumptions, explana- the story is intriguing and presents much fac- 

ports. tions and language are riddled with racial and _ tual information (about Indian clothes, coffee 

ethnic stereotyping, simplistic and fear-mon- _ growing, lakes, volcanoes and markets), there 

“Central America” in Britannica Junior  gering allusions to Communists and “Reds,” _is a complete lack of cultural, social, political 

Encyclopaedia (Encyclopaedia Britannica, and omissions of salient facts so that children _ or historical context to help children under- 

Inc., 1975). will easily be misled about historical and cur- stand the problems faced or actions taken. 

This popular elementary and junior high rent events in the area. Chico’s family accepts all hardships without 

reference gives a factual account of the geog- i 2 is a anger and with total resignation. The setting 

raphy, populations and work of the people liv- Central pa Time of Turmoul” (Jun i, rural, but the book gives the impression it is 
ing in Central America. It omits any discus- "7 eee Noverney Gee). : portraying an overview of the country, not 

sion, however, of government, politics, culture This two-page feature ouvennal America just a piece. Many negative stereotypes of In- 
or other forms of expression and does not deal on 2 ye mase map) includes very briefde- Giang show them as inferior, and often the pro- 
at all with economic issues such as land re- scriptions of each ora eyo an d nunciations given for Spanish words are in- 

form or the history or causes of revolutionary US. rela pone ae ca oe are many N- correct. The book could be used to raise hu- 
movements. As a reference work, it is reaso- 2°CUracies and misleading conclusions: revo- man questions because of its strong story line 
nable, although not as good as it could be. lution is always Seas bad for the U.S., the of a poor family struggling to survive on the 

_Yeasons for a revolution and the role of popu- land, but the stereotypes must be countered 

“Central America” by Clarence W. Olm- lar support are not analyzed; Cuba is bad per : ‘ 
stead in World Book Encyclopedia (World se; and Communism is presented as the “bo- El Salvador in Pictures by Nathan A. Ha- 
Book-Childcraft International, Inc., 1978). gey” of the region. Also much of the informa- verstock and John P. Hoover (Sterling, 1976). 

Widely available for elementary, junior and tion is dated: the U.S. is no longer aiding Ni- Part of a “visual geography series,” this 
senior high school students, this encyclopedia  caragua as the article states, nor is the ruling book is divided into five sections: the land, the 

has a very brief entry on Central America junta in El Salvador carrying out land re- history, the government, the people and the 
which focuses mainly on geography. Although forms, as stated. Several loaded words or economy. While it provides many statistics 
accurate, its overemphasis on terrain serious- statements might mislead the reader (e.g., and facts, it often moves into “explanations” 
ly limits space for other vital topics. Omitted “Costa Rica is the only democracy in Central which are serious distortions. For example, 
are the new status of Belize, the PanamaCan- America,” or why “did the U.S. once support _ the book suggests that the country’s underde- 
al, political movements in several nations,the unpopular dictators” there?). This article velopment is due to the “recalcitrance” of the 

role of latifundia or foreign economicinterests might be used as a basis for a short lesson on People, who like their “backward” ways. It 
in Central America, the diversity among Cen- Central America only if the teacher can cor- mentions only perfunctorily the pattern of 
tral American people. rect the inaccuracies and clarify the biases. land ownership and its effect on the popula- 

tion. The book “reinforces the worst views 
that most foreigners have of countries such as 
El Salvador.” 

“ g gy CCl Enchantment of Central America: Costa Ri- 

Ps _. Golling to Knaus  . i ca by Allan Carpenter (Childrens Press, 
) a rt—Ci*‘it RCO). 

Lo va a4 Costa Rica. El Salvador One of a 20-volume series called “The En- 
a. ao TG  andNicavagua © ——<—t——C*C#C‘«éhhannttmeent‘off South andi Central Amerrica,,” 

~~ fee be Bas and Nicaragua CO, _thisbook briny deserites the geography, his 
i “ Ck 2. . CO =. (= scriptions of work and life. It includes short 

ad eee a 4 - 44 mS  \ “sketches of four children and families with 
Arr 7» ¢ _ , |, _ very different lifestyles. (The four fathers are 

~~ 3 Ce OC | oo La 2. tor and a dock supervisor for a fruit company.) 
oe Ho = of 4 ee Although this book devotes several pages to 

<< mete | 4 2 Lo |) aoa “Distinguished Costa Ricans,” it implies that 

Dey : — =e we D.C, io ways (e.g., all four children hope to study in 
: ' Pees Piss 0 OR Oo 2s Ue 2, ___ the USS. and it took an American to build a 

pe age aes Sr a O tee : . s co railroad through the jungle after 20 years of 

We SS Agee 7 —™h™mrté<CS~SC SC“ ~__ Gost Rican attempts). Although the book 
ie eee — a - oF oo Ce provides some interesting information, it is 

Hae ee “ ——  «§: Borer 
oo ee Ae Of ¢ SUC 

Ce a i Ae y Allan Carpenter (Childrens Press, 1971). 

Ignoring women’s contributions to society, many books feature pictures of Central fed k on Panama has many of the same 
American women dressed as Spanish senoritas (the captions inevitably lable them * mengths and weaknesses of its counterpart 
ee ats et eyi : = Caen on Costa Rica described above. It has facts 
girls”). Above left, a typical illustration of this type. Many books also trivialize Cen- about Panama’s natural resources, holidays, 

tral American cultures by focusing on fiestas and other “exotica”: witness the book geography and history and éncludes sees of 

cover at the right. three Panamanian children. However, the 
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distortions in explaining historical and cur- Honduras. While the facts presented are accu- _ gives some basic history, and good informa- 
rent events, the stereotypes of the people, the _ rate, there are several distortions due toover- _ tion on current cultural achievements, folk- 

sexist language and the perpetuation of the simplifications and omissions. Given the lore, landmarks, geography and terrain. The 
myth that the U.S. is a benign, disinterested paucity of information about Honduras, the _ photos convey a variety of images. Guatemala 
“helper” seriously mar this book’s accuracy. If book is acceptable as a library reference, but _ is portrayed with pride, but this effort to pres- 
it is used at all, the distortions should be nota text. ent a positive image leads to serious omissions 
pied os ae eupplemen ee with more up Tie afd Ee epresion’ hy Baal Thomas and eS ee oe the are prep omae 

Welty (J.B. Lippincott Company, 1971). foe a Beet a meets oe Sex 

Getting to Know Costa Rica, El Salvador This social studies textbook comes with a sesli/ae “evotiea? Taher eects 
and Nicaragua by Charles R. Joy (Coward separate Teacher's Guide and an Activity equality or oppression. The important role of 
McCann, 1964). Book for students. The entire package is rec- the United Fruit Company is omitted, as are 

Like many of the others in the large series ommended by one reviewer, who found no class and racial conflicts. “This book Bread be 

of “Getting to Know” books, this one is filled glaring factual inaccuracies on Central Amer- 564 in the classroom only if accompanied by 
with descriptive “facts” about the three coun- 1° although the text is too bland, a fair pre- materials or explanations indicating its lim- 
tries it covers: volcanoes, soil, crops, trees, sensation of ea ee oe ee itations.” 

i: i - story of pre-Columbian Centra meri- M . = 4 

onl eat paaae eee ca, and an analytical presentation of problems ee Pa ees ae ee oe 

does not adequately deal with the social, his- of the region as complex, caused by many fac- rea na Ge ee (Charles Ee Mer: 
torical or political contexts of any of the coun- tors needing complicated solutions. However, Pri ie Bede 1 f Latin A: ; 

tries, and in fact treats them so generally that afew crucial topics escaped scrutiny (e.g., U.S. ae ee cor view a at an ee 

the child will not learn there are any major °C0nomic interests) and it is unfortunate that 3 ti ay a a Ean enue. ee 

differences between Costa Rica, El Salvador the specific region and its countries are sub- 69» TED 200 NB oe ony ne oe ies an 

and Nicaragua. Some Paonia (e.g., Ee eee ere On Ceo ee ae ee ise 

the role of Sandino in Nicaragua’s history) are Image of Guatemala (Organization of Amer- _ presents one idea (e.g., politics, religion, fami, 
totally omitted, while others are described in _ ican States, 1972). ly life, etc.) and develops it with interesting 
terms that lead children to view the US. as This promotional pamphlet has several primary source materials, some of it through 

naturally monpeston to Central 2 America, strengths: it provides a good introduction to “Latin American eyes.” Photos are balanced 
osihere gaiety and longing come alive togeth- pre-Columbian history and achievements, between rural/urban, upper/working classes, 
er. 

Getting to Know Guatemala and the Two 
Honduras by Grace Halsell (Coward McCann, S 
1964; re-issued as Getting to Know Guatema- Terminology and Race 

la, Honduras and British Honduras in 1971). Many of the books examined for the report beginning on page 3 exhibit an apparent 
Most of this book is the narrative of anim- | fascination with the racial composition of Central American countries. Books devote 

agined trip. The text contains few facts | many pages to a “breakdown” of the races found in specific countries and the region 
pe ao ee eee eae as a whole, concentrating on what percentage of the population is white, Indian, 
See ean ees | mestiz0,.Black ele: 

problem is that the text is too simplistic to in- i F Sea Fi : ts 
form readers of what life is like in any of these Of course, there is nothing wrong in discussing the racial and cultural composition 

nations. Indians are stereotypically described; of the countries individually or the region in general. On the contrary, books are 

typical images of these countries as backward dishonest when they fail to mention the racial and cultural components of a particular 

and inferior, with the U.S. as the helper na- society. Outright biases aside, what is objectionable about many of these books is 

tion, abound. that they fail to present information in a context that will enable students to put 

History and Life by T. Walter Wallbank et questions of race into perspective. Itis not, for instance, sufficient to know that Xx per 

al. (Scott, Foresman, 1982). cent of a particular society is Black, white, Indian or mestizo. What is significant is 
This general history does not treat Central _| the role that the society assigns to the different groups. Are some groups excluded 

American cultures or societies separately, but from the benefits of the society? Is one group dominant? How pluralistic is the society 

mentions specific facts and themes as it dis- in apportioning its resources and social benefits? 

cusses the history of the whole Latin Amer- In addition, a word must be said about terminology. The term mestizo (literally 
ican region. It contains several inaccuracies, translated as “mixed”) usually refers to people of Indian/Spanish ancestry; Ladino, 
and oversimplifies historical events. Asagen- | with the same meaning, is used primarily in Guatemala. Although U.S. texts usually 
eal se it is better than a lot of books, but | Use these terms to refer‘only to a person’s ancestry, they are in fact more accurately 

pis waded tea cob on treaue cultural and class descriptions. These terms are at best neutral; the danger lies in 
Homelands of the World by Jack Abramo- their misuse or in the negative connotations sometimes attached to the terms (compare 

vitz and Kenneth Job (Grove Book Company, the derogatory “half-breed” in the U.S.). Jack D. Forbes makes an interesting point 

1977). : : : in Aztecas del Norte: The Chicanos of Aztlan (Fawcett, 1973): 
_ This is a social studies textbook for children Today, virtually all of the peoples who are categorized as half-caste or mestizo live in zones 

in upper elementary school. The only mention where European imperialism has been active during the past several centuries (the South 
of Central American nations are in charts Pacific, the Philippines, Hong Kong, Macao, Vietnam, India, Singapore, South Africa, and 
showing what Latin American people do, and throughout [the Americas]). 

even then, only Panama is listed. A map Peoples categorized as “half-caste” or “mestizo” tend to have several characteristics in 
showing the U.S., Mexico, Central and South common: they reside in areas subjected to recent European colonialism and imperialism; 

America names all countries except those in they seldom possess the power or resources to determine their own destiny (either political 

Central America. or intellectual-psychological); their existence is usually a direct byproduct of European im- 

Honduras in Pictures by Ken Waddle (Ster- perialism and colonial policy; and they are primarily people with both European and non-Euro- 

ling, 1976). pean ancestry, almost never with mixed European national backgrounds. (pp. 179-80) 

The text of this picture book covers the his- 
tory, culture, geography and economics of 
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diverse ethnic groups. However, without any Land and People: A World Geography by unsatisfactory for use by teachers or school 
attention to specific countries, there aremany Gerald A. Danzer and Albert J. Larson (Scott, systems.” 

gross generalizations (e.g., “Latin Americans Foresman, 1982). phen 
tend to enjoy life today and think about to- This new text contains little information on Nicaragua in Pictures by Nathan A. Haver- 
morrow when it comes,” p. 45) that do not Central America. It totally omits mention of _ stock and John P. Hoover (Sterling, 1974). 
teach either facts or analysis. The book is also | Nicaragua, Costa Rica or Belize; it oversim- This slim volume from a large series gives 

weak on student aids such as previews, re- _ plifies and misleads readers about the causes _ basic information about Nicaragua’s geogra- 

views, quizzes and skill builders. of various problems; and the text and photos _ phy, climate, vegetation, history, people and 

reinforce stereotypes of indigenous people in Sonos poe 3 = oes Nicara- 
Guatemala and Mexico. In addition, the book gua’s early history and includes Nicaraguan 
is, in most cases, dry; it does not support prob- _ perspectives about some events. ee its 

. A lem solving, group or individual activities; it treatment of more recent history is flawed. 

Telling It Like It Was? does not SRL RoReeELy and openly with the For example, it inaccurately describes the Na- 

“The day is not far distant when three rape of natural resources; and it omits real _ tional Guard under former president Somoza 
Stars and Stripes at three equidistant dealings with Central America. = ae ace an a pene ee ee 7 4 is 

‘ ; ear: : le for teachin; - points will mark our territory: one at the Eand and Peoples of Centranh America by SSeS aT RES aaa ee a 

North Pole, another at the Panama Ruth Karen (J.B. Lippincott Company, 1965, ook must be supplemented for teaching 
Canal, and the third at the South Pole. revised 1972). BGout (he people and medecniietona 
The whole hemisphere will be ours in This simply written book for elementary 

fact as, by virtue of our superiority of and junior high contains information on Cen- Our World and Its People by Edward R. Ko- 
race, it already is ours morally. [The tral American nations, each in its own chap- jeyzon and John A. Heine (Allyn & Bacon, 

correct path of justice in U.S. foreign | ter, from the perspective of a traveler. How- 491). 
policy] may well be made to include ever, there are no good maps or geographic This text tries to cover all regions of the 
active intervention to secure forourmer- | Presentations. Further, the text contains world and is organized around topics such as 
chandise and our capitalists opportunity | ™22¥_Unsubstantiated opinions, gross over- “The United States — Our Nation” and “Our 
for profitable investment.” —President simplifications, insulting stereotypes and out- Neighbors to the South = atin America.” its 

Willi H. Taft, 1912 of-date information. There are no explana- interdisciplinary view seriously limits the 
Mem Ty. 1a, : tions of economics, politics or the people of the range of facts and analyses presented, as does 

“| t thirty-th at hls s the fragmentation of material about Latin 

Ser 4 ae . vie eee Lands of Latin America by the Education America into categories such as products, 
of our country’s most agile military Research Council of America (Allyn & Bacon, anand ete. eee is ei a aa 

Inc., 1976). lotes; governments are simplistically de- 
force—the Marine Corps. | served in all oe on Latin America and Mexico, scribed as unstable and undemocratic; the 
commissioned ranks from a second this social studies text almost totally ignores U.S. is portrayed as friendly and superior to 

lieutenant to major general. And during | Central America and the Caribbean. What it Latin America. Very little space is given to 
that period | spent most of my time being | presents about the region generally is out of Central America. “The material presented in 
a high-class muscle man for Big Busi- date and biased. Illustrations overemphasize 0 way prepares the student for an analytical 

ness, for Wall Street, and for the ee ee ora GN Bp udyiot the rexiony 
‘ile there are undoubtedly worse texts, this 

po oe: ea es acne ee one — despite a liberal veneer — reinforces Panama and the Canal Zone in Pictures by 
capitalism. Sarid Thus | helped make iat vedereoeypex! Peter English (Sterling, 1976). 

Mexico and especially Tampico safe for 3 £ This volume from a popular series contains 
American oil interests in 1914. | helped Let's Visit Central America by John C.Cald- many biases and distortions. It characterizes 
make Haiti and Cuba a decent place for | __ well (John Day, 1964). ; the U.S. as the “benevolent helper” aiding the 
the National City Bank to collect re- A One of a series for ae oe a “backward” people of Panama who “need” the 
venues in.... | helped purif Ten On’ Yerious counties and resions, luis — U-S. todo such things) as run the canal, for 
Nicaragua for the injeroafianal banking book has sections on history, geography, reli- them because of their “lack of skills, money 
house of Brown Brothers in 1909-1912, | 10": food, schools, holidays, sports, industry and military force.” The emphasis is on the $ se ; and language. There are separate sections on icturesque: the gracious architectu nd 
| brought light to the Dominican Republic ‘ PB o Eu nee ght ig F UER each country and one on Central America and lifestyle of a “bygone era,” the lush and “exot- for American sugar interests in 1916.1] the U.S. The book neglects the everyday lives ic” countryside, and the “primitive, but 
helped make Honduras ‘right’ for Amer- of people and the politics that shape their so- charming” people inurunal@areasuiihesheck 
ican fruit companies in 1903.”—General | __cieties. In addition, some information is outof fails to meet its stated gonllof helping “ctu 
Smedley D. Butler, 1935. date. The one-sided, totally rosy picture of dent, tourist, and armchair traveller to com- 

US. involvement in Central America reads prehend both the achievements and unre- 

“| want history to record that | had no like U.S. government propaganda. solved problems relating to this small but vi- 
part in the giveaway of American prop- Mexico, Central America, and the West In- tal Latin American nation.” 
erty. From the very beginning we have | dies by Robert Clayton (John Day, 1971). 
caved in to threats from tinhorn dic- This book’s strength is in portraying Middle A People and a Nation by Clarence L. Ver 
tators.’—Representative Floyd Spence, Se ee its ue ane natu- os and Richard Hofstadter (Harper & Row, 

i i i ral environment. The maps and photos are ‘ 
He oe an Se ey generally good for introducing the area, its This widely used high school history text 
U.S. troops from Panama and granting geography and people. Its weaknesses, how- tries to give a balanced view of American for- 

é ‘ fantyof P. C. | ever, are many: social and political conditions _ eign policy, but it contains many worn shibbo- 
of sovereignty of Fanama Canal. are distorted and oversimplified; cultural her- _leths and stereotypes and does not deal in suf- 

Pee itages are superficially presented; data is ficient depth with Central America. Although 
“It's ours; we stole it fair and square.” often outdated; and among many stereotypes, _ recently revised, it does not deal with the 1977 

—Ronald Reagan, 1976. it implicitly conveys the notion that white Panama Treaty, nor give due treatment to 
people are naturally superior to Blacks. These _ U.S. economic interests in and political stands 
weaknesses “make it highly misleading and toward Central American nations. Instead, it 
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oo me ae. rt Ge de eh ee a Ek Se et, Ge Oia ie ae. Seca bo 
UES 1) Sta inclets Pcie eho eel Leas 
eae Es aes Same a, Ween 0) ae “ 

repeats the standard explanations for the Se < eg? gee a Re ee bes % Be ary P 

Hoover policy of non-intervention, the Good om ~ Ca see a ba eae) ak oe a ef ee 

Neighbor policy, the Alliance for Progress, Poy wn a ee Cate ee x. a 4D ag. te ag Aa a, 

ete. without sufficient information or analyses eo a *y ie ux 4 Ls IY Sy oy YE ey he) os 

of these and more current policies. ee bi Se baw hee 

= at Fe J ace Cen we ie aaecad mp nee 
Dae ace, Oe LC gtr ee eos & at aA 

The Western Hemisphere by Harold D. Paes e Le De a pe. ie : ae pag 

Drummond (Allyn & Bacon, 1978). ‘i \ hoe a5 in / ioe ' 
This social studies text is best whenitdeals (77 eM b ee ™~ d ee Seis Seo LC 

with geography. Illustrations show a variety |i gee #" he ce a a We iw eater on oY oe 

of economic activities. Its presentation of indi- 'y. is a a ps ES eg ' 2 ay 

genous people is weak, but at least does not Ie a Ci | & : - A * a ow ee y 3 fi 

reinforce particular stereotypes. The book’s ¢ — # Lp eee igs + _ ee pee. ie 

major weaknesses stem from its omissions § Lo ee 2 4 : fe oe ise 

and biases in explaining social, political and : be fy Ge e or, Wa: ae 

economic events in Central America: U.S. and rf Z y ba i ‘ DO s (“oun # ee 

corporate interests are always portrayed as Ff Dia Sia N LE GOV: Aoua eT 

benevolent; exploitation or inequities are not \ 0 ae ee A pio Od lhe ~~ 

discussed; the U.S. is the standard for judging , a ; a ce Fe ee 4”. fom y ] ‘ee a? ‘ 

Central American countries, which rarely ’ 2 es eS “ Se. ne elite to Or tei ae” 

measure up. The text is dry. This book “could a iL a aoe coe “s Co — aie 

yee more updated contemporary ma- Textbooks’ politics are often clear from the captions; the illustration above in Central 
oe Lands Se is captioned, “Indian pickers work long hours when 

e coffee crop is ripe, so they are a target for communistic and nationalistic agitators.” 

eo ene ee ies L. Ver Steeg 7 wil] be interesting to see how future texts depict the recent changes in Nicaragua; 

This geneval eocial gtudies text is divided below, young people who took part in that country’s Literacy Campaign. (Photo: Larry 

into six general topics: developing values, Boyd/LNS) 

family, meeting human wants, etc. Brief ex- i SCE 

amples are so short that students cannot gain \ CC 

any real understanding of how any one society yd, Z LD > 

really works. Guatemala is the only Central Ly fF 

American nation mentioned, and the example 2, =. / 

is likely to teach that Indians there are lazy, - _ | Ce . 

uninterested in the world around them and — a LY 5 . 

inferior. The material is outdated, even with- r— . 17 COC [ 

in the book’s narrow context, and presentsan 5 ss” rg / 

erroneous view of Indian life. _- _ | 4 ~Cl Le 

World Geography by Alan Backler and _ ~C«C r 7 , A. 

Stuart Lazarus (Science Research Associates, 4  . 4 _ | COC a : 

1980). - ,..._, AC" : 

This high school geography text covers all o ” @ Z > y A —rre—e es : 

regions. Central America, however, is given __ 7. j 7 > ..Ciariséa«z, - —  . 

no specific mention, and all of Latin America _ 7 - .@+2CdaCCsazidcesa - oe ee 

: . Uy Z = —Erhres—e DCCL 
is covered in only 20 pages. oe | | yy : C +§; .j|.—--— 44), _ 7 a 

World Geography Today by Seul tsract et | ine Le Pe ee. 
al. (Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1980). : . | / 4 _ ee yh 

Aimed at early secondary school grades, =  . y - yy _ 

this text deals with all world regions; its treat- i _ So ) Ce _ i _ SS a = | 

ment of Central America is brief. Eight pages Le _— Z ep “Da Y Fe 

of general information on Latin America are“, “ao a ie as C7 | —— _ 

followed by ten pages for both Mexico and. so C4 3 4 2 a. 

Central America. Each Central American ie of a wi ao og ? mg om 

country gets an average of three paragraphs y v fy LO 4 4) 4 a ve i 4 ae 7 —o yy 

on geography and basic politicalandeconomic 7% A , Lye L _ ~~) yo 

facts. Although a good geography skills activ- ZO Z L o yo hLULUmr 2. 

ity is suggested, the text is plagued withinac. “4 Lo ae gy ee a —~ ae es 

curacies and oversimplifications. “There is @ 5 yw eC eo =. 

not enough substantive material to form any |. | 7 7 oe i. 7 2 a7 _ 

basis for understanding Central America.” CC , 7. : oe 7 i “gf D — 2 | | fd 

World History by Bertram L. Linder et al. _ - eo _ SD a i _ : _ q DD = yy So [_ 

(Science Research Associates, 1979). + D § yy - _. L i sds 

This book emphasizes historical concepts R= © th , 
(such as independence and revolution). Re- _  , ~~—s—s 

gions are used only as illustrations (e.g.,Eng- _ _ FF 2 — 

land in terms of industrialization), so thatthe 4 _ _ _ TT ~~ _ 

history of particular areas, including Central = AS UM | 2 ag errs gm ees 

America, is precluded. In addition tomanyse- OC rriti‘_iéOCOCOCOC=i‘ézé#iéNSSC*CO*@w”sCs*titi‘iw Se ee 
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rious distortions arising from oversimplifica- times covert—in Central America. Episodes in American History by Boyd C. 

tions of events, there are also biases in favor of America: In Space and Time by Bryan Burns et al. (Ginn, 1973). 

the U.S. and Europe which skew the quantity Strong (Addison-Wesley, 1976). Free and the Brave by Henry F. Graff (Rand 
and quality of information. Students may find America: Its People and Values by Leonard McNally, 1980). 
the book fun since it combines fact and con- CC. Wood et al. (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Freedom’s Trail by Richard A. Bartlett et 
cepts with historical anecdotes, but the mate- 1979). al. (Houghton Mifflin, 1979). 

rial prevents critical thinking. American Dream by Lew Smith (Scott, History of the American People by James I. 
U.S. History Texts Examined Foresman, 1977). Clark (McDougal, Littel, 1975). 

The 31 USS. history texts listed below were American History by Jack Abramowitz (Fol- In Search of America by Martin W. Sandler 
checked for their coverage of Central America. _ lett, 1975). (Ginn, 1975). z 
Seven of these texts do not even mention Cen- American Nation: Adventure in Freedom by Land of Challenge by Margaret Stimmann 

tral America. Fifteen texts limit coverage of Jack Abramowitz (Follett, 1975). Branson (Ginn, 1975). 
Central America to the building of the The American Pageant: A History of a Re- Land of Progress by Unger Johnson and H. 
Panama Canal, and most of these books either public by Thomas A. Bailey and David M. Mark Johnson (Ginn, 1975). 

ignore or mention only in passing the U.S. Kennedy (D.C. Heath, 1979). Land of the Free: A History of the United 
military intervention that led to the acquisi- American Studies by Irving L. Gordon States by John W. Caughey et al. (Benziger, 
tion of the Canal. Only three texts give (Amsco School Publications, 1977). 1971). 
explanatory information. Americans: A History of the United States Man in America by Joseph H. Dempsey 

Only four of the texts refer to any other U.S. _ by Social Studies Curriculum Center, Carne- (Silver Burdett, 1974). 
intervention in Central America; mention is _ gie-Mellon University (Holt, Rinehart and The New Exploring American History by 
limited to U.S. military support of the Somoza Winston, 1975). Melvin Schwartz and John R. O’Connor 
dictatorship in Nicaragua and/or to CIA par- As It Happened: A History of the United (Globe Book Co., 1978). 
ticipation in the overthrow of the Arbenz gov- States by Charles G. Sellers (McGraw-Hill, Pageant of American History by Gerald 
ernment in Guatemala, and these references 1975). Leinwand (Allyn & Bacon, 1975). 
are at best minimal. Not one of the 31 texts The Challenge of America by Mitchell Okun A People and a Nation by Clarence L. Ver 
discusses the continuing involvement of the and Stephen H. Bronz (Holt, Rinehart and Steeg and Richard Hofstadter (Harper & Row, 
U.S. government—sometimes overt, some- Winston, 1973). 1981). 

People and Our Country by Norman K. Ris- 

Our thanks go to the reviewers who evaluated the books for the study that begins = ae aed Pore (Holt; Rinehare 
on page 3. Members of the reviewing panel were Bert Bower, high school bilingual ap EL ie : 

i ; z 5 . eople Make a Nation by Martin W. Sandler 
teacher, Los Altos, California, curriculum developer, Project REAL (Stanford Univer- et al. (Allyn & Bacon, 1975) 

sity’s curriculum development program for Latin America); Jeffrey Cabot, teacher- People's Hemiage Beccles Solberg and 
trainer and curriculum writer, Bureau of Social Studies, New York City Public Schools, David W. Morris (John Wiley, 1975). 
specializing in American history and Latin American area studies; Carol Chaet, Promise and Performance of American De- 
chairperson, Social Studies Department, Cambridge (Mass.) public high schools, mocracy by Richard A. Watson (John Wiley, 
member, program committee for 1982 annual meeting of the National Council for the 1978). 
Social Studies; Carlos Cortés, Professor of Latin American History, University of Rise of the American Nation by Lewis Paul 
California at Riverside; Margaret E. Crahan, Professor of History, Herbert Lehman Todd and Merle Curti (Harcourt Brace Jova- 
College, City University of New York, Director, Human Rights Project, Woodstock ee oe ; i 
Theological Center, Georgetown University; Richart Feinberg, Visiting Fellow, Over- | _py:sror, eT eee vo Sas 
seas Development Council, Washington, D.C., former member, policy planning staff, | Brothers 1977. =2=*S*SCté<“<‘<;7;2~S~;<S;<S;<CS 
Department of State, specializing in Latin America; Sherry Keith, Program Officer on United States History for High Schools by 
Latin America, Division of Education, World Bank, former director of Project REAL, | Boyd C. Shaffer et al. (Laidlaw Brothers, 
Latin American curriculum development center, Stanford University; Robert Kessler, 1977). 
history teacher, Moraga School District, California, developed secondary school United States History: Search for Freedom 
curriculum on Central America, co-author of children’s book on Vietnam; William Leo | by Richard N. Current et al. (Scott, Foresman, 
Grande, Director of Political Science, School of Government and Public Administration, | 1977)- 
American University, scholar on Latin America, with specialization in Central America We the People by David B. Bidna et al. (D.C. 
and the Caribbean; Dan Mugan, high school social studies teacher, New York City | Heath, 1977). 
Public Schools, President, Association for Teachers of Latin American Studies, former | Other Books Examined : 
director, Fulbright-Hays Teacher Seminars in Mexico and Chile; Victoria Ortiz, high |, be a nae ae Parrot by Elizabeth 
school Spanish teacher, New York City, author of The Land and People of Cuba, Coe, e Pca ie dra Sawicki collaborator, Women’s International Resource Exchange; Aracelly Santana, Associate | (Sterling 1974, 
Researcher, North American Congress on Latin America, political economist with Enchantment of Central America: El Sal- 
specialization in Latin American development; Steve Stern, Visiting Professor, Yale vador by Allan Carpenter and Eloise Baker 
University, Assistant Professor of History, University of Wisconsin, and scholar on (Childrens Press, 1971). 
Latin American history; Dinah Volk, Instructor and Project Associate, Bilingual Prog- Enchantment of Central _ America: 
ram, Bank Street College of Education, former elementary school and day-care Nicaragua by Allan Carpenter and Tom Balow 
teacher, New York City Public Schools and Santiago, Chile. (Childrens Press, 1971). 

For assistance in preparing this special issue, we wish to extend thanks to Judy |, irae ae :_. Series prepared and published 
Butler, Janet Shenk and Steve Volk, all of the NACLA staff; to the Division of Social y ene Organization of American States: : : z : : ; Image of Costa Rica (1973); Image of Concern of the Maryknoll Sisters; to the librarians of the Central Children's Room of | Guatemala (1972): Image of El Salvador (n.d.); 
the New York Public Library; and to the librarians of the Riverhead Free Library and | Image of Panama (1971). ye 
the Westhampton Free Library. Thanks also to Barry Alpher, Nancy Anderson, Magic Maize by Mary and Conrad Buff 
Rochelle Beck, Mark Cook, Serge Herscovici, Iris Rivera, Al Schwartz, Jorge Sol and (Houghton Mifflin, 1953). 
Beverly Treuman. Pirates in Panama by F.N. Monjo (Simon & 

Schuster, 1970). 
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Facts and figures to understand Central America past and 
present and to indicate the type of information missing 

from almost all student materials 

Profiles of Central America 

American Indians have lived in Cen- northern coast of what is now Honduras Nicaragua. Geographically, two addi- 
tral America for at least 200 centuries. in 1502. Spurred in part by tales of gold- tional countries are a part of Central 
Indigenous groups in Middle America —__ filled lands, an invasion of Spanish con- America: One is Panama, detached early 
which includes the southern two-thirds querors soon began in earnest. Their ef- in the 20th century from the South Amer- 
of Mexico as well as Central America — forts to subdue the indigenous peoples ican nation of Colombia due to U.S. inter- 
developed agriculture, writing systems, _led to the decimation of the native popu- vention in connection with the building’ 
monumental architecture, metallurgy lation andtothedestruction of most writ- of the Panama Canal; the second is Be-. 

and accurate systems of astronomical ob- _ ten records of the early civilizations. De- lize, until recently a British colony 
servation. While there is some question spite the genocidal oppression oftheindi- (British Honduras). In addition, the Mex- 
as to whether the early peoples of Middle genous peoples — which continues today ican state of Chiapas, annexed from 
America had contact with the so-called — there are more Indian peoples in Mid- Guatemala shortly after independence 
“Qld World,” there is no doubt that the dle America than anywhere else in the from Spain, is sometimes considered a 
high civilizations in the region developed _ world. part of Central America. 
quite independently of any such contact. From approximately 1520 until 1821, The population of Central America — 

The Maya civilization, centered in Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras, approximately 17 million people — 
what is now Guatemala and with roots Nicaragua and Costa Rica were pro- traces its ancestry to Indian, African and 
in the earliest cultures (including the vinces of the Spanish empire. During Spanish sources, but each country has its 
Olmec), flourished from about 300 B.C. that period, land was distributed to the own racial and cultural composition. The 
to 900 A.D. No remains of this civiliza- conquistadors under the encomiendasys- largest population of Indians who main- 
tion dating from later than approxi- tem that exacted tributary labor from tain an Indian language and culture is 
mately 900 A.D. have been found, and the Indians in return for “protection” in Guatemala. Most of the peoples of El 
the cause ofits “disappearance” isamuch from the owner. In 1821 the provinces. Salvador, Nicaragua and Honduras are 
discussed mystery. In any case, the writ- declared their independence from Spain mestizos, i.e. of Indian/Spanish origin 
ing system, the language and core of the and formed the United Provinces of Cen- (for a discussion of this term see box on 
Maya civilization continued. (The Maya tral America, a federation which permit- page 9). There are also people of African 
language, in fact, continues in the Yuca-__ ted a great deal of state autonomy. ancestry along the Caribbean coasts of 
tan to this day.) The leaders of the federation were im- several Central American nations; they 

Another of the widespread cultural in- bued with the same ideals that sparked are descendants of slaves or of free Blacks 
fluences in the area was that of the revolutions in other parts of the world. who migrated from Jamaica in search of 
Nahua-speaking group (Toltecs) who The federation abolished slavery, freed work. The dominant language of the area 
came from the central highlands of Indians of forced tribute, did away with is Spanish, although numerous Indian 
Mexico, in some cases as conquerors but many of the special privileges and power languages are spoken, as is English, par- 
more often as traders who formed en- that Spain had granted to nobles and ticularly by those people of African an- 
claves of Nahua speakers, particularly clergy, and introduced universal public _cestry along the Caribbean coast. 
in the southern regions of Middle education. Conflict between Conserva- Approximately 70 per cent of the 
America. Academic and literary atten- tives — who wanted to retain the rigid people of Central America live in rural 
tion has focused on the area’s “high” cul- social structure of the old Spanish rule areas. The majority are peasants who 
tures (particularly the Maya), giving an — and Liberals — who called for more eke out a meager subsistence by growing 
inaccurate picture of the cultures that extensive social and economic reforms— corn, rice, beans and other basic crops on 
have been — and are — in the area. resulted in the breakup of the federation small plots of land. Many others own no 
There have in fact been numerous other in 1842. land at all and must migrate from one 
indigenous civilizations in the area. Traditionally and culturally, Central province to another to harvest the cash 
Europeans began arriving in Middle America consists of the five nations that crops grown by the large landowners. A 

America at the end of the 15th century; were in the federation — Costa Rica, El large part of the rural population is un- 
Columbus, for instance, arrived on the Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and employed except at harvest time, when 
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they are paid less than subsistence In the past 20 years, Central America warfare and widespread abuses of human 
wages. This oppressive system, in which has also become an attractive area for rights. While many people attribute this 
a very tiny percentage of the population foreign investors in light industry. The unrest to the work of “outside agitators” 
owns vast amounts of the most fertile large numbers of rural workers who mig- and “external subversion, the growth of 
lands while the majority have littleorno _rate to the cities in search of work create strong opposition movements in E] Sal- 
access to land, is characteristic of all the _ a large pool of cheap labor. Local govern- vador and Guatemala and the recent 
countries in Central America. Itremains ment tax incentives have also attracted triumph of a revolutionary movement in 
one of the root causes of poverty and industries eager to avoid the high taxes, Nicaragua can more convincingly be 
political turmoil in Central America. union wage scales, etc. in the U.S. traced to the poverty and persecution 
Only in Nicaragua, since 1979, hasthere Guatemala and El Salvador are the most _ suffered by the people of Central America 
been a serious attempt to redistribute industrialized countries in Central for so many years. 
land to the poor. America, but current political unrest in We have prepared mini-histories of 

Despite the fertility of the landinCen- _ both countries is sparking an exodus of four Central American nations to indi- 
tral America, and the fact that most of foreign investors seeking a “stable” in- cate directions teachers might go in order 
these countries (with the significant ex-  vestment climate. to counteract textbook and media bias, 
ception of El Salvador) have rather small With the exception of Costa Rica, Information on El Salvador, Guatemala, 
populations relative to land area, mal- which has no standing army, the armed Honduras and Nicaragua appears below. 
nutrition and hunger are endemic. The forces of the Central American nations We urge that students develop similar 
large plantations, called Jatifundios, have generally supported the interests of mini-histories for Belize, Costa Rica and 
grow cash crops — coffee, bananas, sugar, both domestic and foreign landowners Panama. Sources for additional informa- 
for example — for export to the U.S. and _ and industrialists, inhibiting the growth tion appear on pages 31-32. P. Pi I 
Europe; basic foods must be imported. of labor unions and moving forcefully — 

In some Central American countries, and sometimes brutally — against 
particularly Honduras and Guatemala, _ strikes and protests. Until very recently, EL SALVADOR 
the problem of unequal distribution of the armies of Central America succeeded Area: 8,260 sq. mi. (about the size of land has been compounded by the pre- in preventing the growth of strong oppos- Aes : oie Massachusetts); population: 4,750,000 sence of foreign (primarily U.S.) corpora- _ ition parties and grassroots movements. - . ae 7 5 Bes aie (1981 est.); density: 575 people/sq. mi.; tions. These corporations use their im- They have used electoral fraud, political = : = ‘ js : urban: 38.8%; racial makeup: 90% mes- mense tracts of land to grow cash crops maneuvering, widespread repressionand ,. : aie s f a ae tizo, 5% Indian, 5% white; language: ‘or export and exert great influence over ruthless killing to keep themselves — or ies eS : i ae i e ee 5 Spanish; capital: San Salvador; chief ex- the internal political affairs of each coun- pliable civilian officeholders — in power. 5 a - : js ports: coffee, cotton, sugar; GNP: $3.77 try. Indeed, crucial to an understanding A shortsighted policy on the part of the billi ‘ oa i okies : : illion (1980); per capita income: $639 of the region is the role played by the U.S. government has provided aid, both (1980); per capita arable land: .3 acres: U.S. government in supporting these cor- military and economic, to such govern- I P i is x : : 5 f jabor force breakdown: 51% agriculture, porate interests — often by direct inter- ments since at least the 1950s. 20% i as i ee sonata e *% industry, 46% service; unemploy- vention. In addition, more often than not, Today, Central America is a region of t: 35% (official CT onal the huge profits e d by the ra- eat political unrest, an “isth: po eee 2 fo Cie ete BI EE nab one 

ge profits earned by corpo: great po est, an “isthmus o! ti : : mes : F Labor Organization reports 50%), only ions do not stay in Central America to crisis” that makes headlines almost daily Seu . further the development of that region with coups and countercoups, guerrilla 16% have permanent jobs; literacy rate: ‘i d 63% (much lower in rural areas); ; me ee gi She teachers: 11/1,000 people; population 
ie % ‘wy . «2 ge with access to safe water: 53%; people Age ee. %, p per 5 i iy “Vepee~ per doctor: 3,600; life expectancy: 63 4 il ee a years; infant mortality rate: 60 per 1,000 Ae ee ; he 2 Gk sa live births; child deaths (age one-four): 

a “ ee ee ee Or ~ 8 per 1,000 live births; income distribu- m cy eh y fF ____ tion: 8% of population earns 50% of na- y bd i ¢ a if Ol _ = tional income; land distribution: 2% of oo oo 7 - 7 L a De ai ft |, population owns 57.5% of land, 60% of a | _. F a a | es—“ ural peasants are landless; nutrition: 7 _ J 2 Dy a  wastiiiian ee 2 Pa i cen 75% of children under five are mal- 
6 es — ~~ ~— a nourished; El Salvador has the lowest unite SS : ap -_ -_ i. _ per capita consumption of calories in = = s an ng om ae ee Latin America. 
_ €§ 9 a . ecm > X= | During the colonial period, the econo- a, [mi cee ji “= my of El Salvador was based largely on 

® —— {ajo ae ma ——— diversified subsistence agriculture, but aa Nii atari ai _ a a ee _ __ beginning in the mid-19th century, land 
een __ oe ~ = se became concentrated in fewer and fewer en na a Tras .._ hands and devoted to the production of mM cach export crops, In 1881 2 “land ae Large landowners use their plantations to grow cash crops for export (above, coffee form” act took away the common lands beans being spread out to dry); basic foods must be imported and malnutrition and — the ejidos — of the Indian peoples and hunger are widespread. : turned them over to large landowners for 
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the production of coffee and later cotton In the early 1970s, intellectual and overthrew the ruling general and in- 

and sugar for the world market. Between middle-class sectors joined to challenge stalled a civilian-military junta. While 

1860 and 1890, half the landin El Salva- the ruling elite. Napole6n Duarte was many had high hopes that this govern- 

dor was turned into private property;in- elected president on a progressive plat- ment would institute reforms and civil- 

come became increasingly unequal. form in 1972, but the military prevented _ ian rule in El Salvador, those hopes were 

The country’s wealth came under the him from taking office. Duarte was ex- dashed when the repression continued, 

ownership of an oligarchy of “The Four- iled until 1979, when he returned (with when reforms were sabotaged by the oli- 

teen Families” (grown today tosome 200 U.S. support) to share power with the garchy, by right-wing death squads and 
families with interests in agriculture, in- same army that had denied him victory _ by the army, and when civilian members 

dustry and banking). This oligarchy ran in 1972. of the new junta resigned in frustration. 

the government and conducted the coun- After another overtly fraudulent elec- El Salvador today is the scene of a bloody 

try’s affairs in ways that promoted their tion in 1977 failed to provide a peaceful civil war, in which the U.S. government 

own interests. Discontent among stu- vehicle for reform, many Salvadorans — is sending large amounts of military aid 

dents and intellectuals in the cities and turned to civil disobedience to make to support the Salvadoran army in its 

peasants in the country, particularly the their demands heard. Farmworkers and war against the guerrillas and the popu- 

Indians whose communal landshadbeen peasants, factory workers and school lar organizations. 

forcibly taken from them, set the stage teachers, market women and clergy — On March 28, 1982, Salvadorans were 

for the election in 1931 of the reformcan- all joined together in what has become given a narrow range of choices in elec- 

didate Alberto Araujo. He was over- known as the “popular organizations.” tions carried out under pressure from the 

thrown by the military after less than These organizations staged sit-ins and U.S. A Constituent Assembly was elect- 

one year in office. Then followed the street demonstrations, demanding ed with power shared by extreme right- 

1932 peasant and worker uprising, higher wages and basic services such as wing political parties and the Salvado- 

which took the lives of 100 landowners running water and sewage in the slum ran army. Roberto D’Aubuisson, de- 

and officials. The uprising occurred only communities. But the government’s scribed by an ex-U.S. ambassador to El 

in scattered villages and lasted barely reaction was ever greater and more bru- Salvador as a “pathological killer,” was 

three days; in revenge, the oligarchy and tal repression; increasingly, Salvadorans __ elected president of this assembly. A Sal- 

military carried out brutal reprisals, the turned to the guerrilla movement to pro- vadoran banker, Alvaro Alfredo Magana, 

infamous La Matanza (the slaughter), in vide protection from the army and an wasnamed provisional president. 

which 30,000 peasants were massacred end to military rule. (See also pp. 19-21.) 
by the military after the rebellion was The defeat of the Nicaraguan dictator, 
put down. Somoza, in 1979 raised fears within the 

With La Matanza, the military Salvadoran army that it would suffer a GUATEMALA 

crushed the rising worker and peasant similar fate. In October 1979, therefore, Area: 42,042 sq. mi. (about the size of 

movements and consolidated a grip on a small group of young military officers Tennessee); population: 7,470,000 (1981 
the country that it has never released. A est.); density: 177 people/sq. mi.; urban: 
pattern emerged whereby elections — 9: 35.6% (1975); racial makeup: 54% In- 
often fraudulent — were held periodical- dian, 42% mestizo (Ladino), 4% other 

ly to legitimize military rule. In turn, the UNITED ST ATES (Black, white, Asian); languages: 

military protected the interests of the f f Spanish, 22 Indian (Mayan) languages, 

landowning and business elite. (for purposes of comparison) some English on the Atlantic coast; cap- 

The military’s strong grip made for a Population: 226,504,825 (1980 census); ital: Guatemala City; chief exports: cof- 
“stable investment climate,” which, density: 62.3 people/sq. mi. urban: fee, cotton, fruit, meat, sugar; GNP: $6.9 

coupled with tax incentives and abund- 73.5%; racial makeup: 83.2% white, billion (1979); per capita income: $749; 

ant cheap labor, was attractive toforeign 11.7% Black, 5.2% other; GNP: $2,350 per capita arable land: .5 acres; labor 

investors. During the 1950s and 1960s, _ billion; per capitaincome: $8,612(1978); force breakdown: 56% agriculture, 21% 

more than 50 multinationals, mostly per capita arable land: 2.1 acres; labor industry, 23% service; unemployment: 

U.S.-based, opened operations in El Sal- force breakdown: 2% agriculture, 32% 34.3% of active labor force (1980); literacy 

vador. industry, 66% service; unemployment: rate: 47% (1977)—Ladinos 55%, Indians 

In 1968 the government set up 9% (1982) government figures; literacy 15%; teachers: 11/1,000 (1977); popula- 

ORDEN, a right-wing paramilitary ‘ate: 99%; teachers: 43/1,000 people; tion with access to safe water: 40%; 
group with approximately 50,000 population with access to safe water: people per doctor: 2,490; life expec- 

members, funded directly by the presi- 100%; people per doctor: 590; lifeexpec- tancy: 57 years; infant mortality rate: 

dent’s office and operated by the Minis- taney: 74 years; infant mortality rate: 14 82.9 per 1,000 live births; child deaths 

try of Defense and Public Security. Its Per 1,000 live births; child deaths (age (age one-four): 13 per 1,000 live births 

mandate was to preach “anti-commu- one-four): 1 per 1,000 live births; income (1979); income distribution: top 5% re- 

nism” to the Salvadoran working classes _ distribution (1972): top 10% ofpopulation ceived 59% of national income in 1978; 

and to be “the eyes and ears of the army Teceived 26.6% of national income, poorest 50% received 7% of national in- 

in the countryside.” (Although ORDEN poorest 20% of population received 4.5% come in 1978 (in 1950, the figures were 

was officially disbanded in 1979, it is of national income, poorest 40% of popu- 48% and 7%, meaning the rich/poor gap 

widely believed that its former leaders _ lation received 15.2% ofnational income, "has increased); other indicators of wor- 
head the death squads that are responsi- Poorest 60% of population received 33% sening conditions: population receiving 
ble for a large majority of the brutal of national income. less than minimum daily calorie con- 

murders currently taking place in El Fis * eh iw Bosses fee) sumption — 1965: 42%, 1975: 70%, 1980: 

Salvador.) SC s800%,; population under 5 years old with 
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nutritional problems—1970: 75%, 1980: worth military post, with a “Liberation ture and murder of over 10,000 peasants, 
82%. Army” of mercenaries and U.S.-piloted student leaders, journalists and opposi- 

F-47 bombers to undertake an invasion tion party leaders. (Because of flagrant 

Guatemala, the first country to secede of Guatemala from neighboring Hondu- human rights violations, the U.S. has de- 
from the United Provinces of Central yas. After U.S. pilots strafed the Nation- nied aid to Guatemala since 1977, but 
America, left the federation in 1838. Its 4] Palace, Arbenz resigned, whereupon the Reagan administration is now seek- 
first government restored many of the Castillo Armas was flown in from Hon- ing to renew direct military aid to the 
special privileges that the landowners qurasona U.S. embassy plane to assume current government, which is run by a 
and clergy had lost during the years of the presidency. three-man military junta.) 

federation. For the next century, Gua- The full extent of CIA participation in 
temala was ruled by a series of dictators the Arbenz overthrow has only recently 

who followed an economic policy that een revealed, but U.S. involvement has HONDURAS 
served the financial interests of foreign been well documented for many years. In 

corporations and sold vast tracts of land 1961, for example, the U.S. Ambassador Area: 43,277 sq. mi. (slightly larger than 

for coffee and banana production, prim- +4 Honduras testified before a Senate Tennessee); population: 3,825,000 (1981 
arily for export. By far the largest land- committee that he and the U.S. am- est.); density: 85.4 people/sq. mi.; urban: 
owner was the Boston-based United passadors to Guatemala, Nicaragua and 31.4% (1974); racial makeup: 90% mes- 
Fruit Company, and it operated as a (osta Rica had been part ofa team that tizo, 6% Indian, 2% Black, 1% white; 
state within a state, taking over ports yasterminded the Arbenz overthrow. languages: Spanish, English on Atlantic 
and setting up its own customs and po- Two years later, Newsweek (March 4, coast; capital: Tegucigalpa; chief ex- 

lice. 1963) described a White House meeting ports: bananas, coffee, cotton, lumber, 
In the 1940s, protests against social which “reviewed the Central Intelli- meat, sugar; GNP: $2.55 billion; per 

and economic injustice ushered in a dec- gence Agency’s plans for toppling the re- capita income: $528; per capita arable 
ade of reform led by students and gime of Guatemalan President Jacobo and: .5 acres; labor force breakdown: 
teachers. In 1944, allied with young mil- Arbenz Guzman.” Those present in- 63% agriculture, 22% industry, 27% ser- 
itary officers, they forced the resignation cluded Secretary of State John Foster vice; literacy rate: 57%; teachers: 14/ 
of Jorge Ubico and set up free elections. Dulles, Secretary of Defense Charles E. 1,000 people; population with access to 
The winning candidate was a school Wilson, CIA Director Allen Dulles, and safe water: 46%; people per doctor: 
teacher, Juan José Arévalo, whose gov- _ the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Eisenhowerhad 3,420; life expectancy: 57 years; infant 
ernment instituted education and labor admonished the group: “I want all of you _ mortality rate: 33.6 per 1,000 live births; 
reforms. It failed, however, to address to be damn good and sure you succeed” _ child deaths (age one-four): 14 per 1,000 
Guatemala’s central problem: that and “When you commit the flag, you (1979); income distribution (1967): top 
masses of fertile land lay fallow because commit it to win.” (For additional infor- 10% received 50% of national income, 
owners like United Fruit were holding mation on U.S.-United Fruit ties, see the poorest 20% received 2.3% of national 
them “in reserve” for possible future use _ footnote on pp. 4-5.) income, poorest 40% received 7.3% of 
even as there existed widespread shor- Castillo Armas rescinded the Arbenz national income, poorest 60% received 
tages of basic foodstuff. (Lessthan10per reform laws and returned all the proper- 15.3% of national income. 
cent of the lands owned by United Fruit ty of United Fruit and other corpora- 
were under cultivation.) tions. Since then, wealth has become still The history of Honduras differs sig- 

Reforms continued after another de- more concentrated in the hands of an nificantly from that of its neighbors. In 
mocratic election in 1950 when Jacobo ever-smaller group, and the poverty of most Central American nations, oligar- 
Arbenz Guzman won the presidency with the peasants and workers has increased. _chies arose in the late 19th or early 20th 
63 per cent of the vote. His government The overthrow of Arbenz set offaser- centuries and in time worked with 
built highways and a port to break jes of dictatorships that maintained pow- foreign corporations for their mutual 
United Fruit’s monopoly of transport and _ er by genocidal repression. In 1960 there _ profit. In Honduras, the foreign corpora- 
export. Arbenz also innovated an agrar- was an uprising in the Guatemalan tions, not an oligarchy, first became the 
ian reform program to give Guatemalan army, and a segment broke away to join _ predominant force. 
peasants access to land, with low-inter- a fledgling guerrilla movement that Starting in the late 1800s, foreign fruit 
est loans to help them develop it. By sought once again to institute reforms. companies began to acquire the bulk of 
1954, over 100,000 families had benefit- Protests continued to grow. In responsea__ the rich Caribbean coastal land in the 
ed. Even though the law affected only U.S.-funded counter-insurgency cam- north for use as banana plantations. By 
idle lands and paid United Fruit andoth-  paign called Operation Guatemala was _ 1910, 80 per cent of all Honduran banana 
er corporations for expropriated property Jaunched in 1970. It took the lives of an plantations were controlled by US. 
at rates of evaluations they themselves estimated 18,000 Guatemalans within firms. By 1914, United Fruit and four 
had set, the U.S. State Department and three years and put a temporary stop to _ other corporations owned more than a 
CIA intervened on United Fruit’s behalf the fighting. With the defeat of the guer-_ million acres, much of it the most fertile 
in 1954. rillas, U.S. investments in Guatemala land in Honduras. To work the planta- 

The U.S. set in motion a major propa- _ increased rapidly, but they leveled offin tions, fruit companies brought large 
ganda drive to label the Arbenz reforms the late 1970s when the guerrilla move- numbers of Blacks from nearby Carib- 
“communist-inspired” and to charge that ment began again. bean islands. They also invested consid- 
Guatemala was in danger of becoming a In March, 1982, a military coup erable sums of money to gain the loyalty 
base for “international communism.” toppled the government of General of Honduras’ government officials. 
Next the CIA equipped Colonel Castillo Romero Lucas Garcia, who was charged In obtaining land, United Fruit prom- 
Armas, a graduate of the Fort Leaven- by Catholic church sources with the tor- _ ised to lay an extensive railway network, 
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which wouldhelpthecountryby unifying | gg c ##©§£.. ; its scattered settlements. It also prom- 7 7 | —rt—w™C Ff 
ised that the railway would revert to the 7 > »)OCOt—“‘OU@tC; 4 
government if United Fruit ever ceased § — = | [ |. 2 
operating it. The extent of the railway = PY gaat nl | | fi : 

that was finally built fell far short of the 4a ; a a i aay gp fj 
original agreement, and when a fungus oa OT oe, ee Jiu _ 
disease ruined vast areas for banana oe Yes aa fi 
planting in the 1930s, United Fruit —> : | 8 ae Une — fe 

Pipped up much of the railway and ship- — eee, / 
ped tracks and even bridges out of the ++ i : _ (Se a 

country. Today, Honduras has a scanty ei st” _ > fs. 
120 miles of public-service railroads, gag —- =| “0 | f/f a 
of their own railways in the north coast = @ 3 i |. «7 we foe _ 1 

ben csanl gu .—l( lO lUlLCl OO CF!UCOCOOC— 
Diversification ofthe economy, princi- = Me _£-.hrtrt—eSs—h 

pally to coffee, cotton and cattle, began MM 
in the 1950s and produced the country’s = ¢ "Bs NNN 
first true oligarchy. At the same time, ~ __ \ iif - | i Ft . 
foreign investments, mostly by US. go 4 > @=6 rh i | 
firms, increased. Over 70 per cent of Hon- Ke -;,; [| Quast 
duras’ largest firms were established in ek _ «. Ie OC 

the 1950s and 1960s, and U.S. multina- Because of their large landholdings and their control of the banana industry and 
tionals controlled 100 per cent of the five other crops, foreign companies (particularly the U.S.-based United Fruit) have greatly 
largest firms and over 80 per cent of the influenced Central American nations. 
50 largest firms. 

Meanwhile, the population i quite headaches of irrigation, flood control, 80, Honduras received more U.S. aid 
low in comparison to neighboring coun- hurricanes, etc.; they can be content to than any other Central American nation. 

tries in the early 1900s — was expanding step in at the profitable stage. In 1981-82, the U.S. reduced economic 
dramatically. By 1950 there were four The military has always played arole aid to Honduras but greatly increased 
times as many Hondurans as there had in Honduran politics. Its power was re- military aid — a move that undermines 
been in 1887, and the population doubled guced in the 1950s when a civilian gov- the recently-installed civilian govern- 
between 1950 and 1975. Ascommerciali- ernment ended the army’s traditional ment and insures that the military will 
zation of agriculture increased, sodidthe _privilege of supervising elections. But a _ be the final arbiter in any future conflict 
value of land, and the small Honduran new constitution in 1957 gave the chief within Honduras. Many believe that the 
oligarchy became entrenched. — This of the armed forces the right to contest Reagan administration views Honduras 
oligarchy, along with the multinationals, the orders of the president, and still as a staging ground for an attack on the 
invested in some industry, but that, too, another constitution in 1965 exempted Sandinista government in neighboring 
was geared to an export market, anddid the armed forces from civilian gov- Nicaragua. (Honduras was in fact the 
not meet the steadily mounting need of ernmental control. Military rule con- staging ground for the CIA coup that 
Hondurans for employment. tinued until the November 1981 election overthrew the Arbenz government of 

A major strike in 1954 forced conces- brought in a civilian government. Guatemala in 1954, and Honduras’ Swan 
sions from United Fruit, not the least Opposition to military rule has come Island, according to reports, now being 
significant being recognition of labor’s mainly from labor federations represent- refurbished, was the communications 
right to have unions. Demonstrations ing some 100,000 peasants and workers. center for the U.S.-directed Bay of Pigs 

and land seizures of unused lands by Although violence and repression in invasion of Cuba.) 
peasants accelerated during the 1960s. Honduras have been on a somewhat 

The fruit companies began returning lower level than in neighboring coun- 
some of the land to the government, tries, this is due more to a relatively NICARAGUA 
which passed it on to peasant coopera- weak oligarchy than to a lack of opposi- Area: 57,143 sq. mi. (slightly larger than 
tives. However, the companies didn’t sur- _ tion forces. The Honduran peasant move- Wisconsin); population: 2,750,000 (1981 
render very much land (in 1970 United ment, in fact, is one of the strongest in _ est.); density: 48.6 people/sq. mi.; urban: 
Fruit and Standard Fruit still controlled all of Central America. Throughrepeated 48.6%; racial makeup: 70% mestizo, 17% 
70 per cent of all banana lands),andthey and seizures and demonstrations, it white, 9% Black, 4% Indian; languages: 
maintained their dominance by setting forced the government to institute agra- Spanish, English on the Atlantic coast; 
prices and controlling markets. rian reform laws, even though successive capital: Managua; chief exports: cotton, 

Similar changes are occurring inother regimes have preferred to ignore these coffee, meat, chemical products, sugar; 
Central American nations as the multi- measures. In recent years the govern- GNP: $1.7 billion; per capita income: 
nationals realize that they can make ment has stepped up its anti-labor ac- $980 (1979); per capita arable land: 1.4 
greater profits by controlling the market- tivities with the arrest and murder of acres; labor force breakdown: 40% ag- 
ing of the fruits rather than owning the peasant leaders. Equally as ominous is riculture, 14% industry, 46% service 
land. Far better, their reasoning goes, to the stepped-up U.S. military support to (1979); unemployment: 17.5% (1980), 
let the peasant associations cope with the the Honduran government. During 1978- 13.3% (1981) official figures; literacy 
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rate: 87% (1981), increased from 58% as eaimuesah seaiemnmere a 
after 1980 Literacy Campaign; teachers: r «4 monens: ce 13/1,000 people (1977); population with 4 The U.S. sees the Sandinista govern- 
access to safe water: 70%; people per _ = ment asa threat to its traditional control 
doctor: 1,670; life expectancy: 55 years; no > | over the region and has launched a cam- 
infant mortality rate: 37 per 1,000 live 2 paign to destabilize the country. (Akwe- 
births (1975); child deaths (age one- ea sasne Notes, late spring, 1982, notes that 
four): 16 per 1,000 (1979); educational .. = “the Reagan Administration has a $19 
changes since Somoza: school-age chil- o> Roe million ‘slush fund’ to promote covert ac- 
dren in school — 1978: 64.8%; 1980: 80%; oe TN _ —:. & os tions eee the Nicaraguan govern- adolescents in school — 1978: 14.7%; [if i iP @4 = ment.”) The campaign includes the sus- 
1980: 20%. oo BO . oS pension of aid, blocking of loans in inter- 

oe Ke \ ee national lending agencies, a press cam- 

Following the dissolution of the §, — a A ree .. ve ye ae oe ee 

vac oriatcirestemaremme GQ) VERE hough no gratin tre, sn oad : Ba See Cae Ss 7. action plan to support a 500-man Latin who wanted a return of special privileges oe & a & & _-. i ili fe inst Ni 
to landowners and the clergy — and Lib- i le 4 American paramilitary force agains’ a 
erals — who wanted reform — was in- The corrupt and brutal Somoza family caragua. These efforts by the U.S. coin- 
tense in Nicaragua. controlled Nicaragua for 45 years before cide with those of some sectors of the Ni- 

The Liberals decided to hire a U.S. 4eing ousted in 1979; above, Anastasio caraguan business community who have 
soldier of fortune, William Walker, to Somoza. refused to keep up production or have 
help them. Walker arrived in Nicaragua withdrawn large amounts of capital —in 
in 1855 with a few dozen mercenaries _velt finally recalled the Marines. How- SPite of incentives by the government — 
and helped the Liberals to victory. But ever, to take their place, the U.S. creat- 1" order to create Ee chaos. A par- 
then he turned on them, declaring him- ed, trained and subsidized the Nicara- ticularly dangerous situation is present- 
self president of Nicaragua and alsoofEl guan National Guard. To command it, ed by 3-5,000 ex-National Guardsmen 
Salvador and Honduras. He proclaimed _ the U.S. selected Anastasio Somoza Gar- _ ‘followers of Somoza) who are encamped 
English the national language, reinsti- cia, a soldier educated in the U.S.In 1934 2¢ross the border in Honduras and who 
tuted slavery, contracted large loans us- Somoza (possibly with U.S. backing) or- !aunch frequent attacks against Nicara- 
ing the country as collateral, and redis- dered Sandino assassinated; in 1936 he 84a. 
tributed land to US. citizens. He was fi- became president, ushering in a U.S.- The new government faces other prob- 
nally ousted by the combined efforts of supported dynastic dictatorship that ems as well. Sixty thousand Nicara- 
Central Americans, the English and Cor- would last 45 years. guans died in the revolution to oust Som- 
nelius Vanderbilt. His brief rule discre- The greed, corruption and brutality of 98 and the Sandinistas inherited a 50> 
dited the Liberals and ushered in 36 the Somoza family — the last of the line ial and industrial infrastructure in 
years of Conservative rule under which was estimated to be the ninth richest Shambles, deliberately destroyed by 
the economy stagnated and peasants man in the world and his family owned Somoza in his final days in office. Somo- 
were severely repressed. half of all the registered land in Nicara- 28 — Who fled Nicaragua with a personal 

For geographic reasons, it hadbeenas- gua — eventually led to revolution. A fortune — left a national debt of 1.6 bil- 
sumed that Nicaragua would be the site broad alliance of business people, city ion dollars, a debt which the Sandinis- 
of any canal linking the Atlantic and Pa- _slumdwellers, labor and peasant groups, a8 have committed themselves to repay. 
cific Oceans, but President Theodore Christian clergy, migrant workers and The tasks that lie ahead are truly enor- 
Roosevelt decided against Nicaragua women from all classes joined to fight the ™O0us. 
when that country’s president insisted Somoza government. The groups united For more information on Nicaragua, 
on retaining sovereignty over any canal. under the leadership of the Sandinista particularly its literacy campaign, see 
Nevertheless, when Nicaragua began National Liberation Front (FSLN), Vol. 12, No. 2 of the Bulletin; for more in- 
negotiating with other countriesin 1912, named for the patriot who fought the formation about the role of women in Ni- 
Roosevelt sent in 12,000 Marines. For U.S. Marines earlier in the century. caragua, see pp. 19-21. 
the next 21 years, the U.S. occupied Ni- Their efforts succeeded in 1979 and See een amt 
caragua. During the 1920s and early 30s marked the first overthrow of a U.S.- ae ; weer 
the patriot Augusto César Sandino and _ backed dictatorship in Central America. Geen fin te nn es aes 
his troops fought to oust the Marines. The Sandinista government is pushing pafiero, \ssue #4, Guerrilla Army of the Poor 
(When Mexico demonstrated sympathy — for changes that will lead to greater so- (EGP), available from the National Network in 
for Sandino in 1927, Undersecretary of cial justice. Government efforts include Solidarity with the People of Guatemala, State Robert Olds said: “Until now, Cen- the slashing of rent by up to 50 per cent, Washington, D.C., Fodor's Central America, 
tral America has always understood that _ the expansion of health and educational 1980 (McKay), Information Please Almanac, 
governments which we recognize and facilities in the slums and through the _ 1982 (Simon & Schuster), The Philosophy and 
support stay in power while those which countryside, and the provision of basic P2l/cies of the Government of Nicaragua, March, 
we do not recognize and support fall. Ni- foodstuffs at subsidized prices. The gov- ee (Managua), statistics enacts Diopated ay Rog : le Trocaire Bishops Commission, Dublin, Ire- caragua has become a test case. It is diffi- ernment has also implemented a number land, The World Almanac and Book of Facts, 
cult to see how we can afford to be defeat- of other social changes, the most impres- 939 (Newspaper Enterprise Assn.) and World ed.”) sive of which has been the literacy cru- Development Report, 1981 (The World Bank, In 1932 President Franklin D. Roose- sade which reduced illiteracy from 53 per Washington, D.C.). 
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Women’s activities in El Salvador and Nicaragua point up 
their separate but integral role in the histories of two countries 

Women in Central America: a 

. 

Survival and Struggle 

By Victoria Ortiz 

Most history books virtually ignore do are included by virtue of their rela- duran border, only to be massacred there 

the social conditions of women, tosayno- _ tionship to men — their fathers, brothers _ or returned to the brutality from which 

thing of the role women have played or husbands. they were fleeing. 

throughout history as movers and shap- The situation of Salvadoran women, The absence of employment opportuni- 

ers, rather than watchers and con- while differing little from that ofthe ma- ties in agriculture has forced many wom- 

servers. It is especially difficult to find jority of the population, is characterized en to go to the cities, where they find 

information about women in Central by double oppression. For while the ma- work either as market vendors, domestic 

America, where feminism is only recent- jority of Salvadoran women and mensuf- workers or prostitutes. The women 

ly becoming a significant force and fer from poverty, unemployment, lack of market vendors are legion, and, as we 

where the daily problems of survival and housing and medical care, women must shall see below, have become a political 

struggles for national liberation have bear the double burden of being poorand force to be contended with. These women 

created priorities other than research in- _ being female. often live in paper and cardboard shacks 

to the history of women. This situation is reflected in the fact in the shantytowns on the outskirts of 
Much work remains to be done; but it that, for example, women agricultural the urban centers whose streets and 

is also time to demand that as far as pos- workers, who work only two or three markets they and their children popu- 

sible the written histories of allcountries months of the year (as do migrant late during selling hours. 

begin to acknowledge women Bs both a workers of both sexes) earn one-third of Domestic workers may have more sol- 

separate and an integral social sector what men earn for the same time period. id roofs over their heads, but that is 
whose problems and actions must be de- Ip fact, country women live a situation _ about all that is better in their situation. 
scribed, analyzed and understood within which is best described as feudal: since They work inhumanly long hours, being 
the context of their society. To thatend, the agregado or sharecropping system in fact on call to the family which em- 
we present below two short pieces focus- recognizes male workers only, all con- _ploys them for 24 hours a day. They are 
ing on women in El Salvador and Nicara- tracts cover only the men and not the entitled to one day off every 7 to 14 days, 

gua; they are based on the limited women and children who work beside and they are paid a pittance: from $30 to 
amount of material published to date in them. Therefore, only the men are paid $60 a month. More than 80,000 Salvado- 
this country. We hope that by beginning (the women and children add what they ran women support themselves and their 
to break the silence surrounding the his- have harvested to that of the man with families this way, with no minimum 

tory of women in Central America we whom they work); only the men receive _ wage, no overtime pay, no right to organ- 

can contribute to a new and more au- the scant daily food allowance; and only _ ize into a union, no right to medical care 
thentic presentation and understanding the men are entitled to whatever meager _ or severance pay. 

of the developments in those countries. _social security or health benefits there The social framework in which these 
might be. women survive is characterized by 50 per 

EL SALVADOR The life ofa woman agriculturalworker cent illiteracy (with twice as many illi- 

Of the 4.5 million inhabitants of El is hard in other ways. It is virtually im- terate women as men); an infant mortali- 

Salvador, 2 per cent own 60 per cent of possible to maintain even a semblance of ty rate of 40 deaths per 1000 births and 

all the land, controlling thereby the most family life, since, like all migrant 60 deaths per 1000 before reaching one 

important export crops: cotton, coffee, workers, she must be constantly on the year old; and a malnutrition rate among 

sugar cane. Eight per cent of the popula- move, following the crops. Marriage or children of 75 per cent. There is but one 

tion receives 50 per cent of the total na- permanent relationships with aman are maternity hospital in San Salvador, the 

tional income, gleaned not only from well nigh impossible to sustain, andthe capital of a country where the average 

agribusiness but also from the growing incidence of single-mother households is rural woman gives birth eight or ten 

industrial sector. Of the total population, incredibly high. It is these extremely times in her lifetime, and where her ur- 

53 per cent are women. Needless tosay,a poor sectors who are most victimized by ban sister is likely to have at least five 

minuscule number of these women fig- the rampages of the Army and who most children. 

ure among the oligarchy, and those who _ often seek refugee status across the Hon- Throughout history people have at- 
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tempted to resist oppression, and the In 1978, the Association of Salvadoran most reactionary and repressive in the 

women of El Salvador are no exception. _Women/Asociacién de Mujeres de El Sal- dictatorships of dependent capitalism — 

In 1921, the market women described vador [AMES] was formed to politicize the role of Nicaragua’s women in the 

above joined other social groups in street all women who were not participating in forging of their country’s destiny has 

demonstrations in San Salvador anden- the struggle against the dictatorship. In been different (but also similar in many 
virons to protest the repressive measures the same year, two organizations of ways) and in some areas has been better 
imposed by the Melendez government. market vendors came to prominence documented, than in other countries. 
Their role was central and they did not through combative demonstrations and There is little written about Nicara- 
escape the bloody police intervention, audacious occupations of city markets. guan women before the early 20th centu- 
which left many women wounded and Increasing numbers of women joined ry. One of the first references tells us 
many others dead. The following year, a the guerrillas as government repression that during the armed struggle waged by 
large group of working women donned grew and the urgency of the situation be- Sandino against the invasion by the U.S. 
mourning clothes and marched through came more apparent. By the early 1980s, Marines (1927-1934), women participat- 
the streets demanding the release of large numbers of women, many accom-_ ed in most aspects of the war. While no- 
their men who had been imprisoned. panied by their children, went into the _ thing in writing confirms their participa- 

Once again the demonstration was put mountains and took up arms. Today 40 tion as soldiers, there are photographs 
down violently and at least seven women per cent of the Revolutionary Council of which show armed women; and in his let- 
were killed. the People’s Revolutionary Army are ters and reports Sandino referred to 

women, reflecting a similar percentage women in terms that seem to imply their 
Women in Insurrection among the ranks of combatants. And if having fought beside the men. We do 

statistics were available, we would no know that Sandino was full of admira- 

Women also played a significant role doubt find a parallel figure with regard tion for his female compatriots: “Many, 
during the 1932 insurrection (see p. 5) to the numbers of women arrested, tor- many women of Nicaragua gave invalua- 
and were more than amply represented tured, raped and killed by the govern- ble help. From all social classes came 

among the 32,000 people massacred by ment’s armed forces. great supporters of the cause, which they 

the Martinez dictatorship’s troops. In In the midst of this desperate struggle served in many different ways: as spies, 
1944 there was an important general sit- for liberation, it is indeed extraordinary couriers, propagandists, and even direct- 
down strike in which large numbers of that the women of AMES, together with _ ly in the army, doing nursing and house- 
women participated; their presence in their male and female comrades in the keeping. Many of these women. . ., just 
other trade union movements and ac- Major Salvadoran political and military like the soldiers, risked their lives and 
tions was also significant. organizations, have begun to address many also died. Their names and deeds 

In 1960 the women’s organization theoretical and ideological questions of constitute a true glory for Nicaragua and 
which is best remembered today for its Vital importance to the successful trans- should be incorporated into our Home- 
political militancy — the Brotherhood formation of the condition of women in land’s history. . . .” 
[sic] of Women — Fraternidad de Mu- £1 Salvador. Topics under discussion 
jeres — joined other groups in demon- range from the practical issues of child Poverty the Norm 

strations that ultimately succeeded in care, sex education and contraceptive 

ousting Colonel Lemus. The 60s alsosaw methods, to the deeper and thornier During the Somoza family dictator- 
a national strike movement involving questions of male/female relations, the ship, which lasted for almost half a cen- 

35,000 workers, men and women, and sexual double standard and machismo, tury, the condition of Nicaraguan men 
two major teachers’ strikes which were and the study of women’s historical roles and women was comparable to that of 
violently repressed by the government. in the family and in society. the people of El Salvador. Life expectan- 
The National Association of Salvadoran El Salvador’s struggle to free itself cy for Nicaraguan women was 50 years; 
Teachers/Asociacién Nacional de Educa- from over 50 years of brutal military 50 percent of all mothers were unmar- 
dores Salvadorenos, not surprisingly, Tule, to rebuild a country ravaged by the ried and could expect to have at least five 
had (and has presently) an 85 per cent fe- incursions of profit-seeking North Amer- children; legally women’s status was less 
male membership. ican corporations and to create more protected than that of children, with a 

It was through participation in these equitable economic, social and political husband or other male relation having 
labor struggles and through work on the Systems will be long and hard. It is, how- _ virtual control over most aspects of their 
community level around housing, health ever, evident that women will continue lives. Economically, the entire popula- 
and education issues that many women to be an integral and ever more impor- tion was brutally exploited, and poverty 
became involved in the liberation strug- tant part of that profound transforma- was the norm, existing alongside the ob- 
gle, which began in earnest in 1970. In tion. scene wealth of the Somoza family. 
the early 1970s, revolutionary organiza- As in El Salvador, many Nicaraguan 
tions of peasant women, students, NICA women first became involved in all-wom- 
teachers and factory workers emerged ? RAGUA en’s activities when they joined AM- 
throughout the country. In 1977 several Nicaragua shares many historical, PRONAC, the Asociacién de la Mujer Ni- 

groups of women organized to challenge economic, political, social and cultural caragtiense ante la Problematica Na- 
the imprisonment, disappearance or traits with the rest of Central America. cional (Women’s Association Confront- 
murder by the government forcesoftheir At the same time, Nicaragua hasitsown ing the National Problem). Founded in 
loved ones. As these groups led hunger _ particular history. Furthermore, precise- 1977, the group focused initially on ques- 

strikes, demonstrations and marches, ly because of these differences — not tions of human rights and the greater 
their members developed greater politi- least of which is Nicaragua’s victory over participation of women in national life. 
cal understanding and commitment. Somocismo, which represented allthatis One of its earliest public actions was a 
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1978 meeting to protest the disappear- Now that the country is faced with the use restricted; working women now get 
ance of thousands of peasants at the arduous task of national reconstruction, four weeks leave before giving birth to 
hands of the National Guard and the tor- women are still a vital part of national help prevent premature deliveries and 
ture and mistreatment of prisoners. AM- _ life. Some women have moved back into eight weeks off after the birth to encour- 

PRONAC rapidly grew and the van- the private spheres of home and family. age breast feeding and thus lower the 
guard of the membership soon realized This has been noted and is being taken _ high rate of infant mortality. In addition, 
that it was not sufficient to fight only very seriously, because most active Nica- the group works on winning for women 

against human rights violations. Under raguan women see the urgency for insur- the right to equal pay for equal work, on 
the leadership of women like Lea Guido ing that women will continue to develop _ their right to day care, on encouraging 
and Gloria Carrion (today Minister ofSo- _and participate ever more actively in Ni- female participation in union leadership, 
cial Welfare and General Coordinator of | caragua’s present and future. and so on. They have already been suc- 
AMNLAE, the Nicaraguan women’s as- At the forefront of this on-going strug- cessful in obtaining the creation of a 
sociation, respectively), both of whom gle to keep women involved in political _ Women’s Occupational Health Section in 
were committed members of the then and social life is AMNLAE (Asociacién the Department of Labor; its main con- 
clandestine FSLN/Frente Sandinista de dela Mujer Nicaragiiense Luisa Amanda cern is to improve women’s working con- 
Liberacion Nacional, the membership of Espinosa), the Luisa Amanda Espinosa ditions, especially those of pregnant 

AMPRONAC became more and more Nicaraguan Women’s’ Association, women. 
militant, until most of its women joined named after the first Sandinista woman Most spectacular, perhaps, of all the 
actively in the mass effort to topple the __ to die fighting (April, 1970). Acontinua- _ legislative victories is that achieved by 

dictatorship. tion of AMPRONAC, AMNLAE at first AMNLAE and the domestic workers’ 
devoted its energies to organizing wom- union. Domestic workers now receive a 

A en around the major tasks of reconstruc- minimum wage, work a ten-hour day 
Womeniin the Armes Folce: tion, defense and support for the revolu- (the union is fighting for an eight-hour 

As the struggle intensified, many tion. After some time, AMNLAE realized day), receive double pay for work done on 
women, accompanied by their families as that its effectiveness as a tool for organ- holidays and for overtime, are entitled to 

in El Salvador, went to the mountains to izing women was hampered by its being six months severance pay, have some 
join the guerrillas. They shared all as- @ mass organization: in a sense this medical rights, and are about to be 
pects of guerrilla life, and all reports in- structure put it in competition with oth- granted social security benefits. 
dicate that the women were highly re- ¢? ™ass organizations, such as those of Tomas Borge, Minister of Interior, has 
spected. By the end of the armed struggle peasants, teachers, medical workers, etc. said: “We cannot speak of women’s liber- 

in 1979, as many as one-third of the It was seen that many women who were ation so long as discriminatory laws 
armed forces of liberation were women, already participating in other organiza- against women exist. . . so long as men 

and many of the most valiant and suc- tions were not working with AMNLAE are above women and against wom- 
cessful commanders were women who because to do so would be to duplicate ac- en... . They were in the leadership of 
were outstanding not only as fighters but tivities. military units, on the firing lines during 

also as military leaders and strategists. 4 the war and therefore they have every 
lipmaasammenciiodidlnaierineleterma 2 Expanding Focus right in the world to be in the front lines 

the popular army were by no means mar- Therefore, AMNLAE has recently re- during the period of reconstruction. ah 
ginal to the national struggle. Many pro- _ structured itself to become a broad-based [W]e must cease thinking of a govern- 
vided safe houses for members of the un- women’s movement which can now focus ™ent of men and begin thinking of a gov- 
derground; they sewed uniforms and dis- on women within sectors which already ernment of men and women. 
guises, cooked food, passed messages, have mass organizations: factory His words BEC echoed and expanded by 
collected and delivered top secret infor- workers, teachers, students, village Gloria Carrion, head of AMNLAE: 

mation, took care of the children of those dwellers, Christians, _ agricultural There are two aspects to our work to de- 
who had gone to the mountains, took workers, neighborhood women, and oth- stroy the historic isolation of women — 
part in spectacular armed actions such ers. The women’s caucuses in these sec- to change their socio-economic condi- 
as the take-over of foreign embassies or _ tors focus not only on the greatest needs tions and, through political power, to 

the capturing of the Presidential Palace. _ of the nation but also on the women’s ba- change the ideology. Through participat- 
In many creative and heroic ways, wom- sic concerns. ee ne peconstrucuion one ee ugainie 
en helped to forge the final victory, and In addition, AMNLAE, whichinasort 18 of Nicaraguan society, women are 

their children also became adept at all of poetic justice has its national head- guaranteeing their own future, in that 

the offensive and defensive skills needed quarters in what used to be the mansion what is created now becomes a guide for 

to survive and defeat the enemy. of Somoza’s mother, is spearheading the the future.” [1] 
In the final insurrection of Leon, Nica- drive to revise all of Nicaragua’s laws (For more information, contact Women’s 

ragua’s second largest city, the leader- concerning women, children and the International Resource Exchange, 2700 

ship of the Sandinista forces was largely family. To date there have been some roadway, Rm. 7, New York, N.Y. 10025.) 
female, and the Commander in Chief of major advances: women have now been 

that operation was Dora Maria Tellez granted greater rights with regard to About the Author 

(known also as Comandante Dos and their children; adoption has been made VICTORIA ORTIZ is a writer, translator, 
presently in charge of the FSLN’s politi- possible for older couples and for single eilitop atid teacher whose: books dichaie the 

cal work in Managua). At the time the men and women, sexist advertising is Land and People of Cuba (Lippincott, 1973) 

Somoza government was overthrown in forbidden; pesticides which damage or and Sojourner Truth: A Self-Made Woman 

1979, four of the seven Sandinista mil- threaten women’s and men’s reproduc- (Lippincott, 1974). She is presently teaching 

itary chiefs of staff were women. tive systems have been banned or their Spanish in a New York City high school. 
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A look at the historical and current realities of the indigenous 

peoples of Guatemala and Nicaragua 

= s = 

Indian Peoples of Central America: 
. . 

Oppression Continues 

With the exception of Guatemala, only the Indians’ way of life has been of life has been the main form of resis- 

small, isolated communities of indigenous threatened ever since the conquest. tance adopted by Guatemala’s indigen- 

people considered to be “Indians” exist in The northern jungles of Guatemala ous people, although periodic, localized 
Central America today. The massive killing saw the flourishing of the Classical Indian uprisings also dot Guatemala’s 

of Indians during the Spanish conquest, Mayan civilization, one of the most ad- _ history. Today, this is changing, as large 
enslavement and epidemics, andcenturies vanced civilizations in the Americas, in numbers of Indians have been joining the 
of periodic massacre, intermarriage andla- fact in the world. The Mayas mysteri- growing resistance movement against 
dinization have decimated the region’s ously abandoned the area around 1000 the military governments which have 
once large and varied population of indi- A.D., moving to Mexico’s Yucatan, buta ruled Guatemala with increasingly 
genous peoples. people descended from the Mayas re- bloody repression. 

Most Central American Indians are des- mained in the area, and these were the To understand the history and present 
cendants of the Mayan, Aztec and other Indians whom the Spanish encountered situation of Guatemala’s Indians, it is 
peoples who swept through the isthmus when they arrived in the area in 1523. _ necessary to look at their relation to the 
from Mexico. In Panama, Nicaragua and At the time of the conquest, the largest land. Agriculture was at the center of 
parts of Honduras, however, the remaining and dominant Indian people in Guate- pre-Columbian life but as elsewhere in 
Indian population are South American in mala were the Quiché, or Maya-Quiché, the Americas, Guatemala’s Indians, who 
origin, with entirely different cultural and a blending of Mayan-descended people farmed communally, did not have the 
linguistic patterns from the Indians of andotherIndianswhohadmigratedfrom same concept of land ownership as did 
Western Central America. The articles be- Mexico. Other large Indian nations in European conquerers. The conquistadors 
low focus on the situation of the Indian peo- Guatemala included the Cakchiquels, seized much of the best land, and forced 
ples of Guatemala, where over half the Kekchi and Mam. Within a few short the Indians to work it for them. 
population is Indian, and Nicaragua, where years, an army of conquistadors under When Guatemala won independence 

relations between the Miskitu Indians and Pedro de Alvarado swept through from Spain in 1821, life did not change 
the Sandinista government have becomea Guatemala, making alliances with some much for the country’s indigenous people 
major international issue. of the area’s Indian nations, but conquer- /— their masters were now “Guatemalan” 

ing most through a series of bloody wars _ rather than “Spanish.” The “Liberal Re- 
and massacres. Indian rulers and priests form” era which began in 1871, on the 

GUATEMALA were murdered, books and temples de- other hand, did change life for many In- 
stroyed, entire cities burned and the  dians, mostly for the worse. Guatemala’s 

By Paul Wasserman people forced or converted to Christian- attempts to aiden? included the de- 
Guatemala is unique among Central ity, as the Spanish sought to wipe out all velopment of coffee as an export crop. 

American nations in that over half its traces of the indigenous cultures. In- Large tracts of the best farmland, espe- 
population, some 4 million of its 7.2 mil- dians, who had previously been con- cially on the Pacific coast, were seized 
lion people, are Indians. Until very re- nected via large, loosely-knit com- from Indians, many of whom were forced 
cently, when the level of violence caused munities or nations, were resettled in to work for horrendously low pay on the 
a sharp drop in the number af tourists, villages built on the Spanish model and __ coffee plantations. Here, they were joined 
tourism was Guatemala’s second largest putintoslavery,debt servitude andother by many Ladino (Spanish/Indian) cam- 
industry. For the Indians, the wealth forms of forced labor. pesinos; while Indian and Ladino cam- 

flowing into their country from tourism  Today’s Indians have preserved accul- pesinos suffered under similar condi- 
has been a source of bitterness: the ture distinct and separate from that of tions, they remained separate, with the 
tourist dollars never reach the Indians Spanish-speaking Guatemala; it blends Ladinos looking down on the Indians as 
themselves, who remain trapped in in- elements of the European culture forced uncivilized and inferior. 

credible poverty, their way of life upon them with remnants of their origi- Through the years, more and more of 
threatened by the very people whoturned nal way of life. Over the past four cen- the most fertile Indian land was seized 
their culture into a commodity. In fact, turies, the preservation of a distinct way by wealthy landowners. More and more 
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Indians were forced to work on planta- Indian population. Hence, the kidnap- cess continues, Guatemala may well 

tions, as their own food plots became pings, the beatings, massacres (such as _ become the first country in the Ameri- 

smaller and less fertile. With the growth _ the one in Panzos in 1978, in which 100 _ cas where native peoples regain control 
of industry, some Indians began moving Indians protesting illegal land seizures over their land, their lives and their 

to the cities to find work. They lived in were machine-gunned to death), the destiny. 
squalid shantytowns and worked, when bombings, the occupation and destruc- 
they could, under grueling conditions for _ tion of entire villages. Since 1978, thou- “Declaration of Ximche,” an important 
very low pay. sands of Indians have been killed by document pertaining to the oppression of 

Recently, this process has accelerated, Guatemalan security forces and by right- Indians in Guatemala, is published by The 
affecting a larger portion of Indian com- wing death squads linked to the govern- Alberto Fuentes Mohr Committee for the 
munities. The discovery of minerals, es- ment. Defense of Human Rights in Guatemala. 
pecially oil and nickel, the development An important process is under way in The 16-page bilingual document (English 
of large-scale cattle ranching, and the Guatemala. Many Ladinos and Indians and French) is available for $1 (add 50¢ 
opening up of Guatemala’s northern jun- _ are beginning to realize that they all suf- postage) from the National Network in Sol- 
gles have led to more and more seizures fer under similar conditions and are _jdarity with the People of Guatemala. For 
of Indian lands by the generals and fighting against similar injustices. Many address and other resources, see pp. 31- 
wealthy elite who rule the country. Ladinos are for the first time accepting 32. 
Truckloads of Indians can be seen on Indians as equals with a right to their 
Guatemala’s highways, making the trip land, their culture and a decent life. About the Author 
between highlands and coast, where they Many Indians are, for the first time, PAUL WASSERMAN is active in the Commit- 

still do not earn enough to feed theirfam- moving beyond their total separation  teein Solidarity with the People of Guatemala. 
ilies. These part-time agricultural labor- from Ladino society, while insisting on An article about the Miskitu people of 
ers have become the backbone of Gua- __ preserving their way of life. If this pro- Nicaragua appears on the following page. 
temala’s economy. 

As Indians in increasing numbers left 
their villages for the coast, they came in- te ©. 
to contact with Indians from other vil- Bae \ ees 
lages. Many began to see that they had 094 ; fa \eh> 
been oppressed as Indians — and that ZZ8 " i} cr (FA 2 c 
they had their own distinct history and & ie | Cbs ' 
culture, which they wanted to preserve, | V/ (oy) 

as Indians. And they began demanding = ) ) i \ iy 
their rights as Indians. On the planta- > D og th 
tions they organized unions and staged ? e~ ( SE eee =A 
strikes for higher wages and better treat- - — 2) ey Ce te “Ea 
ment. In their villages, they protested il- SO 
legal land seizures and organized cooper- 
atives. When protesters, cooperative 

leaders and supportive priests were mur- . Lo} 
dered or kidnapped, they protested the GF \\ ’ 
repression. Lo a @ Pa 

Here, Guatemala’s Indians found are on )] 1a AA ‘a 93. me 
themselves moving in the same direction & Phos ad Pee Ry /| y a SOOO 
as many Ladinos. A large portion of Gua- ip ‘ os <0 G2 sy 1 DD ‘ Tee 
temala’s Ladino population had never ( 3} B Py 4 Sy (} Pl 4 @Qint 
adjusted to being ruled by the series of e: OA > aA a 7, P. CY ( RO 
corrupt generals who had run the coun- GS S aS ai (> 
try since 1954 (see general history of (/ a (Gyr VA 58 Oy 1 
Guatemala, pp. 13-18). . eae “Sy REELED a Rare 

Indians Join Resistance , YS ra Wi FI ey 

By the late 1970s, many Ladinos con- B } | i 

cluded that armed resistance was the on- ° 
ly way to protect themselves and to 
change their country. A generation of 
guerrillas took up arms, but withanim- ¢ = / a v = 

portant difference: they were joined by #2 f $ 
growing numbers of Indians, whohadal- 9 === = = eon ———— 
so decided that armed resistance was = aa - 
their only recourse. As Indians became The native populations of Central American countries have long been exploited by 
an increasingly important part of the re- wealthy landowners and others in power. Indians in Guatemala—and other countries 
sistance movement, the government in- —are becoming increasingly involved in resistance movements. (Illustration from 
creasingly focused its repression on the Guatemala! The Hope and the Horror) 
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NICARAGUA some Annes oes Saale = 
i id- health and social services, which were at 

By Dolores Schaeffer See ey : plies Su grossly inadequate levels on the Pacific 

The article below is based on research | about ae a the es Bee Bee era cn he eave 
and analysis supplied by Roxanne Dunbar particularly regarding their recent relo- : fern a 

Ortiz, Dinar of NG American | cation from areas near the Honduran oa ee 
Studies at California State University, Hay- | border. The accompanying article pre- | Poverty throug! Geaee 
ward: the Instituto Historico Cen- | sents one perspective—which is sup-] img and fishing. The Atlantic Coast's 

ie fi ; ; ‘i sparse population presented little threat troamericano in Managua; and Judy Butler} Ported by many Native American and ERO aicel et and thors wae onlo een 
of NACLA. other U.S. scholars and activists—on to the dicta’ ore ssh ie Nae 
ALC Unio OF ei Seach eck the position of the Miskitu people in} Presence i we ae a 
ee PI AUSEE, Nicaragua. Guard. The insurrection which over- 

the indigenous population on the Pacific Another perspective holds that the threw Somoza in 1979 and brought the 
side of Nicaragua was composed primari- Miskitus are struggling to maintain their Sandinista National Liberation Front to 

13 01 descendants of the Mayan and Aztec | traditional lands and way of life while | Power, barely touched the Coast. 
in this area nh forced the indigenous ui Sees ae seening ie oe A Devastated Region 
Populanionito work on apriculture lina: their land area in the national agrarian 

tations as slaves. In addition, within a ay ang io promels ie ed ation) The Sandinista government found the 
20-year period, some half. ‘million Indians of ie Miskin Eee ee Niles coast devastated economically, the le- Year p > : guan society and economy. : Steps were removed from Nicaragua by the Clearly this issue cannot be examined gacy of centuries of ae wae ae 
slave trade, shipped to the West Indies without also considering the questiona- economic domination and neg! ect. e 

and mines of Peru; perhaps an equal | bie nature of most, if not all, of the re- | legacy also included extreme Se number died from war and disease or ports in the U.S. establishment press and suspicion by the Miskitus of these 
fled. While today small communities of regarding the “Miskitu question.” In light Spanish,” and there was a corresponding 
indigenous people still live on the Pacific of current administration efforts to de- lack of knowledge and understanding of 
side, the majority of people in that region stabilize the Sandinista government, it the indigenous population by the Sandi- 

are descendants of the indigenous peo- is surely no coincidence that the U.S. nistas. Errors of cultural insensitivity 

ples and the Spanish colonizers. : press is filled with stories of massacres were made = and acknowledged a by 

ite different, There the indigenous] 2"2 "uman rights violations. T ocitcant poopie wae eae age qui' : e ignificant pro; a 
people were primarily Chibchan-speak- ing health care and literacy training (in 

ing peoples who had migrated 2 orth from ploited the Miskitus’ nationalist senti- the native languages as well as Spanish) 
Colombia\and Panama. (During (the co- ments, and even crowned Miskitu 0 the area. Steps were taken to begin to 
lonial period they intermarried with “kings,” although effective control al- resolve the severe economic problems. 

ieee eee ead een ways remained with the British. The al. But members of the former National 
what is pow known as the Miskitu Peo-  jiance with the British allowed the Mis- Guard, thousands of whom VERE CDS 

ple.) Span aes crush the Endl kitu to dominate other smaller indigen- camped ACTORS the border an Honduras, 
an resistance on the Atlantic Pee and ous groups in the region. have been intent on exploiting the Mis- 
the region’s geography did not lend itself Nicaragua broke from the United Pro- kitus’ age-old hatred of “the Spanish” as 
to the easy formation of settlements. The vinces in 1838 and by 1860 Britain re- Part of their attempt to overthrow the 

British entered the area in the 1630s, nounced its claims to the Atlantic coast. °W government. Cross-border raids 
seeking trade relationships rather than The region, labeled a “reserve” under Ni- have escalated since the end of 1981, 

settlements eone control of caragua, theoretically had semi-auto- laiming hundreds of lives and forcing 
ees Caribbean eet ihe pete om oue rule, a principle defended by the the government to relocate a number of exploiting the Miskitu people's hatred of sy, ahitants but never implemented in Miskitu communities. The situation is 

the Spanish to achieve these ends, pro- ‘ En “ complicated by the fact that the Miskitu | practice. In 1894, however, Nicaragua 
vided them with arms and used them in occupied the region militarily, forcin people do not recognize the border. The 
forays against the Spanish. They also ex- «1s « a 5 traditional Miskitu territory extends the Miskitus to pledge their allegiance to : y 

Nicaragua and formally ending auto- 20rth into Honduras, and many people 
nomous rule, though not the desire for it. ave family and land on both sides. 

. This reincorporation set the stage for the Despite this critical situation, the new 
» & exploitation of the region’s vast natural 8°Vernment is moving forward to imple- 

rr «4 resources by foreign companies, primari- ™€nt its 1981 “Declaration of the Rights re * —— ly those from the U.S. (U.S. economic Indigenous Peoples” which guarantees 
ee ., "= _____ penetration of the region reached a peak ality, the preservation of indigenous 
~  j.§ during World War II, but declinedsharp- Culture and legal rights to traditional 
ee i. | __ly thereafter.) Many Indians were forced lands. It also commits the revolution to 

| off their lands to make way for large- fight against all forms of racism. 

rr |... scale banana plantations and forestry About the Author 

_ ~~ _ enterprises. eal EMRE Te Somoza dictatorship (1986-1979) Nicaragua Network Nowsotier otived ta Photo: Francis Wardle inGuatemala! The Horror generally neglected the area except for the National Network in Solidarity with the 
and the Hope the exploitation of mineral resourcesand Nicaraguan People. 
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The Black presence in Central America is either ignored or 
misrepresented in texts; information to fill this gap is presented 

The Black Presence in Central America: . 

. 

Background Information 

Most U.S. books about Central America threatened the life line of the Spanish began to break through the barriers to 
neglect or misrepresent the role and pres- crown. (It was the maroons who made fuller opportunity, but the pattern set by 
ence of Black people in that area. In part possible Drake’ssuccessin Panamawhen the caste system persisted even in the 
this reflects the authors’ racist perceptions he raided the Spanish treasure, and absence of laws restricting opportunity. 
of that region; in part, this reflects the ex- Drake was fulsome with his praise ofhis The mentality and the psyche of both 
clusion of Blacks from the politicalandeco- Black allies and benefactors.) Felipillo Black and white were affected. For 
nomic mainstream of all Central American and Anton Mandinga Mozambique — _ Blacks, self-deprecation would become 
countries except Belize and, toalesserex- whom the Spaniards addressed as Don normal, a way of life that would nega- 
tent, Panama. Mozambique — were among the best tively influence their behavior in reac- 

Blacks have long been an important known of the maroon leaders operating tion to their adverse circumstance. For 
presence in Central America. The articles on the isthmus. The greatest of all, whites, a suppressive mentality would be 
below will serve as an introduction to the Bayano, was finally captured only by continuously affirmed. 

type of material omitted from most texts. trickery; he was so respected by the The difficulty in appraising the present 
Spaniards that they sent him to Spain _ status of the Black population in Central 
where they gave him a lifetime pension America is indicated by the fact that it 

PART | instead of putting him to death. is extremely difficult to even determine 
Panama’s greatest river is named after the current size of the African presence. 
him. We would, for example, be at once in 

By A. Faulkner Watts Still visible evidence of the power of difficulty if we accepted unquestioningly 
A consideration of the Black presence the maroonsisthe existence oftwotowns, Central American census figures. The 

in Central America is a complicated un- Palenque and Pacora, ceded to them by powers in most countries (excepting 
dertaking that must consider numerous the Spanishcrown.Thecrownhadfinally perhaps Belize, which is predominantly 
complex factors including historical decided it wascheaperandmore practical Black) prefer to ignore the presence of 
events, comparative numbers and na- to achieve peace with the maroons Black citizens, a fact which has impact 
tional psyches. through treaty than by warfare. on the official figures as well as on the 

It must be remembered, first, that the The formation of independent nations status of Blacks. The term “Negro” usu- 
modern Central American nations were early in the last century did not free the ally refers only to those who are very 
all once under the Spanish hegemony, area from the slave-owning mentality of dark and show little or no trace of mixed 
and that the conquistadors and their fol- the European nation to which they had ancestry. A person considered Black by 
lowers spread the virus of color prejudice been attached. A caste system with U.S. standards would in Central America 
throughout the so-called New World. Ac- whites (either Spanish- or native-born) probably be classified as “mulatto” or 
tive resistance to this oppression was at the top of the pyramid had been in- “mestizo” (i.e, of so-called “mixed 

mounted by the maroons, slaves deter-  stitutionalized before independence from blood”); more important, such brown- 
mined to be free who ran away from their Spain. It affected both descendants of skinned persons would so classify them- 

masters, set up palenques or strongholds slaves and of free Blacks who had come _ selves. Persons on the lowest rung of the 

in the hills and fought to remain free. to the area in search of work (see accom- _ social acceptance ladder tend in such cen- 

(The word derives from the term cimar- panying article). Access to certain jobs, suses to classify themselves one step up- 

rones, meaning wild or runaway, which to public office, to commerce and to ward if they can do so without being 

was applied to these Blacks by the higher education was limited to those challenged. It is thus fairly safe to as- 

Spaniards.) The maroons harassed the who could prove by legal formula the sume that the figures recorded for 

Spaniards, pillaging haciendas and raid- whiteness of their blood, a processknown “Negro” fall substantially short of the 

ing the Camino Real and the Cruces as “limpiezade sangre.” Nowhere inCen- real number of those of African descent. 

Trail, routes for transporting the wealth tral America did general emancipation There are still legal mechanisms in 

of Peru to the Atlantic coast for shipment change the nature of the caste system. place which effectively limit the growth 

to Spain. The maroon raids thus Eventually the free Blacksinsomeareas of the Black population in Central 
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America, which has not been isolated Rica, which presents a different picture. 
from the kind of thinking that has led Common problems shared by Blacks As in Panama, Blacks first came to Costa 

Argentina, Peru and Chile to purposely in Central America and Blacks in North Rica as free people with the conquis- 
plan for large infusions of Europeans. and South America will be an important tadors or as slaves. These were quickly 

Guatemala, for example, prohibits the ] part of the agenda of the coming Third absorbed. Later, Blacks came from 
immigration of “people of the Negro | Congress of Blacks in the Americas to Jamaica to build the railroad that would 
race.” The edict, written into the 1945 be held this coming August in Brazil. be an integral part of the banana indus- 
constitution, remained substantially the (The Second Congress was held in try. These workers were largely re- 
same in the 1966 constitution; at present, Panama two years ago.) For further stricted to a designated area and consi- 
there is no constitution, but neither has | information, write to The Black Con- dered stateless persons. It was not until 
there been any change, according to the | gress, P.O. Box 535, Church Street Sta- the Civil War of 1948 that they and their 
Guatemalan consulate. Honduras draws | tion, New York, N.Y. 10007, or phone descendants would achieve a kind of na- 
re ae oes oe ee Dr. George Priestley at (212) 923-8611. tional ue 2 a te for their 

rabs and Gypsies,” although consular support of the Partido Liberacién Na- 
officials insist that U.S. Blacks are wel- cional, those born in the land could for 
come. E] Salvador does not welcome the ees i iti i 
Black immigrant, although the law that ment has made possible the printing of eee oe eee 

existed from the 1930s to the 1950s pro- George Westerman’s important work on panama, the Jamaicans felt themselves 
hibiting the immigration into El Sal- the contributions of West pe ee perenne the native Costa Ricans with 
vador of “Negroes and Orientals” has the construction of the Canal; it may yo, they came in contact. At the same 
been repealed. Costa Rica considers itself be adopted by the schools. The daily tine the Jamaicans were despised be- 
a white country and presumably intends ¢Wspaper La Republica covers events (a4.6 they held on to their English lan- 
to maintain the status quo if it can, al- 2N4 activities involving Black Panama- guage and maintained their West Indian 
though previous laws prohibiting Black ass Several ee oe ne Me customs. 
immigration are no longer in force. De ee eee Today the Episcopal church in Costa 

Those Blacks already in residence in Melvia Lowe de Goodin work constantly Rica is active in promoting the interests 
most countries find that their presence © Project the Black presence either in Srtne Blacks. (As late as 1977, Black 
and history are ignored by those in tetms of protest or with various program- cole we ie incladed a the achosl 
power. Group self-realization is en- matic offerings. Almost all of these ac- eal d Black hi 

hanced when its history and culture are tivists are of Antillean (West Indian) tol of suffi int one bohie ie a 
acknowledged inthe literatureandmate- ‘escent. ; bake ioe ) In Puerto Limea NH 
rials read by school children and the gen- Until quite recently, it was official 14. vast majority of Blacks live and th 
eral public. This has in general long been dogma that Antillean Blacks were “not standard of 1 ae l si ae : 
denied to the Black population. assimilable.” The Africans who had en- t he S eer é pate ae ean 

The eminent Venezuelan poet Elro tered the country as slaves had long been Ce ee ney biaieadeees 
: roy ieee 5 : flecting the African experience, has 

Blanco spoke to all of Latin America ™ore or less ‘used into the culture; they Geis : 
peer , noted that “it is incredible the amount 

when he deplored the absence of Blacks Wee not assertive (if aware) of their Af- pees ss ° 1 I : Gy had “mived anth © prejudice that teachers bring to schools 
and Indians in works of art. In Pintame "an heritage. Many had “mixed” with = 4.73 itea2 : S aoe he Indians. Th in P : lominated by whites.” In contrast to 
Angelitos Negros/Paint Me Little Black the Indians. They were, in Panamanian ; V Gaurd: oF anama, there are relatively few Blacks Angels, he implores terms, “assimilated.” As late as 1950, ith al 

k ; immigration was denied to those Blacks ©" 28 au ee caee faculty member If somewhere there is an artist i i 5 in the universities. Here, too, are found eet eae who did not speak Spanish. In this con- 5 inet paints saints ti h h ee occasional Black teachers who uncon- gue GOREN heaven nection perhaps the most significant ‘ously displ ae 

let him fill the heavens of my land event to have occurred in the last decade ee y " AL 2 their conditioned dero- 
with the shades of my people has been the establishment of an Afro- aan ee: 5 £ z 
with its blonde angels Antillean project in Maranon. Initiated ._ While the older generation believes it 
and its brown-faced angels by the Patrimonio Histérico of the In- spo to keep the English language 
and little Black and stituto Nacional de Cultura y Deportes ae Sone. eo BES ee OU C ee 
little Indian angels. under the leadership of the internation °7t10n seems inclined to give up English 

_ Panama provides valuable insights ally respected anthropologist, the late and to become more Costa Rican by fully 
into the effects of the official attitude on Dr. Reina Torres de Arauz, its first un- adopting Spanish as their mother tongue. 
education and cultural activity. In spite dertaking has been the establishment of On the other hand, this young generation 
of Panama’s sizeable Black population, an Afro-Antillean museum celebrating has also been greatly influenced by U.S. 
there is little of the African presence in _ the contributions of the West Indians to Blacks. “If,” pays Duncan, “their parents 
popular literature or art. Black studies Panamanian history and culture. for lack of knowing the language had to 
materials are not included inthecurricu- Panama is now beginning to recognize suffer passively, iE he new generation of 
lar offerings either in elementary or sec- those African Americans for whom it Bla cks ane not likely to tolerate more 
ondary schools. However, every high used to reserve such pejorative epithets EO etice 3a! 
school history book refers to the slave _as “chombo” (said to be applied by Colum- 
trade as disgraceful and makes brief bus to an Indian girl), “conquito” (Little About the Author 
mention of slave resistance and some of Congo) and “narizon de chorizo” (flat nose 
the resistance leaders. (The full role of or sausage nose). Panama might well Pet a ULE WATTS, translator ofthe 
the African as resistance fighter in evolve into a country in which skin color se a a Liberty or Death by Jean 
Panama is scarcely known by thegeneral _ is of no significant importance. aes a e dent Hess 1282) as aa 
populace.) Most recently, the govern- It is also instructive to look at Costa Panama. He Pescarh crete a 
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PART Il century that sizeably increasedthe Black “~— ~ 

population of the entire region.) _ . 
By Elmo Doig Although slavery was _ officially - : - rn | 

Blacks in Central America consist es- abolished by the United Provinces of - “ 
sentially of two groups: first, the descen- Central America in 1824, social inequal- — j = - 

dants of people who were brought directly ity based on race persisted (see accom- | _ | ae 

from Africa during the period of Spanish P@PYNS article). — — a « oe, 

colonization; and second, the descendants In the mid-19th century, U.S. capital | @ | af © “) 

of people who migrated from the West Seeking investment opportunities over- 7) Qa - -_- 
Indies after the middle of the 19th cen- Seas found receptive and pliant col- rT - S . | 

tury. Their ancient African origins are laborators in the nascent oligarchies of a 4 _ 

the same and so in many ways are the Central America. These U.S. invest- . <n a . Fr 

reasons for their presence in Central ments spurred a demand for labor that - Oo 

America. The first came primarily as encouraged the migrations of West In- . : < ™ he 

slaves, by force; the others, as free work- dian workers to Central America during fo iy ee 

ers but with little choice. Yet for genera- the middle and late 19th century when Ae. 

tions they stood apart: two branches of a pn en eae Indian sugar produc- lacks are a significant part of the Central 

common stem, separated centuries ago tion was causing rampant unemploy- Aj,orican population, but they are 

by colonialism. ment. West Indians who came to Central oyejyded eon overnment and Be 
The Blacks who came to Central America in search of jobs were forced to 47, p05 a 

‘America as slaves helped clear the Cen- Work for next to nothing. They came as a : 
tral American forests. They built the field hands in the banana plantations of 

ships used by the Spaniards to explore United Fruit, as workers in the construc- the language spoken by the white over- 

the South American coast. They built the tion gangs to build railroads in Panama seers from the U.S., and their language 

Spanish settlements, worked the indigo and later Honduras, Costa Rica and and cultural differences made it hard for 

and sugar plantations and the gold and Guatemala, and as laborers to build the them to draw support from the local 

silver mines. Demand for slave labor was Panama Canal. They also came to cut Spanish-speaking population. To further 

relatively small and short lived, how- timber along the Atlantic coast in Belize forestall labor cooperation, United Fruit 

ever. (The mines, for example, were and Nicaragua. employed some mestizos and Indians on 

exhausted by mid-18th century, and The trans-isthmus railroad in a part-time basis on the plantations, and 

cheap peasant labor was quite sufficient Panama, built 60 years before the paid them less. (The number of workers 

for the other activities that promised pro- Panama Canal, resulted from the of West Indian descent employed by the 

fitability.) Therefore, slaves in colonial California Gold Rush which demanded banana industry has declined since the 

Central America, unlike those in the U.S. speedy movement of people and supplies 1930s, and immigration has slackened. 

South, obtained their freedom relatively between the eastern U.S. and the Pacific Even when jobs are available, the induce- 

early, long before slavery was formally Coast. Of 5,000 West Indians who came ments to stay are weak, given the con- 

abolished. In the northern parts of the © work on the railroad, 2,000 remained tinuing poor standard of living that 

Central American isthmus they were after completion. Many moved tojointhe workers may expect. Increasing numbers 

brought primarily to the Atlantic coast. railroad construction workers in Costa of workers have emigrated to urban cen- 

There were also settlements of Blacksin Rica. Those who stayed in Panama found ters like Tegucigalpa in Honduras. Many 

the Southern part (Panama and Costa jobs made possible by the economicboom young West Indians have come to the 

Rica). During the next 300 years, Black that came from the infusion of money U.S.) 

people mixed with the Indians and the generated by the railroad and the high To transport the bananas quickly to 

criollos (New World Spanish descen- staff maintained during its early years the coastal parts and to ships for export, 

dants), so that by the time Central of operation. But dependence on U.S. railroads became a priority, and in Hon- 

America won its independence from traffic ruined the economy when that quras, Guatemala and Costa Rica, more 

Spain in 1821, there was a diffusion of traffic shifted to the new U.S. transconti- West Indians were brought to build those 

Blacks in the population of the Central nental railroad. railroads. 

American republics. : By far the largest West Indian migra- 

The Spanish did not occupy the Carib- West Indian Labor Force tion to Central America was due to the 

bean coast of Central America. During building of the Panama Canal. In the 

the 17th and 18th centuries, other Euro- In the 1870s the U.S. company that late 1800s France’s attempt to build the 

peans, chiefly the English, occupied the became United Fruit began cultivating first canal brought 18,000 West Indians 

coast from time to time. To this region bananas in Jamaica. To diversify its re- from Jamaica. When that project col- 

the British brought African slaves to cut sources, the company expanded to Cen- lapsed, virtually all of the Jamaican 

timber in the rich forests of the Miskitu tral America in the latter part of the 19th workers were left stranded. When the 

Coast of Nicaragua and British Hon- century and soon dominated the area’s U.S. took up where France left off in the 

duras (now Belize), and the descendants market and shipping. Not only did the early part of this century, the West In- 

of these slaves (and of the Blacks that importation of West Indians assure a dian Blacks it recruited made up three- 

came from the British West Indies inthe _ pool of excess labor to keep wages down, fourths of the labor force of 44,000. The 

19th century) are still an English-speak- but it also meant a labor force that could balance was mainly Italians and 

ing community. (It was in fact the migra- be kept relatively isolated from the local Spanish. Only a handful of workers were 

tion of Blacks from the West Indies in population. The West Indian workers, from Central America. These hiring 

the last century and early part of this experienced banana pickers, understood Continued on page 38 
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A new curriculum on El Salvador gives the kind of information 
omitted from most texts and serves as a model for lesson plans 

on other countries 

A Lesson Plan on El Salvador 

Given the poor quality of most textson news media. volvement in El Salvador. Present fact 
Central America (see article beginning Major skills students will use in the sheet on U.S. aid to El Salvador; discuss. 
on page 3), teachers wishing to presenta unit include reading comprehension; Discuss results of survey. Announce and 
more accurate view must use alternative map reading; chart and graph interpre- explain debate on U.S. involvement. 
materials or create their own lesson tation; understanding the use of socio- Homework (might begin in class): Oppos- 

plans. economic indicators as a measure of a ing viewpoints on U.S. involvement. Pre- 
The San Francisco-based Teachers’ country’s quality of life; inferential rea- pare two arguments on either side. Op- 

Committee on Central America has soning; comparing and contrasting dif- tional: Read and discuss “Two Views of 
created a curriculum guide entitled “El fering experiences of conflict; opinion- the War in El Salvador” (Ed Asner and 
Salvador: Roots of Conflict” that would gathering through survey; analyzing President Reagan). 
be helpful to those wishing to help written information; reading and inter- Day 9: Debate on U.S. involvement. 
youngsters understand the events lead- preting news articles; and understand- Optional homework: Writing a para- 
ing to the current conflict inthat country ing the political spectrum (left, rightand graph on personal opinion of U.S. 
and in Central America in general. Be- center) and its use in analyzing differing involvement. 
cause of time constraints, the curricu- _ political beliefs. Day 10: Final in-class writing assign- 
lum’s creators decided to focus on El Sal- The ten-day unit covers the following: ment: The assassination of Archbishop 
vador, but they stress the importance of Day 1: Introduction to study of El1Sal- Romero. 
a regional perspective and urge teachers vador through news articles. El Salva- A lesson plan based on the third and 
to discuss Nicaragua, Guatemala, Hon-  dor’s geography/map interpretation. Be- fourth day of the curriculum appears be- 
duras and other neighboring countries gin study of socio-economic conditions: low. The full curriculum is available for 
when analyzing El Salvador’s situation chart. Homework: Finish questions. Col- $6 (including postage and handling) 
and U.S. policy there. (Teachers can also lect news articles on El Salvador for five from the Teachers’ Committee on Cen- 
use the curriculum as a model when pre-_ days. tral America, 5511 Vicente Way, Oak- 
paring units on other Central American Day 2: Continue study of socio-eco- land, Cal. 94609. (A second edition re- 

countries.) nomic conditions with discussion of  flecting current changes in the govern- 
The curriculum guide is gearedtohigh homework. Activity on income distribu- ment of El Salvador is now being pre- 

school classes with low to medium read- tion: graph. pared.) 

ing skills but can be adapted to other Day 3: Contending political forces. sees 
grades. It seeks to involve students rath- Reading, discussion and activity on op- Objectives: 
er than concentrate on traditional lec- posing viewpoints. Homework: Writing Students will be able to: 
ture/note-taking techniques. Lessons are paragraph on possible sources of conflict. 1. List the political forces in El Sal- 
provided for ten days, with suggestions Day 4: Political spectrum. Application vador; 
for three- and five-day units. of political spectrum to the situation in 2. Define in their own words the terms 

The curriculum was designed to help El Salvador (optional lesson plan). oligarchy, military, junta, opposition and 
students: 1. Understand El Salvador’s Day 5: Guest speaker, film or slide Spectrum; 
geographic location in the world; 2. un- show if possible to arrange. If not, cur- 3. Identify the persons or groups who 
derstand El Salvador’s socio-economic rent events and news articles, especially re considered Left, Right, and Center; 
conditions, and infer from these facts discussion of articles students bring in. 4. Explain in their own words why 

causes of the current conflict; 3. under- Samples provided. Explanation of home- €ach group is different; and 
stand the political forces contending for work assignment: Survey of U.S. in- 5. Explain in their own words why 
power in El Salvador; 4. understand volvement, due Day 8. these groups would disagree on the solu- 

how political conflict in El] Salvador af- Day 6: Reading of interviews with two _ tions to the problems of El Salvador. 
fects the lives of individuals; 5. under- refugees from El Salvador, contrasting Age level: Grades 9 and up. (Procedures 
stand the nature of U.S. involvement in _ their lives. Homework: Finish questions. may be adapted for grades 5-7.) 
El Salvador; and 6. use this knowledge Day 7: Discuss interviews. Other per- ; 
about El] Salvador to analyze the causes _ sonal accounts provided for optional use. Time Needed: Two 45-minute class 
of the conflict and to understand on- Current events, if not done before. periods. 
going current events as reported by the Day 8: Fact and opinion on U.S. in- Teacher Preparation: Read back- 
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ground information on El Salvador (see own words the differences between the There are conflicting views of how the 
below plus pp. 13-18 and 19-21). Left, Right and Center. Ask them toindi- government of El Salvador works. The 
Materials Needed: Copies of the informa- cate into which category the following junta describes itself as the government 
tion on major political forces (p. 29) and _ groups should be placed: junta, church, of the country. It says it is working for 
on the political spectrum (p. 30) plus opposition, military, oligarchy. peace and blames the opposition forces 

Activities One and Two for each student Distribute Activity Sheet Two and di- for the violence which is taking place. 
(p. 30). vide class into groups to work on Actiy- The Reagan administration, which sup- 
Day 1: Procedure ity. Emphasize that reasons must be giv- Ports the present government, shares 

Distribute the information sheet on €N for each opinion expressed. Ask stu- ee ee Gre ee 
major political forces in El Salvador. Stu- dents to report and share results. After te ly a a ae a y se : es 
dents will be reading the sheet during discussion, students may summarize ee RUPE SAL UaTOUB D Uis COD- 2 Sen suai: trol of political parties and juntas. Milit- 
the class; make any necessary adjust- their opinions. J 

e class; m 4 ry act ary leaders decide what should happen 
ments for differences in reading levels : rua and the junta follows their bieciioa 
(e.g., some students may work with Major Political Forces in Both the military and the junta — with 
others who need to have the material El Salvador the support of the oligarchy — are seen 
read aloud). : as responsible for the violence. This view 

Present and develop vocabulary (oligar- THE OLIGARCHY is held by the Opposition within E] Sal- 
chy, military, junta, opposition, spec- In El Salvador, 2 per cent of the popu- _vador and by others, including some U.S.. 
trum) i text, lation than 60 t of th Cc be rum) in context. owns more than 60 per cent of the ongress members. 

Allow students sufficient time to read arable land. This large portion of the 
the selection. land used to be owned and controlled by THE OPPOSITION 

Discuss the selection using questions 14 families (popularly known as Los A large portion of El Salvador’s popu- 
similar to those suggested below. Catorce), but now this wealth has spread _ lation is opposed to the present govern- 

1. How much of the farmable land in 0Ut to about 200 families. These wealthy | ment and would like to see a new govern- 

El Salvador is owned by the oligarchy? de are known as the oligarchy ra ane power. Many of these people 
2. How does this situation affect most oi alvadarttslends ore os lareg a ne e me organizations wh pre Pere 

of the people of El Salvador? How do you plantations used for growing cash rope emo e Hevoluonery Bron think they feellabout ths? such as coffee, cotton and sugar, which or F.D.R. (Frente Democratico Re- 

3. What powers does the junta have? “"eeloie hy woul like to keep its FDR. were part ofthe government of El Saeee .D.R. 
. ok eet land. They want the military to defend Salvador before joining the opposition. 
Pe . isi a muy Sane. ani 2 their property against the many people They resigned their positions because 

wealthy landowners of El Salvador? who do not own land and want a share they felt that the official government 
5. Why is it believed that the military in the country’s wealth. was not really committed to making 

really rules El Salvador? Why is it possi- changes which would benefit the poor. 
ble for the military to have this kind of THE GOVERNMENT They also felt that the military really 

ee) The current government ofElSalvador controlled the government, and was re- 
6. Why do you think so many of the hastwo parts: the military andthejunta. sponsible for the deaths of innocent 

people of El Salvador oppose the present a me hese ban pmenean ae people. ; 
government? Why would the peasants g . aA Bary 18 LDS 12 rongest force in El The two largest groups in the F.D.R. 

particularly oppose the government? ae par ne deaponine cane are Pee ne ‘ ae have TT ° \ joined the osition because they are 
ae ia and the security forces such as the Na- very poor fea ee some of ie 

ie at other groups of people have tional Guard. Historically, the military land. Man k h: b 
joined with the peasants and workers? ‘ z : 2 By WOR OrR OTe, MADDY Eee Whetde teense lish? has defended the interests of the oligar- cause their wages are low and they are 

A Rae een chy. In 1932 thousands of peasants re- _ not allowed to organize unions to improve 
: at action has been taken by the _volted because of the terrible conditions _ conditions. 

groups of people who are opposed to the they were living under. They wanted a Other people have joined with the peas- 
government of El Salvador? : share of the oligarchy’s land. They were ants and workers. These people include 

9. What have they accomplished? led by a peasant named Farabundo groups of teachers, students, priests, 
10. Why have so many Catholic nuns Marti; 30,000 peasants were killed. The nuns and small business owners. Over 
a oe been active in helping the revolt Mo cae ae a be- 150 political groups belong to the F.D.R. 
oor? ginning 50 years of military rule. They hope to take over the government 
Day 2: Procedure The JUNTA is the unelected ruling and end the power of the oligarchy and 

Distribute Activity Sheets One and ody of El Salvador. It makes the laws, the military while encouraging the ac- 
Two and the information sheet on the decides how to spend government money tive participation of people who are 
political spectrum. and what rights the people will have. The excluded from the present government. 

Have students work on Activity Sheet ae gue anal up s bye ae The army of the F.D.R. is the F.M.L.N. 
One as a means of review. The informa- 2" nT vee asa ers, came to (Farabundo Marti Front for National 
tion sheet on political forces may be re- POW°r eanury, : Liberation). The people of the F.M.L.N. 
ferred to if desired. After students have FE Ee RR often called guerrillas. The F.M.L.N. 
had sufficient time to complete the form, endanen vege ion0 sheng eer deq  2lready controls large portions of El Sal- 

ask them to share ee wers and correct by a Gonctitational Rescmbiy) However, the vador. In parts of these areas, medical 
any errors. Review material on political same interests maintain power and are being clinics have been set up, people are being 

spectrum information sheet with stu- represented now by even more right-wing taught to read and write, and agricultu- 
dents. Ask students to explain in their _ leadership. ral cooperatives are at work. Councils 
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have been formed to govern the areas. Left believe in Socialism. cide how each political force would feel 
The F.D.R. has been recognized by the Right: The military, the oligarchy and about the solution that is proposed. De- 

governments of France and Mexico asa many members of the government. They cide if each political force would be FOR 

group which should‘have a part in dis- believe the present distribution of land that solution, AGAINST that solution, 
cussions affecting the future of ElSalva- and wealth is best for El Salvador. They oor if it is UNCLEAR what the force’s 
dor. are fighting to keep the existing system. opinion would be. Then, explain WHY 

Center: People who view both the Left the group would have the opinion you as- 
THE CHURCH and Right as too extreme. They may sign to it. You must assign each political 

More than 90 per cent of the popula- want to make some changes to improve force an opinion on every problem and 
tion in El Salvador is Catholic. Many of socio-economic conditions, but they are solution. 
the Catholic priests and nuns have been _ not willing to totally change the govern- On a separate sheet of paper, make a 
very active in helping the poor. These ment to do this. chart similar to the one shown below for 
priests and nuns believe in what is called each of the problems. 
“liberation theology.” They believe that ivi 1. PROBLEM: Most of the land in El Sal- 
Jesus Christ dedicated his life to helping Activity One vador is owned by a very small ee 
poor people and that they should con- Based on your reading, identify the people. 
tinue his work. They hold meetings to _ political force which is described in each SOLUTION: Take land away from the 

discuss the people’s problems andtoplan statement. Then, fill in the blank in wealthy and distribute it to the peasants. 
activities to solve the problems. Because front of each statement with the correct 2. PROBLEM: The current government 
these church members often criticize the abbreviation: pad iets t ne ae ie ‘5 p 
government, they have been threatened OL — Oligarchy nee yaa eee ee, eo Uaresu in 

and killed. In the last few years, a G — Government the country. ey ans 

number of priests and nuns have been OP — Opposition SOT ON: Give he ana nor 
murdered, and many have been forced GH = Chunk power so that it can enforce order. 

into exile. 3. PROBLEM: The current government 
One of those killed was Archbishop Os- _ __1. Its soldiers are often called guer- is unable to put an end to the country’s 

car Romero, the most important church _ rillas. unrest. 
official in E] Salvador. He was an out- oI rted by the U.S SOLUTION: Establish a new form of 
spoken supporter of the poor and an op- ——~ ® SUPPorted by the Lin. government in which peasants and 
ponent of the government. In March, 3. Owns most of the land in El Sal- workers share power equally with the 
1980, he was assassinated while cele-  vador. wealthy. 
brating mass in the main cathedral of —__ 4 Has often sided with the oli- 4. PROBLEM: Many people in El Salva- 
San Salvador. As Father Nieto, a former garchy. dor don’t have enough money to feed 
parish priest who had to leave El Salva- e themselves. 

dor because of threats on his life, has put 2 Is made up of many different or- SOLUTION: People should stop pro- 

it, “The Duarte regime has turned ganizations who want a new kind of gov- testing and work harder. This will in- 
against the Catholic Church because it e™mment. crease production and everyone will be 
oon Le ee eee ___6. The military is the most powerful _ better off. 

ot a. members 0: ie uren are i iti 

concerned with improving the lives of ae ee a - 5. PROBLEM: Many people in El Salva- 
the poor. There are conservative priests ___7. Has a five-member ruling body. dor don’t have enough money to feed 

who support the oligarchy. There are al- ____8. Use their farms to grow crops themselves. 

so those who believe that the Church that are sold to other countries. SOLUTION: The government should 
should concern itself only with religion Oe AechbichopRamers kel ae spend less money on the army and more 
and should stay out of worldly matters dhis political an ro Detonged to on programs to help the poor. 

such as politics. : : 6. PROBLEM: El Salvador is not produc- 
——10. Has init former members of the ing enough food to feed its people. 

aa: government. SOLUTION: Use the land for planting 
The Political Spectru m Activit Tw beans, corn and rice to use in El Salvador 

News reports often use the terms y ° rather than coffee, cotton and sugar for 

LEFT, RIGHT and CENTER to describe Below are some problems which exist  ©XP0rt- 
political beliefs. In general, these terms in El Salvador. For each problem, a pos- 7. PROBLEM: Many priests and nuns 
represent people’s feelings about a par- sible solution is given. As you know, the who support the poor have been killed. 
ticular country and whether they want various political forces in El Salvador SOLUTION: The leaders of the 
change in that society. have very different ideas about how to Church should stick to religion and stay 
When talking about El Salvador, these solve the country’s problems. Try to de- _ out of politics. 

terms are commonly used in the follow- 

- ae : Poet FOR | AGAINST| UNCLEAR | WHY? 
: The opposition. People who want 

the country’s wealth and resources to be OEIC AREY 
more equally divided. They want to GOVERNMENT 
make fundamental changes in the gov- OppoOsITION 
ernment to end the power of the military 
and the oligarchy. Many members of the CHURCH 
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Resources to counter the misinformation prevalent about 
Central America are listed 

CENTRAL AMERICA volvement in Central and Latin American (CAMINO-Central American Information Of- 
si affairs in the 20th century. Ed Asner, nar- fice, 1151 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, 

Organizations: rator. 16 mm, 29 min., color, $50 rental Mass. 02138; 1982). 
Amnesty International, 304 W. 58St.,New (Americas in Transition, 401 West Broadway, _ El Salvador: Central America in the Cold 

York, N.Y. 10019; (212) 582-4440. New York, N.Y. 10012). War, ed. Marvin E. Gettleman, Patrick 
Data Center, 464 19 St., Oakland, Cal. Lacefield, Louis Menashe, Ronald Radosh, 

94612; (415) 835-4692. Slide Show: David Mermelstein (N.Y.: Grove Press; 1981). 

Ecumenical Project for Inter-American “Central America: Roots of the Crisis,” 133 El Salvador: The Face of Revolution, by 
Communication and Action (EPICA), 1470 slides with tapescript and printed materials, Robert Armstrong and Janet Shenk (South 
Irving St. NW, Washington, D.C. 20010. 25 min., 1981. (Available from American End Press, 302 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass. 
Cae. 1718 20 St. NW, Washington, Friends Service Committee, Latin American _ 02116; 1982; $7.50). 

D.C. 20009. ., Philadelphia, Pa. El Salvador: The Hungriest People in Latin 
Latin American Working Group (LAWG), tote eh. a ae Ges America, by Action Alert, Institute for Food 

Box 2207, Station P, Toronto M5S 2T2, On- and Development Policy, 4 pp. (Food First, 
tario, Canada. BELIZE IFDP, 2588 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal. 
Maryknoll Sisters, Desk of Social Concern, 94110). 

Maryknoll, N.Y. 10545; (914) 941-7575. Printed Material: “El Salvador — A Revolution Brews,” 

North American Congress on Latin America The Belize Issue, by london Latin American NACLA Report, July-Aug., 1980 (NACLA, 

(NACLA), 151 W. 19 St., 9th floor, New York, Bureaus (P.O. Box 134, London NW1 4JY, _ see above; $3 plus 75¢ postage). 
N.Y. 10011; (212) 989-8890. England; 1978). El Salvador Packet, by Amnesty Interna- 
OXFAM-America, 302 Columbus Ave., Bos- tional. 70-page documentation on violations 

ton, Mass. 02116. EL SALVADOR of human rights (AIUSA, 304 W. 58 St., New 
Religious Task Force on Central America, ee a Le York, N.Y. 10019; $2.50). 

1747 Connecticut Ave., Washington, D.C., Organizations: Peas : “E] Salvador — Why Revolution?,” NACLA 

20009; (202) 387-7652. Committee in Solidarity with the People of — Renor¢, March-April 1980 (NACLA, see above, 
Women’s International Resource Exchange 1 Salvador (CISPES), National Office, P.O. 3 plus 75¢ postage). 

(WIRE), 2700 Broadway, Room 7, New York, Box 12056, Washington, DC. 20005; (202) “Genocide in El Salvador,” by Vicente 
N.Y. 10025; (212) 666-4622. 887-5019. Regional offices: Midwest Region, Navarro, Monthly Review, April, 1981. 

Bes St er rts, Me 808) adi Po 0 
rinted Materials: et ee He al age). 
“Central America: No Road Back,” NACLA a (ou Si oe Report on Human Rights in El Salvador, 

Report, May-June, 1981 (NACLA, see above; 6 Box 57337, Los Angeles, Cal. 90057, 213) Compiled by America’s Watch Committe and 
yD eye noes. 623.7176; Northwest Region, 3410 19 St., San they Sperican Cal Vaberies Una e 
“Central America: The Strongmen Are Francisco, Cal. 94110, (415) 861-0425; Mid. Vintase Press, 198%: $5.00), 

Shaking,” Latin American Perspectives, Vol. Ailantie Re ion. 19 W. 21 St. 2nd Ae New Report on El Salvador, by Religious Task 

VII, Nos. 2 & 3, Spring-Summer, 1980 (CMS, York, N.Y . 00 10 (2 12) es 10 40: Nae Eng: Force on El Salvador (Religious Task Force, 

P.O. Box 792, Riverside, Cal. 92502; $5). ae Be eriey Maen ee CL P.O. Box 53391, Washington, D.C. 20009; 
Central America Update, bi-monthly ie EE a ae Nov.-Dec., 1980; $2.25 plus 50¢ postage). : dit bridge, Mass. 02138, (617) 492-8699; South- — t;.¢ military Involvement in El Salvador 

(LAWG, See above; 96 ifou six tesuee east Region, P.O. Box 249173, Coral Gables Peat oe eno, : : 
Cry of the People by Penny Lernoux (Garden Fl. Baio (305) 661.8358 Z » 1947-1980 ($1.25 plus 25¢ postage). 

Gry, Boubieday, (anny Materials below that are available from Women aoe War raed patieney ee 
Indigenous World/El Mundo Indigena, cygppg ked * packet, Women’s International Resource Ex- 

quarterly (Professor Roxanne Dunbar Ortiz, eC eee change (2700 Broadway, Room 7, New York, 
Native American Studies, California State Printed Materials: N.Y. 10025; $2.25 plus 50¢ postage). 
University, Hayward, Cal.). Archbishop Romero — Martyr of El Sal- 

“Latin American Women,” NACLA Report, _yador, by Placido Erdozain, 98 pp. (Orbis Films: 

Sept.-Oct., 1980 (NACLA, see above; $3 plus Books, Maryknoll, N.Y. 10545; 1981; $4.95 “El Salvador: Another Vietnam” examines 

75¢ postage). paper). the current political crisis in El Salvador and 

El Salvador Alert! monthly, subscription the role of U.S. intervention, 16mm, 50 min.; 

Films: $5/6 months, $10/year.* “El Salvador: The Seeds of Liberty” focuses on 

Americas in Transition presents U.S. in- El Salvador: Background to the Crisis the deaths of four U.S. missionaries and the 
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: Nicaragua Fact Sheets (50¢ a set).** role of the church in El Salvador, 16mm, 28 N.Y. 10003). i ay u Z 
min. (both from Icarus Films, 200 Park Ave. Packet on campaign against religious rep- co cies Ji me o i oe 2 a He i ae 

So., New York, N.Y. 10003, (212) 674-3375. ression ($3).¢ ; nae, jee ENS York: Pantheon Books: “El Salvador: The People Will Win,” a “Terror and LC ee blared c ne . Bane EN 2 8; 

chronology of 500 years of people’s struggle terinsurgency in Guatemala,” by D): : 

against Tosonaline Saale and most Aguilera ee aoe ae Perspec- c oe Newsletter (subscrip- 

recently, a brutal military dictatorship. 16 tives, Vol. VIII, Nos. 2-3, ). ‘ s ). 

mm - video, 63 min., color, Spanish or Tourism Boycott Packet, information on ieee Ne ie sonics Be 

Spanish with English subtitles (Commu-sal, _ repression of unions ($3).+ source a Tenens Gs ncaa ae 
Box 113, Bronx, N.Y. 10468; (212) 777-2341; Boog) GEN Saee ep ie 
rental $200 negotiable). Radio Documentary: Se i 3 

“Revolution or Death,” documentary cover- “Guatemala: Prelude to a Struggle,” 30 or r Ni ees ay a Sea Chae niaees ce 
ing the rise of the military dictatorship in El _ §Q min. transcript, $3; 30 min. cassette, $8; at = orce ae an faye ae ie 
Salvador, the role of the U.S. andthe develop- —_ 0 min. cassette, $12 (The Public Media Foun- ashington, D.C. : ; $4.25 plus 75¢ 

ment of the popular movement. 16 mm, 48 dation, 15 Pleasant Place, Cambridge, Mass. — esi eee 

Soe Marae, pee arse NeW 021E9) Walker (New York: Praeger Publishers; York, N.Y. 10016, (212) 686-9890). oa 

is Slide Show: s 3 Nicaragua in Revolution: The Poets Speak, 
Slide Show: “Guatemala: A People Besieged,” taped bilingual anthology of poetry, with chronol- 

Project R.E.A.L., an outreach program of  gcript and printed materials. 160 slides, 28 day notes, Biblioufaphy aud photoeradhe 40) 
the Stanford Latin American Studies Center,  min., 1978 (American Friends Service Com- OE ay ? 
has produced a slide show on El Salvador mittee, Latin American Program, 1501 hee ; ee 
focusing on land use in rural areas (for further Cherry St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19102; $55). Aa Coe ita “ae 

information, contact Kathie Toland, c/o Pro- Tbe costae) > > 

sec EE Le eLeu Henny Hoovers Rm 228, “HONDURAS “Revolution within the Revolution — Stanford, Cal. 94305, (415) 497-1114). > : Riccar \Geuguie ier Dig 

Printed Materials: garet Randall, Guardian, Spring, 1982 
GUATEMALA “Honduras: On the Border of War,” NACLA (Women’s Day Supplement). 

Report, Nov.-Dec., 1981 (NACLA, see above; “The Role of Women in the Nicaraguan 

Organizations: $3 plus 75¢ postage). Revolution,” by Susan E. Ramirez-Horton, in 
Committee in Solidarity with the People of The War of the Dispossessed, by Thomas P. Nee tele Revel on Crederen 

Guatemala, 19 W. 21 St., 2nd fl., New York, Anderson (Lincoln, Neb.: University of Neb- Sandino's Daughters: Testimonies of 

N.Y. 10010. raska Press; 1981). Nicaraguan Women in Struggle, by Margaret 
National Network in Solidarity with the Randall (Vancouver, B.C., Canada: New Star 

People of Guatemala (NISGUA) 1718 20thSt., NICARAGUA Books: 1981), 
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009. z : 

Materials listed that are available from Organizations: Films: 
NISGUA are marked ¢. Casa Nicaragua, 2121 W. Pico Blvd., Los “Thank God and the Revolution” discusses 

Angeles, Cal. 90006. the role of the Catholic Church in the Nicara- 
Printed Materials: Casa Nicaragua, 19 W. 21 St., 2nd fl., New guan Revolution. 16 mm, 50 min., color, 

Bitter Fruit: The Untold Story of the Amer- York, N.Y. 10010. Spanish with English subtitles ($75 rental).** 
ican Coup in Guatemala, by Stephen Casa Nicaragua, 3015 24th St., San Fran- “Women in Arms” is about the role of women 
Schlesinger and Stephen Kinzer (New York: cisco, Cal. 94110. in the Nicaraguan revolution. 16 mm., 59 
Doubleday, 1982). National Network in Solidarity with the  min., color, Spanish or English (Hudson River 

Dollar Diplomacy, by Scott Nearing and Nicaraguan People (NNSNP), 1718 20 St., Productions, P.O. Box 515, Franklin Lakes, 
Joseph Freedman (New York: Monthly Re- NV. W., Washington, D.C. 20009. NJ. 07417). 

view Press; 1966, 1969 [o.p.]). Materials below that are available from 
Green Revolution, special issue on NNSNP are marked **. Cassette: 

Guatemala (Green Revolution, P.O. Box 3233, z “Revolutionary Nicaragua,” covers the his- 
York, Pa. 17402; n.d.; $1.50). Printed Materials: tory, of Nicarasua’ the Ravelutionlvanieetne 
Guatemala, eds. Susan Jonas and David “Battling Sexism Remains a Key Task — victory. Interviews, music, poetry. Four-hour 

Tobis (NACLA, see above; $9.75 plus $1.25 Nicaraguan Women Demand Rights,” by eseriestin three segments. (National Federal 
postage and handling). : Hoey, Fried, Guadien, ae 1981. Community Broadcasters, 1314 14th St. N.W., 

Guatemala: Dare to Struggle, Dare to Win, “Crisis in Nicaragua,” NACLA Report, ; i \ 
by Concerned Guatemala Scholars (CGS, P.O. _ Nov.-Dec., 1978 (NACLA, see above; $3 plus Ree eee a ee 
Box 270, Wyckoff Heights Station, Brooklyn, —_75¢ postage). Slide show: 
N.Y. 11237; n.d.; $3). Guardians of the Dynasty: A History of the “Ni Th Chall f Revolution” 
Guatemala: A Government Program ofPolit- _ U.S.-Created Guardia Nacional de Nicaragua 13 ie ova aa z ($60 

ical Murder, by Amnesty International, 32 pp. and the Somoza Family, by Richard Millett 9 slides, cassette, tapeserDt, my 
(Amnesty International, 304 W. 58 St., New (Orbis Books, Maryknoll, N.Y. 10545; 1977), Purchase, $15 rental). 
York, N.Y. 10019; 1981; $3.95 paper). Health Care in the New Nicaragua ($1).** 

Guatemala! The Horror and the Hope, ed. Look! A New Thing in the Americas! The PANAMA 
Rarihokwats ($6; Four Arrows, P.O. Box 3233, | Church and Revolution in Nicaragua, by Peter 
York, Pa. 17402). Hinde, Order of Carmelites; ed. by William Printed Materials: 

Guatemala: Occupied Country, by Eduardo Callahan, S.J. (Quixote Center, P.O. Box 651, “Panama: For Whom the Canal Tolls?,” 
Galeano (New York: Monthly Review Press; Hyattsville, Md. 20782; 1981; $1). NACLA Report, Sept.-Oct., 1979 (NACLA, see 
1969 [o.p.]). The Loss of Fear: Education in Nicaragua _ above; $3 plus 75¢ postage). 
Guatemala: Repression and Resistance, Before and After the Revolution (Nicaragua PANAMA: Sovereignty For a Land Di- 

1979 report of National Lawyers’ Guild and Solidarity Campaign of London, 20-21 Com- vided,” by EPICA Task Force (EPICA, 1470 
La Raza Legal Alliance (National Lawyers’ _ pton Terrace, London NI 2UN, England; 1980; Irving St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20010; 
Guild, 853 Broadway, Room 1705, New York, $3.25 plus postage). 1976). 
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In the BOOKSHELF, a regular Bulletin — iss the Democrats and Republicans; third 
feature, all books that relate to minority — _ ._ 4] parties are dismissed with the state- 
themes are evaluated by members of the fF | |. ment, “Smaller parties exist . . . they 
minority group depicted.—Editors. OE a i usually don’t have much luck in state or 

_ | national elections.” At times, the book 

 . iF | 4] takes an idealistic look at the democratic 

Amy Goes Fishing su =i |. In short, the book makes a strong and 

by Joan Marzollo, 7 4 = VW valuable statement: that young people 

niles tad beaitnn Sehweniteen eT bee the power to change our world. 
Dial, 1980, ee «| However, it only advocates change 

aaa 2 | mee merece @ | 2els. and does not acknowledge that 
This is an easy-to-read, quiet, low-keyed | [RG OG BUG SaGGieG @& 4 many feel that change must be more uni- 
story about a young girl who goesfishing ff 7 “7 7" ""_{| versal and revolutionary. It also offers no 

that she falls in the lake and her father fC ézal channels does not work. [Jan M. 
brings a bag of garbage instead of lunch), Goodman] 

they have a really nice time together. 
Amy catches a fish and learns some fish- 
ing techniques. Amendment rights to such actions. For 

The relationship between father and example, in the case Tinker vs. Des Ramona Quimby, Age 8 

daughter is portrayed with quiet humor Moines Independent School District, the 

and understanding, as is their relation- court ruled against a principal who sus- by Beverly Cleary, : 
ship with Sam, an older man whois also pended students for wearing black arm- illustrated by Alan Tiegreen. 

fishing. bands to protest U.S. involvement in Morrow, 1981, 
The illustrations are simple and com- Vietnam. Other courts have stated that $7.95, 190 pages, grades 3-7 

plement the text. The story moves well students may distribute political litera- I was not enthusiastic about this book, 

and is clearly told. The one sour note in ture on school grounds and may opttore- which marks Cleary’s 25th anniversary 

an otherwise praiseworthy book is that frain from saying the Pledge of Alle- asa successful children’s author. But re- 

Amy looks forward to her mother cook- _giance. membering how thoroughly I enjoyed 

ing the fish she has caught (after she has Levenson makes many concrete sug- Cleary’s books when I was a child, I 

worked all day!). Still, this isa commen- _ gestions to help young people become in- brought the book to my classroom of 

dable beginning reader. [Sally Smith] volved—becoming aware of issues, work- third and fourth graders—and they loved 

ing for a local Congressperson or Senator _ it! The author’s gift is that she can plug 

as an intern, writing letters and working into the minds of young children, identi- 

on political campaigns. There are hints fy with and accurately present their 

sas ‘ on how to speak before a school board, problems, issues and concerns. As an 

Politics: How to Get and an example of a high school student adult, I had missed that. 

Involved who was elected to the school committee. To the author’s credit, this is a story of 

Accompanying photographs show a working-class family. Issues of finan- 

ee ay young people in action, but several in- cial hardship, usually ignored in chil- 

$6.90, 87 2 a 4 5. clude some of our nation’s least respected dren’s literature, are mentioned as a reg- 

wu (pages, graces uy and reactionary leaders—former Gover- ular part of the Quimbys’ daily life. Mr. 

This very practical guide encourages nor George Wallace and former Presi- Quimby, a cashier at a local super- 

young people to speak out and get in- dent Richard Nixon. Very few Black chil- market, is planning to work part-time 

volved in politics, even if they are too dren and no Black leaders are presented and go to college to study to become an 

young to vote. It urges them tochallenge in the photos. art teacher. Thus, Mrs. Quimby, a recep- 

the status quo and work for changes, par- Equally serious, the book provides in- _ tionist, becomes the primary supporter of 

ticularly those that will impact their dai- sufficient information on the “less ac- the family. 

ly lives. ceptable,” more radical forms of political Ramona’s concerns are typical for her 

The book cites cases where elementary action. It mentions nothing about organ- age. She understands that the family 

and high school students have worked izing protests, sit-ins and demonstra- _ will have to “cut back,” but she is suppor- 

against sex discrimination in athletic _ tions. It also does not consider the young _ tive of her father’s return to college, even 

programs, helped elect political candi- people’s power as consumers to boycott though she is sad that she will get less 

dates, fought for civil rights and demon- products made by companies with unac- attention from him. 

strated against government policies. The ceptable policies. The Quimbys are presented realisti- 

author also reviews judicial decisions When discussing working for political cally. The parents—who are both caring, 

that have affirmed students’ First candidates, the author focuses only on yet firm—do not always get along, and 
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- the villagers who are outraged at the writing and attempts homemaking. 

, “ thought of women riding bicycles. This is | Eventually, all is well again as Saman- 

p yO Miva. not a philosophical tome norisitananal- tha matures to realize that all kinds of 
ng , ~~ ysis of working women’s problems, but it women are okay, and that it is not neces- 
gC “ is a fun story with a welcome message of sary for her mother or herself to be just 
hea” | BEVERLY cooperation. Like Everybody Else. 

om |. CLEARY The book has a number of strengths, The book is slick and funny. The older 
6 os. , AB one being the charming 19th century characters are exaggerated and totally 

 y y eee style illustrations. They add much tothe unconvincing. The author’s strength is 
x, onl 4 book and begin to give us anideaofwhy in her knowledge of the concerns and 

i. “ women took to the bicycle with such en- mores of upper-middle-class suburban 
. , “ thusiasm. The sense of freedom the bicy- kids. Scenes about how girls decide what 
y | Ramona _ cle gave to women bound by convention clothes to wear, and cafeteria games and 

; (and clothing styles) comes through very rituals are gems, though the general 
Quimby, _ strongly in the illustrations. scene depicted seems to be closer to sub- 

L . cAge 8 Z. The Ten-Woman Bicycle is definitely urbia the way it was 20 years ago, than 
_.. 4A. not great children’s literature; indeed, what exists today. [Lyla Hoffman] 

ee both the writing and the story line are 
somewhat rough in spots. It is, however, 
fun and can also be usedasaspringboard AX Shadow Like a 
for discussion on a variety of topics rang- 
ing from women’s clothing, women and Leopard 

they are concerned about making ends work and how technology has the poten- hy Myron Levoy. 
meet. Ramona and her sister are some-__ tial to change our lives. [Patricia B. Harper & Row, 1981, 

times enemies, sometimes allies against | Campbell] $8.95, 184 pages, grades 6-up 
their parents. Ramona both accepts and After reading tha first wordaegeae 

Bae her se pereiperee ene Like Ever ‘ybody Else jacket text (“Ramon Santiago is a 14 
At one point, the fad at school is to by Barbara Girion. year-old street punk and a poet”) this re- 

bring a hard-boiled egg in your lunchbox _Scribners, 1980, viewer was tempted to put the book 

and crack it open on your head. Ramona, $8.95, 169 pages, grades 4-7 down. And the Jacket talks about the 
to her misfortune, cracks a raw egg on unorthodox friendship” between Ramon 
her head and is humiliated. As ateacher, Samantha Gold, twelve-and-a-half, flat- and Arnold Glasser, a seventy-six-year- 

I thought, “This is ridiculous. What a chested, short and thin, is an only child old artist, which suggested the well-worn 
pain in the neck that child would be in about to start junior high schoolina New missionary theme (“Why, oh, why,” I la- 
my classroom.” My students found that Jersey suburb. Not only dees she have mented, “is it always a white person who 
incident absolutely delightful. Again, routine worries—like new braces andde- __ gets our kids out of trouble?”). 
this is the author’s gift. (The book wasre- “iSions about what to wear for the first _The first few pages of the book con- 

cently named a Newbery Honor Book.) day of school, but she has special wor- vinced me of its merit. (After all, book 
[Jan M. Goodman] ries—like having amother whoisawell- jackets are written by ad people, not au- 

known children’s book writer and ig- thors.) This novel is extremely well-writ- 
nores household affairs and a father who _ ten; this is particularly evident in those 

: wears an apron while cooking frozen food episodes which quite easily could have 
The Ten-Woman Bicycle dinners. And neither parent is paying degenerated into sentimental clichés. 
By tc reas any attention to preparations for her up- And in spite of the seriousness of the con- 
Rinerrnpediog Marion Orecce: coming bat mitzvoh party. Then, when tent, the author knows exactly where to 
Sheba Hemiaist Publishing Co. mother writes a sizzling, adult best-sell- inject bits of humor. 
(Gismibatediby couriers er about a married suburban New Jersey The book has other notable features. It 
Mie tanatin. 27 Clesker well Close, couple involved in lots of extra-marital portrays Ramon, a Puerto Rican youth 

London EC1, England), 1980, affairs, Samantha 8 misery is boundless. living on New York’s Upper West Side, 
ios 20 paces) ecades 216 Meanwhile, her best friend’s family of in an appealing and sensitive manner. 

ae i j four children and a mother devoted toco- Ramon is a street kid, a hustler with 
This is a short feminist tale of working —_ lor-matched accessories, cooking andthe morals (he hustles a full meal from a 
women who use ingenuity and cooper- PTA, makes Samantha’s home appear sympathetic waitress but leaves her a 
ation to overcome problems. The author even more wanting. And a crisis in large tip, explaining, “I’m broke for res- 

tells of ten turn-of-the-century women school, caused by Samantha’s first crush _ taurants, not people”). Above all, Ramon 
who work in a bicycle factory but arenot on a boy who is more taken with an isa “survivor” witha strong sense of self- 
allowed to use the very product thatthey ultra-nasty, ultra-popular other girl, al- esteem whether he’s hustling Glasser’s 

make. The women design their own ten- _ so reaches its high point of misery. Home _ paintings on Fifth Avenue or using his 
woman bicycle and successfully outwit life starts unravelling when Mom stops _ knife to protect himself. 

OO mre rnin cemenemanams 
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The relationship between Ramon Shes seems forced. Many of the photographs 

(whom Glasser calls “punk”) and Glasser 2 pee ie ee are truly lovely. 

(whom Ramon calls “loco viejo”) isa com- i. v a Ce Unfortunately, the book is marred by a 

plex one. No case of one-way salvation ' Pu (_- ~ ~—Sr—eE certain inattention to detail. “Rabbit and 
here. Glasser is suffering from extreme Quit Fox dream in their burrows. . . . High 
depression and Ramon is confronting wort _ in the sky a lone hawk circles, tirelessly 
problems too complicated for his years. a : Meee _~=—s praising the moonlight.” In fact, rabbits 

In fact, Ramon seems the stronger of the : PC 2 we : - and foxes are mostly out and around at 

two (‘The man was as poor as he was. Cl _ | =~=6hSFmé€sSFSFSCSSOnight, and hawk is a hunter by day. Also, 
Maybe poorer, because he couldn’t hustle DO Fe 7 wr : the photographs do not follow the time 

at all anymore. He was too old.”). Clear- eo (26 sequence of the text. The first one shows 

ly, there is a mutual dependency and re- ow, | 7D _ full night, with the moon coming up. 
liance here. The passage in which Ram- a )2OClclcl eC Thereafter, various times of day are rep- 
on and Glasser develop a grudging, 1. 2 s resented, from dusk to late afternoon and 
shouting, conflict-ridden but respecting 5 , _, | a : sundown, to night and back again. In the 

relationship is a classic. j _ fy i final illustration, the moon, unnaturally 

The book does not escape some pitfalls. CC. i | large, appears on the left, but the light is 
Certainly the fact that Ramon’s father is l | | clearly coming from the right, giving an 
in Attica for having assaulted a police- a . } unearthly effect that is not in keeping 
man during a Puerto Rico independence | A _ with the mood of the book. 
rally suggests that he has a sense of self- L ‘ Sometimes the words and pictures are 
respect and self-determination. Never- . . y pt incongruous. One page reads: “. . . the 
theless, we are constantly reminded of eo -. tule great Elk . . . listens to the humming, 

the father’s machismo in ways both di- a humming, quiet strumming of the 

rect and indirect: “To be macho was good. _ them emerges with some degree of digni- Moon’s silver wings.” The accompanying 
It was necessary. His father had said it ty. This is no fairy tale; Ramon does not Picture shows an elk (with a rather do- 
again and again.” Or, when he criticizes _ ive happily every after. But in the last PeY expression) in a sunlit field. Chil- 

his son for writing poetry: “Sissy! Girl! scene, he resolves to determine his own en do notice this sort of thing and are 
Writing foolish things in a book.” Ma- future: “Maybe I'll go to school. And bothered by it, and it certainly detracts 

chismo is a fact of Puerto Rican culture, maybe I won’t. Maybe I'll really write. from the effectiveness of the book. More 

but so is poetry. Pitting them as oppo- And maybe I won't. Maybe I'll even careful editing could have eliminated 

sites negates this reality. Since Ramon’s _ paint, Or sell paintings. Or join Papa in these flaws from a work that is basically 
mother is in the hospital for a nervous that Puerto Rico stuff. Or maybe I won't. appealing and would otherwise have 

breakdown and thus does not provide a But it’s gonna be me, man. Me!” been very appropriate bedtime reading 
positive counterbalance, one is forced to Ramon has taken the first step—defin- for both Native and non-Native children. 

view Glasser, foibles and all, as the “sig- ing himself in a hostile environment. [Doris Seale] 
nificant other” in Ramon’s life. It leaves One is left feeling that he will take many 
one with the uncomfortable feeling ofre- more steps before he is through. [Sonia 
specting the shoot without the roots. At Nieto] _ 

the end, Ramon’s father vows, “No more Oh, Boy! Babies! 
anger. No more temper,” as if there were eA eORe Cracaition 

no legitimate place for justified anger, ee agane ee ei 

particularly in an independence move- Moonsong Lullaby S Hoteeranie hyeane Lana 
ment. Thus, the one positive aspect of his x ‘ 

character—his will to figh' . _ by Jamake Highwater, ee eos — ght for free ; 
eee ane eae photographs by Marcia Keegan. $9.95, 106 pages, grades 4-8 

There are a few other negative details, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard, 1981, Oh, Boy! Babies! is a humorous, often 

but they are just that. For example, $8.95, unpaged, grades p.s.-3 touching book which chronicles the expe- 

Ramon always talks about his mother as Jamake Highwater’s new picture book riences of ten fifth- and sixth-grade boys 

“My mama. . .” and there is the wayin —a bedtime lullaby for a Native child who elect to take a course on baby care at 

which Ramon is referred to by white peo- —is about the night. “Listen carefully, a private boys’ school. Though at first the 

ple he encounters (“He’s ethnic minority; child. The moon is. . . singing, singing boys are embarrassed about their choice 

leave him alone.”). In both instances, the to the People of the campfire. . . . Our and skeptical about peer reactions, they 

use of language is simply not credible. men are home from the hunt with the become absorbed in a class which is soon 

The story has so many positive fea- mighty deer who died for us today... . one of the most popular electives in the 

tures, however, that it clearly deserves The Moon sings across the mountains as__ school. 

to be read by young adolescents. All our mothers cook over our many fires.” The book includes many of the boys’ 

characters are presented as strugglingin The text sometimes carries the strength comments as they learn how to wash, 

situations which are at times over- and beauty of life lived in tune with our feed, diaper, dress, talk to and play with 

whelming. Yet each and every one of Mother Earth; sometimes it simply babies. “Taking care of babies is much 

OV 
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harder than I thought it would be,” Morning Glo ry Afternoon after” ending has suitable husbands 
« i i found for all three.) states one boy. “All those little details hae cleat EIA 

that don’t seem important, but are.” by Irene Bennett Brown. Though the author c set oe ed to 

Comments such as these lend insight in- Atheneum, 1981, expore and put down the Klan by de- 
to the difficult responsibility of parent- $9.95, 224 pages, grades 5-9 scribing its local leader oe sick bigot, 

ing a very young child. As another boy [ft is 1924. Seventeen-year-old Jessy Fab- this is both historically oo a 

notes, “If you drop ’em, you're dead.” er, overwhelmed with grief and guilt ‘isservice to today’s yout! i ec 3 an ad 
The text is accompanied by many fine, over the accidental death of her boy- five million members in t e 1920's and 

sensitive photographs which portray the friend, moves to another town in an at- WAS politically hha in ne oe 

hard times, the fun times and the boys’ tempt to escape her feelings. She goes to North and the my - bea ee acieih f the enjoyment of the babies. As the class Ardensville, Kansas, where she gets a few bigots, but ae Seen ae 

progresses, the boys think seriously job as the telephone operator. She quick- Society at large. Tos a ae e a és 
about their future roles as fathers and Jy learns that her job requires much 8fOWINg, and it is : an eae a 
their interest in sharing responsibility more than placing calls. She must deal YOURS children. Today’ chi a show! 

for baby care. They also consider the with unpleasantness, some badgering, learn the true history of past an ae 
more immediate possibilities of becom- emergencies and general problems. racism in this country. That is the only 
ing babysitters and being involved in At first, Ardensville seems to be the Way to successfully defeat both the vio- 
other child-caring roles. perfect town, and Jessy is sure she will lent and the more genteel racists. [Emily 

A drawback to the book is that it pres- be happy there. All too soon, Ardens- Moore] 
ents a limited experience in a middle- yjlle’s ugliness erupts. One evening a 

class setting. The boys are all white and house where Greek orphans live burns 
well-dressed; the school is posh and well- down. There is no doubt the fire was de- ’ 
equipped; the mothers are flexible. liberately set. But by whom? And why? Marty McGee s Space 
enough to deliver their babies to the On another occasion two children disap- Lab, No Girls Allowed 
aooons and pick them up later that pear from their home. They are Irish. ee and NIRS 

ay. i People stop shopping in the store owned ba Marthe A leeanaee 
However, the book is soundly anti-sex- by a Jewish man. Joe Cooke is barred a ; a oat . 

ist. Recent efforts have been made to from buying the blacksmith shop. Joe ial, > 
present fathers and other males in nur- (Cooke is Black. $7.50, unpaged, grades p.s.-3 

turing roles in children’s literature. Oh, Though Jessy tries to deny the truth, This story is based on—and exploits— 
Boy! Babies! goes a step further, offering she finally must admit that the Ku Klux _ the traditional battle of the sexes. Here 
these roles as positive options tochildren Klan is active in Ardensville, beating, the youngest female wins out. 
at an impressionable age, when peer harassing and even murdering anyone Older brother Marty has a sign on his 
pressure to conform to sex stereotypes is who is not white, Protestant and “all- door, “Space Lab, No Girls Allowed.” 
heightening and pre-adolescent boys American.” The leader is none other When he tells his sister Rachel to stay 
firmly hesitate to do “girls’ stuff.” than the town’s mayor and richest citi- out because he is working on a space 

The book can also serve as a curricu- zen—Lombard Hale. helmet, Rachel complains to her toddler 
lum guide. It inspired me to begina“Ba- —_ With the help of her new friend, Lilli, sister, Jenny. Later, when she is alone, 
by Care” mini-course in my urban public Jessy tries to fight the Klan. But when Jenny cleverly climbs out of her play 
school. Starting next week, one woman she realizes she might endanger not only __ pen, goes into the “lab” and puts on the 
will bring her baby to school. We'll put herself but others, she once again decides special helmet. She waves her musical 
the baby on our classroom meeting rug, the way to deal with the problem istoes- _ rattle and soars into the air, out the win- 
and a mixed group of male and female cape. But the ordeals and problems she dow and through the sky. When she re- 
third and fourth graders will learn to has faced in Ardensville have streng- turns, Marty wants to learn what made 
care for the child. 1am sure that it willbe thened her to fight Lombard Hale and _ the flight possible. Before telling him the 
a valuable experience for all. Without the Klan. She stops running, for she secret, the girls get him to change the 
this book, the idea never would have oc- learns that running can not drive away sign on his door to read “Captain Marty 
curred to me. [Jan M. Goodman] pain, sorrow and fear. Feelings and be- McGee’s Space Lab. Pilots—Jenny and 

liefs must be faced head on. Through Jes- Rachel.” In the end, however, the rattle 
ret Pa o oe sy’s courage, the whole town learns what doesn’t work for him—he’s too heavy. 
1) : MA 2 ety has been going on. Lombard Hale is fi- This little story, while imaginative, fo- 
Ee eee ze . TE 

Ee nally exposed and isolated. cuses on male-female vindictiveness 
le The three main women characters in throughout. Even when Marty changes 

r - \ the book are depicted in what are tradi- _ his sign, he refers to his sisters as “you 
. _ 5 “Oy tionally considered male roles: one wom- girls,” and Rachel is snide to him. The il- 

& | r an owns the telephone company, another _lustrations are attractive, but Rachel 
— a ~ the cafe, another a boarding house. It is seems inappropriately dressed in a dress 

: - the women who speak out and act and party shoes. This “cute” picture 
oe "3 a against the goings on in Ardensville book, while clever and attractive, is a 
a eo while the men follow the evil Lombard poor model for young children. [Sally 
ee cr Hale. (Nevertheless, the “happily-ever- Smith] 
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Title IX in Danger— ol > parents of high school students want 

Support Needed =| te fe | their sons and daughters to participate 

Much of the information in the following ie i | There is nonetheless still much to be 

news brief came from the National Coalition ff 2 | __§ done. In vocational education programs, 

for Women and Girls in Education, a group el f= 4 for example, most young women are still 

of approximately 50 national, non-gov- ff > ~ | enrolled in either clerical programs that 

emmental organizations working together ff * | | @ | lead to low-paying jobs or in home 
on a broad range of issues affecting the § - | e |] economics programs that rarely lead to 

rights and opportunities of women andgirls . i | paid employment. In spite of significant 

in elementary, secondary, post-secondary | |= | gains in athletics, girls and women are 

and vocational education. For more infor- i @] still not near achieving equity. Teachers 

mation on the Coalition, write Barbara ff @ | | . §@ and counselors still often discourage 

Stein, Human and Civil Rights Division, fF | ~— a women and men from entering non-trad- 
National Education Association, 1201 16th fF @ A) io | itional fields or from taking non-tradi- 

St. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. For 1 ; | tional courses. 

more information on a Title IX Watch, write | = ome ew ] The bad news is that Title IX may be 

PEER, 1112 13th St. N.W., Washington, ore done away with or seriously gel cel 

D.C. 20005. 7 eel ee The Department of Education is consid- 
te oe ering changing Title IX regulations to 

This July, Title IX of the Education fF | rrti‘——iCm CL exclude student loan programs from “fed- 

Amendments of 1972—which prohibits Mera financial assistance,” thus exempt- 

sex discrimination in any educational ing a large number of colleges from Title 

program receiving federal financial as- IX coverage. They are also considering 

sistance—celebrates its tenth birthday. well. Pregnant teenage girls were previ- _ lifting the requirement that recipients of 

‘As Title IX’s birthday draws near, it is ously kicked out of school as soon as they federal aid sign a statement that they 

appropriate to assess its impact and the started to “show,” which virtually con- are in compliance with Title IX, with 

roles that it might play in the future. demned them to dead end jobs or public Title IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 

The situation is perhaps best covered assistance. Now, pregnant teens can not (prohibiting discrimination on the basis 

by the old line, “I’ve got some good news be forced to leave school or to goto special of race or national origin) and with Sec- 

and some bad news.” The good news is programs. tion 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 

that Title IX is working and is working Title IX has had the greatest impact (prohibiting discrimination on the basis 

well—not perhaps to the extent that on school athletics. In the past ten years, of disability). Current court cases will 

workers for educational equity hoped but participation by women in inter-col- determine if Title IX covers athletics, if 

certainly much better than we feared. legiate sports has increased by 25 per it covers employees, what remedies are 

Sexism still exists in elementary, high cent; the percent of high school varsity available if Title IX is found to be viol- 

school and post-secondary education but athletes who are young women has in- ated and how “federal financial assist- 

most of the worst rules discriminating creased from 7 per cent in 1972 to 35 per ance” should be defined. 

against girls and women are gone. Some cent in 1981. The average budget for A serious threat to Title IX also oc- 

counselors might still suggest that girls women’s athletics has increased from 2 curred when Senator Orin Hatch of Utah 

go into sex-segregated occupations, but per cent of the total in 1972 to 16.4 per introduced a congressional bill to seri- 

they no longer are assisted by pink and cent in 1980. Girls and women are play- ously weaken Title IX. However, a com- 

blue vocational inventories that steered ing sports and participating in athletics _ bination of factors, including an outpour- 

boys toward careers as doctors, execu- in ever increasing numbers, andarecent ing of support for Title IX from people in 

tives and airline pilots while they pushed Harris poll showed that 93 per cent of Utahand throughout the country, caused 

girls with the same interests into nurs- him to withdraw his support for the bill. 

ing, housekeeping and flight attendant On a more positive note, the House of 

school. Gone are the “girls only” required Representatives introduced a resolution, 

home ec courses and the “boys only” re- co-sponsored by over 100 representa- 

quired shop (in many places, girls and io Cur Headels h tives, that urges that the Title IX 
boys takeiothi home ce and chop. co that Our apologies to readers who were guidelines not be repealed or altered in 

both can learn about running a home). unable to locate the CIBC staff at the | any manner. Resolutions supporting 
Gone, too, are the admission require- June 12 disarmament demonstration in Title IX have also been passed by a 

ments which set much higher standards New York City. We regret that the de- | number of state and city legislative 
for young women than for young men. monstration organizers changed meet- bodies. 

No longer can the New York State Col- ing locations at the ed seth a If people continue to fight for Title IX 

lege of Agriculture at Cornell require sorry to have eat A an it will be saved, and we can get on with 

women to have SAT scores 30 to 40 points Educators for Socia Seas a ity | the business of giving our young people 

higher than men’s. Quotas that allowed (ESR) = wilh whom weimarene - 'S | the best, most equitable education possi- 

the admittance of 50 per cent of the male | 9'°Wng rapidly. dake Vee ; a ble. If we don’t join the fight, Title IX 

but only 25 per cent of the female appli- jomninge of eS He ti ere c a ae can be lost and we will go back, at least 

cants to the University of North Carolina should wate io el eu Se in part, to the not-so-good old days. Title 
are also no longer with us. ters, Box 1041, Brookline, Mass. IX deserves a happy birthday; let’s see 

Title IX has brought other changes as that it gets it. [Patricia B. Campbell] 
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CIBC Introduces Continued from page 27 

Model Curriculum Call to Writers practices were the result of a deliberate 
Southern Exposure, the journal of US. policy to maintain direct control 

On April 21, the Council unveiled its | Southern culture and political economy, over the new colony. Next the U.S. set 
model reading curriculum at a workshop _ | seeks previously unpublished articles, | | UP 2 discriminatory employment system 

for educational publishers. The workshop _| short stories, photographic essays or | | that reserved the best-paying jobs for 
was to acquaint publishers with the con-_ | poetry which illuminate some aspect of | | Whites from the U.S., the next best for 
cepts and teaching strategies of Project | the rich progressive tradition of the | | Europeans, the most menial and danger- 
EMBERS, the “mini-basal readers,” a | Southern region. Send inquiries and | | 0us for Blacks. The U.S. also introduced 
two-year project funded by the Women’s | manuscripts to: Editors, Southern Ex- | | Jim Crow laws throughout the Panama 
Educational Equity Act (see Vol. 13, No. posure, P.O. Box 531, Durham, N.C. Canal Zone. While discrimination 
1). Publishers and senior editors of the | 27702. against Blacks, mestizos and Indians was 
American Book Company, Ginn and well established in the region, it had 

Company, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, been based primarily on class; the U.S. 
Macmillan, McGraw-Hill, Open Court institution of rigid segregation was based 

and Prentice-Hall attended. They heard Is Hell 2 strictly on color. Most of the workers 
Project EMBERS staff explain how the 'S Me/IS She? stayed on after the Canal was completed, 
materials were designed to serve as a The following questions by Nancy J. to work as canal operators andas employ- 
model both to improve children’s reading Woodhull, managing editor of the Ro- | &&S 0n the U.S. military base established 
competency and to promote children’s chester (N.Y.) Democrat and Chronicle, | in the Canal Zone. 
understanding of social and educational are directed to editors. We think they Colonial Blacks have long been active 
inequities based on sex, race and disabil- apply to everyone. . . . in organizations like trade unions, but 
ity. The publishers were also shown © Do you think a male is dynamic, but | their protests have been focused on work- 
audio-visuals of the results of evaluation a female is aggressive? ing conditions rather than racial dis- 
tests of the model materials in 26 class- © Do you view a male editor as firm, | ‘Timination as such. On the other hand, 
rooms of 18 schools around the country. but a female as inflexible? West Indians have been consistently in- 

Associated Press education writer Lee © Is he good on details, but she is | Volved with race issues. This is changing, 
Mitgang attended. A story he filed, laud- picky? as colonial Blacks have begun to link 
ing the workshop and describing the © Ishe a go-getter, but she is pushy? | ¢mployment with issues involving racial 
favorable response of the publishers, was © Does he lose his temper, but she is | discrimination, and the West Indians for 
picked up by newspapers andnewsbroad- bitchy? . . . their part are more and more identifying 
casts across the country. These sample © Does he follow through, but she | themselves with national issues. 
headlines indicate the positive reception doesn’t know when to quit? i In the last 20 years, in Panama par- 
by the news media: “New Textbooks Op- @ Is he confident, but she is stuck up? | ticularly, Blacks of West Indian descent 
pose Sexism and Racism” (Miami © Does a male editor have the courage | have become active in politics. Moreover, 
Herald); “Publishers Like Grade-School _ of his convictions, but a female editor is | the divisions fostered between the de- 
Texts That Emphasize Acceptance of stubborn? scendants of colonial Blacks and the West 
Those Who Are Different” (Kansas City © Does he have dreams, but she has _ | Indians are being somewhat eroded and 
Times). Subsequently, features about delusions of grandeur? . . . replaced by the recognition of a common 
Project EMBERS appeared in several Is he human, but she is emotional? | African heritage and national identity. 
metropolitan newspapers and educa- © Does he diligently exercise his au- | The two branches of the common stem 
tional journals (Education of the Hand- thority, but she is power mad? are beginning to intertwine. 
icapped, Report on Education Research @ Is he closed-mouthed, but she is se- Among the region’s groups that have 
April 28, Education Week May 5 and _ cretive? remained removed from national life, 
Educational Marketer May 10). These © Does he make decisions quickly, but |Such as Black communities on 
stories stimulated considerable interest she is impulsive? Nicaragua’s Atlantic coast neglected by 
in the project. @ Is he a stern taskmaster, but she’s Somoza or the Blacks in Panama who 

Jack Kleinman, an executive of the hard to work for? live outside the Canal Zone, the process 
National Education Association, repre- @ Is he experienced, but she has been of integration has lagged. These groups 
senting 1.7 million teachers, participated through the mill? . . . still feel alienated from their societies, 

in the workshop. He proposed that the Reprinted from Media Report to Wom- | and are strongly influenced by the ves- 
readers, developed as model supplemen- en, November 1, 1981. tige of colonialism. Their alienation rep- 
tary materials for grades 3 and 5, be resents a serious weakness in the popular 

expanded for grades K-6. The curriculum unity required for social change in each 
now consists of an anthology of readings country. This is why their integration is 
and a teacher’s manual for each of the Conecllon’ Thom buincs ee, considered so crucial by the Sandinistas 
two grades. Kleinman said that if the full Wormnan'e Suttra Pe Maerenuk SRE in Nicaragua and by progressive political 
series were developed, NEA would agree are eaBookss a : a a 2 leaders in Panama. [1] 

to be co-publisher and would use its re- last i f th Bull ae a : e 

sources to disseminate it to the nation’s fe dese el es Suet tailed to give About the Author 
es ae e full name of one of the co-authors; 

schools. He told the publishers: “Speak- tHe © placer! Wasi writ by D ELMO DOIG is a Panamanian who has 
ing for the NEA, we are extremely in- p Pe Devon ticipated in the Congr: pee oe 

: Barkman and Susan C. Griffith. P ress of Blacks in the terested in the program. We would be Americas. He has been active with Central 
partners in every sense of the word.” America solidarity movements in the U.S. 
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VIOLENCE, THE KU KLUX KLAN AND THE 

“. , [The clearest, most honest description of the history of the 

VIOLENCE, Klan and racism ever assembled for use in our school systems.” — 

THE KU KLUX KLAN AND Bob Kasen, Labor Notes, 2/24/82 
THE STRUGGLE FOR EQUALITY 

“(This curriculum] provides a host of exciting documentary mate- 

AN INFORMATIONAL ONO INSTRUCTIONAL KIT rials, teaching strategies, classroom approaches and vivid photo- 
graphs. . . . This is U.S. education at its best! 

4 . ¢ . Ss - . . This kit. . . contributes to a greater understanding of both 

| Biwi Bh the failures of our system and the power people wield over their own 

Mew. aN ‘“ v4 + cowed lives. It can help us all move ahead with the unfinished business of 
an Ce Ci lita Aid democracy.” — William Loren Katz, Freedomways, Fourth Quarter, 

rare 1981 
¢@ fa’ 

A 3 y ‘a i uS Alt «_, . [T]he dozen lesson plans include documents, lists of audio- 

an” a me (tL... _ visual aids, discussion ideas, supplementary readings, class projects 
% vg f ag S and suggestions for teachers to put racist ideology and organization 

y ] ee or | in an historical, concrete framework for better understanding.” — 

: ria shld Southern Exposure, Jan./Feb. 1982 

«~. . Ifa curriculum of this kind had been offered in our schools 

Uae oe ae 100 years ago, the history of the past century might have been differ- 

eae eae ent. . . . [This] may be the greatest educational weapon against 
The National Education Association racism we’ve ever had in this country.” — National Anti-Klan Net- 

work, Atlanta, Georgia 

This unique classroom resource provides his- also included in the curriculum. 

torical and contemporary information about the Suitable for junior high and up, the kit will be an 

Ku Klux Klan and the myths used in Klan propa- invaluable resource in school classrooms, church 

ganda. Developed in conjunction with the National groups and other settings in which people seek to 

Education Association and the Connecticut Edu- learn more about the history and resurgence of 

cation Association, this 72-page kit contains a the Ku Klux Klan. 

comprehensive Background Information section Check or purchase order must accompany 

and eleven detailed lesson plans with resource order. Single copies are $4.95 only if check ac- 

materials on such topics as The Ku Klux Klan companies order. If purchase order is not pre- 

Today, The Birth of the Klan, The Beginnings of paid, single copies are $5.45 ($4.95 plus 10% 

White Supremacy, The Klan in the 1920’s, The handling fee). There is a discount of 20% on or- 

Process of Scapegoating and Countering the ders for 10 or more copies. 
Klan. An annotated bibliography and glossary are 

Send check and/or purchase order to 
The Council on Interracial Books for Children 

1841 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10023 
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